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IABSTRACT
The need of exploiting the offshore oil reserves and reducing the equipment costs
becomes the motivation for developing new compact separation techniques. In the past
years, the development of compact separators has almost solely focused on the cyclonic
type separators made of pipes, because of their simple construction, relatively low cost
of manufacturing and being able to withstand high pressures. Considerable effort has
been put into the separator test program and qualification, and consequently notable
advances in the compact separation technique have been made. However the application
has been held back due to lacking of reliable predicting and design tools.
The objectives of this study were threefold. Firstly, an experimental study was carried
out aiming at understanding the separation process and flow behaviours in a compact
separator, named Pipe-SEP, operating at high inlet gas volume fraction (GVF).
Secondly it is to gain insight of the gas and liquid droplet flow in the compact separator
by means of Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulations. Last but not least, the
understanding and insight gained above were used to develop a comprehensive
performance predictive model, based on which, a reliable optimizing design procedure
is suggested.
An experimental study was carried out to test a 150-mm Pipe-SEP prototype with a
water-air mixture. Three distinct flow regimes inside the Pipe-SEP were identified,
namely swirled, agitated, and gas blow-by. The transition of the flow regimes was
found to be affected by inlet flow characteristics, mixture properties, geometry of the
separator, and downstream conditions. A predictive model capable of predicting the
transition of flow regimes and the separation efficiency was developed. A comparison
between the predicted result and experiment data demonstrated that the model could
serve as a design tool to support decision-making in early design stages.
The numerical simulations of gas and droplet flow in the Pipe-SEP were carried out by
means of CFD. The gas flow simulation results showed that the swirl velocity profile
was characterised by a forced vortex, where a uniform angular velocity is present at all
radii. The axial velocity was discovered to be characterised by a slightly reverse flow
II
pattern, where near the wall the flow was directed upward, while in the centre region the
flow was directed downward. The Discrete Phase Model (DPM) model was used to
predict the cut size and the grade efficiency curve of the Pipe-SEP, where a large
number of particles with different diameters were tracked. A comparison of Pipe-SEP
with and without an ‘L’ gas outlet section showed that the gas outlet section had
insignificant effect on the velocity profile, but an increase of the separation efficiency
and the total pressure drop was observed. The effect of inlet gas velocity and separator
diameter on the grade efficiency was studied, and it was concluded that the inlet gas
velocity affected the grade efficiency, when the droplet had a diameter larger than the
cut size. On the contrary the separator diameter affected the grade efficiency when the
droplet had a size smaller than the cut size. The classic cyclone model was found to be
able to predict a close cut size, and the scaling rules were applicable of capturing the
performance trend of ‘commercial separators’ from the model tested.
The design problem of a standard two stage Pipe-SEP system, named Pipe-Hi-SEP, was
formulated as a mathematical program, which combined the existing conventional
separator design procedure, the unique fluid dynamic and mechanical constrains of a
compact separator. By applying a non-linear optimisation procedure, an optimal Pipe-
Hi-SEP system could be obtained that yields the lowest weight at required flow rate and
separation efficiency. The application of this optimisation program for practical
engineering design was illustrated by a case study. Using the formulated mathematical
program, the optimum design could be carried out through a simultaneous search of all
design variables. Moreover, the solution was able to provide an insight into what
constrain the design, and the program has the flexibility suitable for various applications.
The thesis successfully demonstrated a new simulation method for predicting the
performance of a compact separator, an improved understanding of the phase separation
processes and flow hydrodynamic behaviour in the compact separator and it also
developed an optimised program which can significantly improve the efficiency and
effectiveness of the compact separation system design.
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1.1 Background
In recent years, the offshore activities in the oil and gas industry have grown strongly.
The Information Handling Services (HIS) data indicates that more than half of new
discoveries of oil and gas reservoirs were offshore, especially in deep-water (Alex,
2010). Traditionally, an offshore reservoir can be explored by using conventional
subsea technology. However as the exploration and development goes into the deep-
water area, even with a technically successful exploration, the high costs of production
based on conventional development schemes normally make these fields non-profitable.
This is often the case for small reservoirs with complex geology and limited production
potential. As a consequence the demand for developing innovative and low-cost
facilities has increased rapidly.
One popular way of reducing the facility costs, is to reduce the size of key equipment-
separators. Traditionally, oil, gas and water have been separated in large, heavy gravity
settling vessels on the surface. However, more compact separation-units are preferred in
offshore and subsea due to manufacturing cost and installation cost.
The term compact separation is commonly used to describe the separation-units which
do not rely on gravity settling but use centrifugal force to enhance gravitational
separation beyond 1 ‘g’ (one unit of standard gravity equalling to 9.80665 m/s2). Due to
the high ‘g’ force, the size of the separators can be reduced greatly. The importance of
the compact separator has led to many investigations aimed at understanding and
improving its performance in the past few years. Several types of compact separators
have been developed with an impressive track record in metering loop, gas knockout
and liquid knockout applications. However, reducing the size of separators will reduces
the separation performance and the ability to handle fluctuations in flow rate and
composition (Hannisdal et al., 2012). For offshore and subsea applications, an accuracy
and robustness model should be able to predict the separation efficiency and it is crucial,
since the failure of achieving this objective is severe in such applications. In addition,
quantitative descriptions of the performance of compact separators are still deficient.
2Most of the designs depend on empirical values from field experience. Such empirical
knowledge is not much useful for design optimization.
The difficulties in quantifying performance of compact separators are mainly due to the
complex flow behaviours in separators and uncertainties in upstream and downstream
operating conditions. Extensive researches of compact separators have been conducted
both with a mixture of air-water under ambient conditions and with hydrocarbon fluids
under high pressure, even though the behaviour of hydrocarbon fluids under high
pressure differs considerably from the low pressure experiment. Nevertheless, the
experiments under ambient conditions together with advanced numerical simulations
can provide a valuable insight into the phenomena that restrict the capacity and
efficiency of compact separators.
In the present study, the performance of a new compact gas/liquid separation system,
namely the Pipe-Hi-SEP, was investigated through experimental and modelling studies.
The Pipe-Hi-SEP is a two-stage pipe separator, which consists of a Pipe-SEP and a Hi-
SEP, as shown in Figure 1-1. The Pipe-SEP and Hi-SEP are geometrical similar, they
are vertically installed pipe separator mounted with specific inlet and outlet
arrangements. The main features of the Pipe-Hi-SEP system are:
 Tangential inlet to spin the fluid
 ‘L’-shaped outlet sections to enhance the separation efficiency
 Film Elimination Ring (FER) to prevent creep of the liquid film into the gas
outlet
 Anti-Swirl Blades (ASB) in the liquid and gas outlets to prevent vortexing
 Flexibility to be arranged in series and in parallel to improve capacity and
performance
3Figure 1-1 Schematic of the Pipe-Hi-SEP system
A scaled-down prototype was built in Cranfield University’s Process System
Engineering Flow Laboratory. The details of the experimental set up are presented in
Chapter 3. The rig can handle gas/liquid flow with medium to high Gas Volume
Fraction (GVF). This study was limited to Pipe-Hi-SEP operating at high (>85 Vol %)
GVF.
1.2 Study Objectives
This study is aimed at gaining insight of the phase separation and flow hydrodynamic
processes in the Pipe-Hi-SEP system to develop performance predictive models. The
objectives include the following tasks:
 Experimentally investigate the flow behaviours and performance of Pipe-SEP
separator at full range of flow rate.
4 Develop numerical simulation models using a commercial Computational Fluid
Dynamics (CFD) software package to obtain the flow profile within the phase
separation process in the Pipe-SEP separator.
 Develop and validate the Pipe-SEP separator models for predicting the
separation performance.
 Develop engineering design and optimizing tools of the two stage Pipe-Hi-SEP
separation system for offshore and subsea applications.
1.3 Thesis Outline
The thesis is organised as follows:
Chapter 2 presents an overview of the present gas/liquid separation technology. Firstly,
attention is paid to the different conditions that practical separators have to operate
under. This will help in specifying the tasks of a separator. Secondly, three widely
applied separation methods are described briefly in terms of operating principles,
characteristics as well as their suitability for offshore and subsea applications.
Furthermore, conventional guidelines for design of these separators were studied. At the
end, an evaluation of the present compact separation technology is included. This point
of view can highlight some specific differences between the conventional and compact
separators.
In Chapter 3, the basic concepts and models of gas/liquid separator are discussed. A
number of concepts relating to swirling flows, particle motion in a fluid, and unique
problems posed by liquids in separator are discussed. Several (semi-)empirical models
for predicting the flow pattern and separation efficiency are presented. In addition, an
overview of the applications of CFD in separator modelling is presented.
Chapter 4 deals with the experimental investigations that have been carried out in order
to gather the information necessary to reach the aforementioned objectives. Experiments
are carried out in a 150-mm Pipe-SEP prototype operating with a water/air mixture. On
the basis of extensive visual observation of flow behaviours and identification of the
operational constraints, an explicit algorithm is proposed to predict flow regime
transitions in the Pipe-SEP. The flow regime transitions will form the basis of the
predictive model.
5Chapter 5 is dedicated to a numerical study of Pipe-SEP. For Pipe-SEP operating at
high GVF, predicting the separation efficiency involves predicting the droplets
trajectory in the separation chamber. In order to achieve this, the gas velocity profile is
simulated and compared with models in chapter 3. Separation efficiency is predicted by
means of tracking droplets trajectories. Results of this CFD simulation are used to
assess the suitability of using the classic cyclone separator model for the prediction of
Pipe-Hi-SEP performance.
In chapter 6, experimental and numerical results are formulated into practical terms.
Optimum design procedures that are suited for offshore and subsea application are
proposed. These combine the advantages of several existing separator designs. Finally,
the application of this optimisation procedure is illustrated by a case study.
The thesis is concluded by Chapter 7, which summarises the conclusions and provides
recommendations for future work.
62 REVIEW OF PRESENT GAS-LIQUID SEPARATION
TECHNOLOGY
This chapter gives a review of present gas/liquid separation technologies in oil and gas
industry. First, the review focuses on the frequently encountered applications of oil and
gas separators in onshore and offshore systems. Operating conditions and required
properties of separators are discussed to highlight the specific differences between on-
/off-shore and subsea applications. Next, a review is presented on three widely applied
separation methods. Attention is paid to operating principles and characteristics as well
as their suitability to subsea applications. Furthermore, since this research project is to
develop improved criteria for designing compact separators, the standard
methodologies of designing separators are studied, to provide an overall understanding
of this knowledge field. Finally, recent advances in compact separator technology are
summarised.
2.1 Classification of Gas/Liquid Separation Applications
In the oil and gas industry, the fluids produced are normally complex mixtures
including water, crude oil, gas, condensates, and/or other impurities. In order to separate
and condition these fluids to stable marketable products for storage and transportation,
various process equipment are needed to be combined into a processing facility.
Separation of oil and gas is a basic and crucial process operation to ensure the entire
plant operation stable and profitable. For instance, a pump needs to work with gas-free
liquid otherwise it would have cavitation, while a compressor requires the gas to be
liquid-free in order to prevent breakdown. The limits on impurities in oil and gas
products are strictly set, for example the final oil product normally consists of less than
1% of sediment and water, and the final gas usually requires no free liquid (Stewart and
Arnold, 2008).
7Traditionally, a separator is called a “two-phase separator”, if it is used to separate gas
from the liquid, while a “three-phase separator” means it separates the mixture into gas,
oil and water respectively. This section will give an introduction on the “two-phase
separator” with various applications. Also, the term “gas/liquid separator” will be used
to replace “two-phase separator” in the following sections.
When classifying the application of gas/liquid separator, an important distinction must
be made depending on where the separator is used. When a separator is used in a
producing train or on a platform near the wellhead, it is called a “stage separator”. In
gas gathering, sales and distribution lines, a “gas scrubber” often handles fluid with a
high gas to liquid ratio (GLR). The term “slug catcher” refers to a special type of
separators with large capacities; it is often designed to handle gas and liquid slugs. In
any case, they all separate a hydrocarbon stream into gaseous and liquid components at
a specific condition. As concluded by Sarshar and Beg (2001), the applications of
separators range from stage separation, partial separation, knockout of liquid from wet
gas to testing and cleaning out of wells, multiphase metering and slug mitigation,
among others. In the following section, the conventional on/off-shore applications and
innovative subsea applications are reviewed.
2.1.1 On/Off-Shore Applications
A stage (or production) separator is the first vessel that the fluid flows through after it
leaves the producing well. Normally, separation is performed sequentially in three to
four stages, where fluid pressure is successively reduced in each stage. As illustrated in
Figure 2-1, the production choke will reduce the well pressure to 3-5 MPa. The inlet
temperature to the High Pressure (HP) separator often ranges from 100 to 150 ̊C. Within 
the HP separator, the liquid is first flashed, and the light hydrocarbons are removed. The
HP separators can be ‘two-phase’ or ‘three-phase’ depending on the well’s flowing
characteristics. If there is a large portion of water, selecting a three-phase separator as
the HP separator could decrease other separator sizes (Stewart and Arnold, 2008).
8Figure 2-1 Schematic of a three-stages separation process (Stewart and Arnold, 2008)
The configuration of the second stage separator is the same as the first stage HP
separator. Apart from processing the output from the first stage separator, it is also
connected to the Low Pressure (LP) manifold and processes its output, in which the
pressure is approximately 1MPa and the temperature is below 100 ̊C (Stewart and
Arnold, 2008).
The final stage separator is also called flash drum or knock-out drum. Normally it is
operated at atmospheric pressure (0.1MPa), under which the liquid would be “flashed”
due to the large pressure differences. The liquid from the flash drum will be discharged
to storage.
A “gas scrubber” can refer to a vessel used upstream from any processing vessel or unit
to protect the downstream vessel or unit from liquid hydrocarbons and /or water.
Compared to the stage separator, the liquid loading that enters a scrubber is much lower.
Currently most of the gas scrubbers work with less than 4vol% liquid; the operational
pressure ranges from atmospheric to more than 10Mpa, and the temperature can be from
-170 ̊C in liquefied natural gas plants to 100 ̊C downstream of stripping columns. 
Vertical separators are commonly used as scrubbers (Bradley, 1992).
9A “slug catcher” is commonly installed between the product pipeline and the processing
equipment, and performs as a unique type of gas/liquid separator which can deal with
large gas surges and liquid slugs regularly. Figure 2-2 shows a schematic of a typical
finger type slug catcher. Due to these long pieces of pipes, a slug catcher has a sufficient
buffer volume for holding the largest slugs that may come from upstream. This design
works extremely well as sometimes it is hard to predict the slugging behaviour,
particularly in some cases such as the terrain, hydrodynamic or riser-based slugging
(Stewart and Arnold, 2008).
Figure 2-2 Schematic of a slug catcher with liquid “fingers” (Courtesy of Forge)
A “test separator” is designed to facilitate multiphase measurement in order to quantify
and characteristics production from individual wells. A test separator normally can
work as a two-phase and/or three-phase one. Different meters are equipped to determine
oil, water and gas rates after separation (Bradley, 1992).
2.1.2 Subsea Applications
In recent years, subsea processing has become the most promising technology in
developing marginal and deep-water fields. The potential benefits of subsea processing
include increasing productivity, reducing flow assurance risk, and reducing the
requirements for the topside processing equipment. Subsea processing consists of a
series of technologies including separation, boosting, re-injection, compression and
metering of reservoir fluids in the subsea environment. A logical approach is to
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marinise topsides technology in order to take advantage of existing design and
operational experiences. However, the current subsea technology is still not mature.
There is plenty of room for research and developments of the subsea technology.
Mentioned below are a few of the subsea technologies which involve gas/liquid
separation.
The functionality of a Subsea Gas/Liquid Separation and Boosting (SGLSB) system is
to separate gas and liquid at seafloor before the liquid is boosted. Then the separated gas
and liquid are transported in different flowlines and risers to the same host. As shown in
Figure 2-3, the SGLSB system includes a gas/liquid separator and a liquid booster. The
separator separates the incoming well fluid with a specific efficiency. The separated gas
flows up to the topside due to its natural pressure, and the separated liquid is pumped by
a liquid booster. Differential pressure for the liquid booster is determined by the
required topside delivery pressure, friction loss in the liquid riser and the weight of the
liquid column. A single phase centrifugal pump could be used very effectively in the
system, in a condition of less than 5% gas volume fraction (GVF); otherwise a
multiphase pump is needed to boost the liquid (Birkeland et al., 2004).
Figure 2-3 Schematic of a gas/liquid separation and boosting unit at riser base (Saint-
marcoux and Fontfreyde, 2008)
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A gas/liquid separation and boosting unit is shown in Figure 2-4, in which the separator
level is kept within certain boundaries in case of extreme conditions such as being
drained or overflowed. Draining the separator will result in poor performance or failure
of the mechanical integrity of the pump. Overflowing the separator will lead to
undesirable liquid entering the gas riser, consequently rising up the pressure drop, and
possibly slug flow.
Figure 2-4 Schematic of the overall SGLSB system
The separator level is controlled by adjusting the pump speed, and it is achieved via a
Variable Speed Drive (VSD) assembled at the topside. A local control loop with a
recirculation line will compensate for rapid changes in the liquid level. Small transients
will be handled by the separator itself as it has a liquid surge volume (Håheim and
Gaillard, 2009).
The on-going Pazflor project is the pioneer of the SGLSB technology (Bon, 2009). The
Pazflor project confronts the difficulty of producing distinctive types of oil from
different reservoirs. Approximately two-thirds of oil is heavy crude which has 17–22°
American Petroleum Institute (API), and the rest is lighter crude which has 35–38° API.
The light oil is produced using the traditional production-loop system. Subsea
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Separation Units (SSUs) were built-up to produce the heavy oil. As shown in Figure 2-5,
each SSU includes one vertical gas/liquid separator and two hybrid pumps.
Figure 2-5 Overview of SSUs within the production of the Pazflor project (Gruehagen
and Lim, 2009)
The SSU modules use large separation vessels operating at pressure of 2.3 MPa. A
bottom-riser-gas-lift (BRGL) device combined with multiphase pumps is applied to
provide sufficient differential pressure (οܲ), for producing the heavy fluid requested in
the Pazflor project. Multiphase pumps would need to accommodate 15% GVF at normal
operation, and up to 40% in case of unexpected fluid behaviour.
Another subsea separation and boosting system applied in deep-water is the
ESP/Caisson technology (Vu et al., 2008). A special caisson separator with boosting
device is mounted in a dummy well, which is located beneath the seabed in order to
accommodate the separator and the Electric Subsea Pump (ESP). As seen from Figure
2-6 and Figure 2-7, the well fluid enters the caisson separator from its top end assembly.
Within the caisson separator, the heavier liquid is separated due to centrifuging, and it
flows downward to the ESP. The gas flows upwards due to its own pressure into a
dedicated gas flowline. The ESP pumps those liquids toward the Floating Production
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Storage and Offloading (FPSO) through a dedicated oil flowline. Therefore, the risks of
hydrate and slugging often related to deep-water conditions, can be minimized by
applying liquid-gas separation. Also, the single liquid phase can be boosted efficiently
by means of industry proven ESP technology.
Figure 2-6 Schematic of production well and ESP/Caisson separator system (Deuel et
al., 2011)
Three down-hole pressure gauges are used for measuring the liquid level in the
ESP/Caisson system. They are located from top to bottom along the depth of the
separator. From the bottom two gauges, the density of the liquid is obtained. The liquid
level is determined by the density and the pressure drop between the top and bottom
gauges. A process control PID loop which is capable of offering feedback control and
adjusting the pump speed is used to keep the liquid level in the caisson (Deuel et al.,
2011).
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Figure 2-7 Detailed flow schematic of ESP/Caisson separator (Ju et al.,
2010)
The ESP/Caisson technology has been applied in Perdido and BC-10 projects at water
depths about 2380 m and 1800 m, respectively. Due to the relatively low reservoir
pressure and large water depths, artificial lift is required to make these field
development economically (Vu et al., 2008).
As in the Perdido project, a 105m long, 35”x 16” OD vertical caisson separator is
selected. Figure 2-8 shows an overview of the caisson separator. It is critical to have
an efficient separation in the separator. A specially designed inlet, shown in Figure
2-9Figure 2-9, guides and partially separates the incoming fluids before the caisson
separator. The lower part of the caisson length is designed to submerge the tall motor in
the liquid phase so as to reduce the temperature of the motor. Additionally, the liquid
slug initialized from the production well will be eliminated within the long caisson
separator. The Gas Carry Under (GCU) of the separator is expected to be less than
10%. However, there are potential drawbacks for the ESP/Caisson technology, in terms
of capital and intervention cost.
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Figure 2-8 Diagram of the Caisson separator, (note it is in a vertical view) (Gruehagen
and Lim, 2009)
Figure 2-9 Photo including the inlet part of the Caisson separator used in the Perdido
project (Vu et al., 2008)
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It can be seen from the above sections the current subsea separation technologies either
need large separation vessels or complex building blocks. A state of art comparison of
the subsea separation technologies is given in Table 2-1.
Table 2-1 Overall comparison of the state of art subsea separation technologies
Concepts Pros & Cons & Comments
Gravity separation
Pros:
- Simple concept, gravity separators installed on topside.
Cons:
- Due to subsea conditions, the experiences of topside
installation would be less useful.
- Units have larger diameters resulting in being complicated to
produce and setup.
- The cost is high.
Comments:
- Being used in some projects, however the industry expects a
smaller but efficient technology for replacement.
Caisson separation
Pros:
- Being used in subsea, including mechanical packaging and
combination with the ESP pumps. Being found to be
applicable to deep-water conditions.
Cons:
- Difficult to be applied to conditions with high levels of sand
in the produced fluid.
- The system performance is found to be limited and also the
capacity is limited under the concept.
- The total budget will increase due to spending on drilling and
preparation of the dummy well.
Comments:
- The retrieving of the ESP needs to be developed for a more
convenient method.
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Overall, the total cost of using the above separation technologies is high. Secondly, if
the production well is under excessive deep water, it would be difficult to manufacture
and install those large vessels. Based on these, a cost effective technology which is
efficient and robust under deep water conditions is highly demanded by the industry.
2.2 Present Industrial Gas/Liquid Separation Technologies
There are many technologies in terms of separating the gas and liquid. A brief overview
of the most commonly used industrial gas/liquid separation technologies will be
presented in this section. Three methods often used to achieve physical separation are
gravity settling, inertia forces, and coalescing. These three separation methods are
applied for distinctly different purposes. The gravity settling is achieved by decreasing
the fluid velocity to allow the liquid droplets settle out in the separation space, and it is
mainly applied to (pre-) separate large volume of coarse liquid. This method is hardly
useful for mist separation. The inertial force is to alter the flow direction suddenly and
is usually used as the inlet internal for bulk separation or in the situation of separating
droplets. Separators based on this principle are not suitable for processing high liquid
loading. Coalescing separation is applied when it is necessary to collect finest droplets
to achieve very high separation efficiency. It is not suited to handle high liquid loadings.
Each type of separation devices can either be used alone or in combination. The choice
of a proper technology for separating gas/liquid production needs both a comprehensive
understanding of the process conditions, and the knowledge of the impurities in the
fluid (Stewart and Arnold, 2008).
In this section, the practical applications of these three separation methods are reviewed
according to Figure 2-10. Attentions are paid to the principles governing the separation
process, the operating characteristics and presently available practical design procedures.
After a characterization of all listed separation devices, section 2.2.4 evaluates their
suitability to subsea applications.
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Figure 2-10 Diagram of the characterization of the separation devices presented in
sections 2.2.1-2.2.3
2.2.1 Gravity Settling
Gravity settling is the conventional form of gas/liquid separation. It is often achieved in
large pressure vessels. If the velocity of the gas/liquid mixture is sufficiently slow, large
droplets will settle out in the separation space and gas bubbles will emerge to the
gas/liquid surface. Two basic types of separators are widely used: horizontal and
vertical. Horizontal separators are usually used for high gas-liquid flow rate, while
vertical separators are commonly used on low to intermediate gas-liquid flow rate
(Stewart and Arnold, 2008).
2.2.1.1 Principle of operation
Figure 2-11 and Figure 2-12 are typical schemes of horizontal and vertical gas/liquid
separators, respectively. Despite the difference in orientation or size, all gravity
separators consist of four main sections, as follows:
 The inlet diverter section
 The gravity settling section
 The mist extractor section
 The liquid collection section
Principle of Operation
Operating Characteristics
a) Separation efficiency
b) Through-put per unit volume
c) Turndown ratio
d) Pressure drop
e) Ability to separate non-liquid constituents
f) Capital and operational cost
Selection considerations
Available Design Procedures
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Figure 2-11 A typical schematic of a horizontal gas/liquid separator (Stewart and
Arnold, 2008)
Figure 2-12 A typical schematic of a vertical gas/liquid separator (Stewart and Arnold,
2008)
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The inlet diverter directs flow at the entrance of the fluid and performs the bulk
separation of gas/liquid flow. The design of an inlet diverter is very important, as the
diverter should generate minimum disturbances to avoid the re-entrainment problem. To
meet these purposes a large variety of inlet devices exists, such as baffle plates,
centrifugal diverter and inlet distributor, shown in Figure 2-13.
a) Diverter baffle b) Tangential baffle
c) Centrifugal diverter d) Inlet vane
Figure 2-13 Schematic of inlet diverters (Stewart and Arnold, 2008, Swanborn, 1988)
The baffle plate can take advantage of inertia as liquid and gas hit it. Liquid falls
downward to section where the liquid exists of the vessel, while gas tends to move
around the plate. The baffle plate can be designed as a half sphere, cone, flat plate and
angled iron, etc. The baffle can be designed in any way as long as its structural support
can bear the momentum impact on it. The diverter baffle shown in Figure 2-13 a) is for
a horizontal separator. The tangential baffle shown in Figure 2-13 b) is usually applied
in a vertical separator (Stewart and Arnold, 2008).
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The centrifugal inlet diverters, as shown in Figure 2-13 c) use the centrifugal force to
separate the incoming fluid. A cyclonic chimney or a tangential inlet is normally used to
guide the fluid to flow around the wall of the devices. The centrifugal diverters can be
very effective in terms of bulk separation, which also works well with foaming or
emulsifying crudes. On the other hand the drawback of the centrifugal inlet diverters is
that they are sensitive to the flow rate. At a lower flow rate, the system cannot perform
properly. Due to this reason, centrifugal inlet diverters are not applied to conditions
where flow rates are unsteady.
Inlet vanes are usually applied in scrubbing operations, where the inlet flow is expected
to be distributed evenly across the separator. A half pipe arrangement was used
frequently in the past. Today, the most commonly used inlet is the vane type, which
includes a number of vanes that gradually release the gas and liquid into the scrubber, as
shown in Figure 2-13 d).
The liquid droplets which were not separated at the inlet are expected to be separated in
the gravity settling section, where liquid droplets larger than 140 µm were separated
(Stewart and Arnold, 2008).
The liquid collecting section provides a retention time, which allows the entrained gas
bubbles to escape. Moreover, this section provides a surge volume, which is capable of
handling the slugs. The liquid separation quality is often dependent on the liquid
retention time. The longer the retention time the better the separation. However, a
longer retention time requires a larger vessel and/or an extension of the liquid depth of
the separator. Most common retention times vary from 30s to 20 min depending on the
fluid properties and other considerations (Stewart and Arnold, 2008).
The liquid level is maintained by a level control system. The signal is sent from the
controller to control the liquid outlet valve, in order to keep the liquid level at the
designed height. The level control is less important in a vertical separator, because the
small fluctuations (several inches) of the liquid level will not influence the separator
operating efficiency. However, for the horizontal separator, the liquid level is more
critical, as it can affect the droplet settling space, therefore affecting separation
efficiency. A pressure controller installed on the gas outlet is used to maintain the
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pressure at a certain value, and the pressure relief devices are installed to control or limit
the pressure build up in the separator in case of a process upset, instrument or
equipment failure, or fire (Stewart and Arnold, 2008).
The gas flows out through mist extractors, where suspended liquid droplets are removed
from the gas. Special coalescing elements are contained within the mist extractors,
which can provide a large surface area in order to allow coalescence and eliminate the
small droplets. Mist extractors can be very efficient in separating droplets smaller than
140µm. More details of the widely used wire meshes and vanes type will be discussed
later in section 2.2.3.
Overall, the principles of operating the horizontal and vertical separator are quite similar.
The only difference is that horizontal separators achieve separation tangentially to the
flow and the vertical ones do it parallel to the flow. The selection of separator is often
decided on a basis of economic consideration.
2.2.1.2 Operating characteristics
The operating characteristics of gravity settling separator can be summarized as
following (Swanborn, 1988)
Table 2-2 The operating characteristics of gravity settling separator
a) Separation efficiency : Droplets with diameter of 140 µm
and larger will settle out of the gas
in most average-sized separators
b) Through-put per unit volume , ܭ-value* : Low; ܭ < 0.1 m/s for low-
pressure applications
c) Turndown ratio : No theoretical lower limit to gas
velocity
d) Pressure drop : Low; determined mainly by size
and shape of in and outlet nozzles
e) Ability to separate non-liquid constituents: Medium
f) Installation and operational costs : Strongly increases with increasing
pressure
* ܭ-value is Souders-Brown coefficient; it will be discussed in section2.2.1.3.
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2.2.1.3 Available design procedures
Rules of thumb have been established to improve the design of the gravity separator.
The size of a gravity separator is usually decided by the gas settling velocity and the
liquid retention time theory. The most comprehensive method was presented by Svrcek
and Monnery (1993). The detail of the design procedures is included in Appendix A.
Settling theory
The settling theory is a simplification of the actual process taking place in the separators.
Liquid droplets in a gas flow are acted on by three forces: gravity, buoyancy, and drag
force, as illustrated in Figure 2-14.
Figure 2-14 Schematic diagram indicating the forces of on a liquid droplet, note it is in
an upwards-flowing gas field
The gravity force is always directed downward and is given by
ீܨ = గ஽೏య
଺
∙ ߩ௟∙ ݃ (2-1)
where ீܨ is the gravity force; ܦௗ is the droplet diameter; ߩ௟ is liquid density; ݃ is the
gravitational constant.
Under the assumption that the droplet is in the gas, the buoyancy force is opposite the
gravity force and is given by
ܨ஻ = −
గ஽೏
య
଺
∙ ߩ௚ ∙ ݃ (2-2)
Buoyancy force
Gravity force
Drag force
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where ܨ஻ is the buoyancy force; ߩ௚ is gas density.
The drag force is opposite the direction of droplet velocity and is determined from
ܨ஽ = −ܥ஽ ∙ ܣௗ ∙ ߩ௚ ∙
௩೟
మ
ଶ
(2-3)
whereܥ஽ is the drag coefficient, dimensionless; ܣௗ is the droplet cross-section area and
ݒ௧ is the terminal settling velocity of droplet.
Theoretically, if the gravity force is over the force caused by the droplets’ motion
relative to the gas phase, droplets will settle out of a gas flow. Therefore, balancing the
net drag force and gravity force results in
ݒ௧ = ටସ௚ଷ ൬ఘ೗ି ఘ೒ఘ೒ ൰஽೏஼ವ (2-4)
Several correlations have been developed to estimate the drag coefficientܥ஽ . In order to
simplify the calculation, the droplet has been assumed as a solid, rigid sphere. Table 2-3
summarize the most widely used correlations.
Table 2-3 Correlations of drag coefficient ܥ஽ (Rhodes, 2008, Gibilaro et al., 1985)
Literature Correlation
Stoke’s Law ܥ஽ = ଶସோ௘೏ ܴ ௗ݁ < 2
Intermediate Law ܥ஽ = ଵ .଼ହ
ோ௘
೏
య/ఱ 2 < ܴ ௗ݁ < 500
Newton’s Law ܥ஽ ≈ 0.44 500 < ܴ ௗ݁ < 2 × 10ହ
Bird ܥ஽ = 24ܴ ௗ݁ + 3ܴ ௗ݁ଵ/ଶ + 0.34
Gerhart ܥ஽ = 24ܴ ௗ݁ + 61 + ܴ ௗ݁ଵ/ଶ + 0.4
Magnaudet ܥ஽ = 24ܴ ௗ݁ (1 + 0.15ܴ ௗ݁଴.଺଼଻)
where the droplet Reynolds numberܴ ௗ݁ is defined as ܴ ௗ݁ = ఘ೒∙஽೏∙௩೟ఓ೒ ; ߤ௚ is the gas
viscosity. The terminal velocity ݒ௧ can be solved by an iterative process. Svrcek and
Monnery (1993) also suggested correlation for calculating ܥ஽ without trial and error.
The correlation is given in Appendix A.
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The difficulty of applying the settling theory lies in finding out which minimum droplet
size will give the desired separation efficiency. Walas (1990) suggested a value of 200
µm droplet diameter in terms of the design of a separator. Stewart and Arnold (2008)
illustrated that the gravity separating space can remove droplets with sizes larger than
140 μm, while the demister can eliminate remaining droplets between 10 and 140 µm.
Therefore, they suggested that droplet size can be taken as 140 μm for a separator
design. They also recommended a 500 µm size for gas scrubbers and 300-500 µm for
flare or vent scrubbers.
Eq. (2-4) can also be rearranged as Sauders and Brown equation as follows
ݒ௧ = ܭට஡ౢି ఘ೒ఘ೒ (2-5)
where ܭ = ටସ௚
ଷ
஽೏
஼ವ
is the settling velocity coefficient or Sauders and Brown coefficient,
depending on design and operating conditions. ܭ has the unit of m/s.
Usually, the ܭ -value can be taken as an indication of separator’s compactness. The
bigger the ܭ-value is the more compact the separator is. Gerunda (1981) suggested that
the ܭ-value was between 0.03 and 0.107 m/s. Smith (1987) recommended a ܭ -value
varying between 0.03 and 0.051m/s but suggested the use of conservative values in
order to account for uncertainties in the conditions. In practical low pressure
applications, the ܭ-value recommended is no more than 0.1 m/s, and normally a 50%
safety margin is applied for vessels without internals. The ܭ-value declines as pressure
increases, because increasing pressure often results in an interfacial tension reduction
and thereby the droplets sizes are reduced as well. The Gas Processors Suppliers
Association (GPSA, 1998)suggested to reduce the ܭ-value to 75% for 8.5 MPa pressure
for separators with a mist eliminator.
It is clear that separator designs based on the ܭ -value do not fully account for the
changing of the droplet sizes, which can be affected by changing of interfacial tension,
fluid properties or composition. Also, the ܭ-value does not consider the effect of liquid
loading which may significantly affects separation efficiency.
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Retention time theory
In order to make sure both gas and liquid can reach equilibrium in the separator, there is
a need to maintain some liquid inside the vessel. The retention time is used to measure
the liquid storage and is defined as
ݐோ = ௏೗షೄಶುொ೗ (2-6)
where ݐோ is the retention time; ௟ܸି ௌா௉ is the liquid storage volume in the vessel and ܳ ௟
is the liquid flow rate.
The liquid retention time is either selected from empirical data, or based on the
requirement of ensuring a reliable and stable operation of the separator and downstream
process. Generally, retention times are range from 30 to 180 seconds, which are found
to be sufficient for most cases. However for foaming crude, the retention time may
need to be extended from 120 to 720 seconds (Stewart and Arnold, 2008).
2.2.1.4 Selection considerations
Each type of gravity settling separator has specific advantages and limitations. In a
vertical separator, the liquid droplets which need to be removed from the gas phase
must settle downward against the up flowing gas. Conversely, in the horizontal
separator, the movement of the liquid droplet is vertical to the gas flow; in this case it is
much easier to be settled. Therefore, the difference in the flow pattern of the separated
liquid droplets indicates that for a given gas loading, the horizontal separator is smaller
and more cost effective. On the other hand a vertical separator occupies less floor space,
which is an important consideration on an offshore platform and subsea block building
(Stewart and Arnold, 2008).
Manning et al., (1991) compared the advantages and disadvantages of horizontal and
vertical separators as shown in Table 2-4. It shows that horizontal separators are more
effective and more economical in terms of separating normal gas-oil production,
especially when there might be issues such as foam, emulsions or high GOR involved.
However vertical separators are more effectively in the applications of high GOR,
where only mists are need to be eliminated from the gas phase. As mentioned before,
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the selection of separator is usually based on which one will accomplish the separation
requirement at the lowest “life-cycle” cost.
Table 2-4 Comparison of horizontal and vertical separator
Type Pros & Cons & Applications
Horizontal
separator
Pros:
- Requires smaller diameter for the same capacity
- Larger surge volume
- Large liquid surface area for foam dispersion
Cons:
- Occupies more space
- Difficult to handle impurities
Applications:
- Large volume of gas/liquids separations
- GOR is high or medium
- Foaming crudes present
Vertical
separator
Pros:
- Can handle impurities
- Less tendency for re-entrainment
- Occupies less space
Cons:
- Difficult to maintain the instruments and safety devices,
which are usually mounted on the top
Applications:
- Small flow rates of gas and /or liquids
- Very high GOR or very low GOR or scrubber applications
- When the application space is restricted to a certain size
- When the controlling system needs to be easily handled
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2.2.2 Cyclone Type
A cyclone separator mainly uses centrifugal forces, and they are used widely for de-
dusting and de-misting. In a cyclone, the gas-particles (solids/droplets) mixture
performs a swirling motion inside a cylindrical body, where the particles are flung
outward and collected on the inner wall of the cyclone. The gas leaves either reversely
or flow through the vortex finder. Based on the gas flow pattern inside cyclone, a
cyclone can be classified as “Reverse-Flow Cyclone” (RFC), and “Axial-Flow Cyclone”
(AFC). By far the majority of experimental and theoretical studies of cyclones have
been reported relating with the separation between the solid particles and gas phase.
However, the principles of separating liquid droplets from gas are the same, and it is the
subject of the following section. Due to the geometry difference, the RFC and AFC are
described separately.
2.2.2.1 Reverse-Flow Cyclone
2.2.2.1.1 Principle of operation
Generally, an RFC consists of an inlet section, a separation chamber, a liquid discharge
and a gas outlet section. As shown in Figure 2-15, the swirling flow is created by the
tangential injection of the mixture or axially flow through a swirl element. Figure 2-15a)
represents a cylinder-on-cone RFC and b) represents a cylindrical RFC. As the mixture
swirls, the gas flows axially down along the wall of the RFC, and when the gas reaches
the near bottom of the RFC, the gas gradually flow towards the inner space of the RFC,
with an upward axial movement. A vortex finder is assembled on the top of RFC,
extending downward from the roof centre, and the gas flows out from it. The liquid
droplets are flung towards the inner walls and formed liquid wall film. The liquid film
falls down along the inner wall of the RFC and is collected at the liquid discharge
section (Hoffmann and Stein, 2008).
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a) Cylinder-on-cone RFC b) Cylindrical RFC
Figure 2-15 Sketches of reverse flow cyclones (Peng et al., 2002)
Various inlet configurations are available for enhancing the separation efficiency of
RFC. The four main types are: pipe inlet, rectangular inlet, wrap-around inlet, and swirl
vanes, as shown in Figure 2-16. The pipe inlet is the simplest and cheapest one. The
rectangular type generally provides good performances and is by far the most widely
used inlet. However, a particular inlet transition part is required, named the round-to-
rectangular section, and this transition section makes the manufacture of RFC more
complicated. A large angular momentum is expected with the ‘wrap-around’ inlet,
which will result in a greater swirl velocity at the vortex internal core. Because most of
the inlet particle separation happens at the scroll section, it is more applicable to high
particle load conditions. The swirl vane is often inserted in the cylindrical bodies and
the gas phase enters cyclone parallel to its axis. Some operational benefits result from
the axial symmetry, which is caused by this axial entry (Hoffmann and Stein, 2008).
Two types of configurations are generally used regarding the separator chamber shapes,
one of which is cylinder-on-cone and another is cylindrical. Normally, the cylinder-on-
cone one is called ‘cyclone’, whilst the cylindrical type is called ‘swirl tubes (reversed)’.
(In order to distinguish the swirl tube in section 2.2.2.2, the ‘swirl tubes (reversed)’
represents the swirl tube with reverse flow). The cyclone can be installed in a large
vessel as the inlet device, which has been discussed in section 2.2.1. The cyclone is
expected to handle large amounts of incoming liquid. The cyclone also can be designed
as a standalone device, equipped with a liquid hold-up drum, which provides liquid
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level control and liquid surge capacity. Swirl tubes (reversed) are usually applied in the
high efficiency operations or final stage with medium or low particle loadings, and the
most common configuration in the industry is a “swirl deck” or “multi-cyclone”, which
consists of small tubes (Hoffmann and Stein, 2008).
Figure 2-16 Four widely adopted inlet configurations (Hoffmann and Stein, 2008)
a) pipe inlet, b) rectangular inlet, c) wrap-around inlet, and d) swirl vanes, including
their side (left) and top (right) views
2.2.2.1.2 Operating characteristics
The operating characteristics of reverse flow cyclone separator are summarized as
follows (Swanborn, 1988)
Table 2-5 Operating characteristics of reverse flow cyclone separator
a) Separation efficiency : Low for single cyclone; ܦହ଴~ 25-
50µm
High for multi-cyclone; ܦହ଴~ 5-7µm
b) Through-put per unit volume , ܭ-value : ܭ~ 0.2-0.3m/s
c) Turndown ratio : 0.4, very sensitive to the flow rate
d) Pressure drop : 20-30mbar
e) Ability to separate non-liquid
constituents :
Very good
f) Installation and operational costs : Relate approximately inversely with
ܭ-value
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2.2.2.1.3 Available design procedures
Various mathematical models have been proposed to estimate the velocity distributions
and the performance of de-dusting cyclone in the literature. De-misting cyclones follow
the same general sizing guidelines. In the following section, only the classic models
available for computing cyclone grade efficiency and pressure loss will be briefly
reviewed. More details will be discussed in Chapter 3.
Grade efficiency
Normally, the efficiency of a cyclone is characterized by the ‘critical size’ or the ‘cut
size’ of particles. ‘Critical size’ is defined as the size of particles with a fractional
efficiency of 1.0, while ‘cut size’ is the size of particles with a fractional efficiency of
0.5. A grade efficiency curve is sketched by plotting the particle diameter vs. separation
efficiency (Hoffmann and Stein, 2008).
During the past few decades, different methods of theoretically evaluating the cyclone
efficiency have been developed. The widely used ‘equilibrium-orbit’ model and ‘time-
of-flight’ model are reviewed as follows. These two models were developed based on
the standard reverse-flow, cylinder-on-cone cyclone with a tangential, slot type inlet
(Hoffmann and Stein, 2008). A schematic of this type of cyclone is shown in Figure
2-17 to describe these models. The geometrical notations are indicated in the right-hand
side.
Figure 2-17 Schematic of a reverse-flow cyclone and geometrical notation (Hoffmann
and Stein, 2008)
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‘Equilibrium-orbit’ model
The ‘equilibrium-orbit’ model proposed by Barth (1956) is derived from a force balance
on a particle rotating on the imaginary Cylindrical Surface (CS). The CS is defined as
the interface between the outer and inner vortex, as shown in Figure 2-18. It is shaped
by extending the vortex finder wall to the bottom of the cyclone.
Figure 2-18 Schematic of the concept used in ‘equilibrium-orbit’ models (Hoffmann and
Stein, 2008)
Over the CS, the gas velocity components are set to be constants. Because the gas phase
flows from the outer part to the inner section of the vortex, there exists an inward drag,
while a ‘centrifugal force’ acts outwardly. By balancing the two forces, the cyclone’s
cut size ܦହ଴ indicates that there is 50% of chance that this particle will be captured. The
cut size is an important parameter for measuring the separation capability of a cyclone.
The outward centrifugal force acting on the particle on the CS is given as
ܨ௖ = గ஽೏య଺ ߩ௟(௩ഇ಴ೄమ஽ೣ ) (2-7)
where ܨ௖ is the centrifugal force; ݒఏ஼ௌ is the tangential velocity calculated in the CS. ܦ௫
is the vortex finder diameter.
The drag acting on the particles is inward and is given as
ܨௗ ൌ ͵ߨܦௗߤ௚ݒ௥஼ௌ (2-8)
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where ݒ௥஼ௌ is the radial velocity calculated in the CS.
Equating the centrifugal force and the drag force, the cut size ܦହ଴ is determined as
ܦହ଴ = ට௩ೝ಴ೄଽఓ೒஽ೣఘ೗௩ഇ಴ೄమ (2-9)
By assuming that the radial velocity is neglected near the cyclone wall and is uniform in
the CS, the radial velocity ݒ௥஼ௌ can be calculated as
ݒ௥஼ௌ = ொ೒గ஽ೣு಴ೄ (2-10)
where ܳ௚ is the gas volumetric flow-rate, ܪ஼ௌ is the height of CS .
To obtain the tangential velocity in the CS, Alexander (1949) introduced the following
correlations
ݒఏ஼ௌ = ஼௥೙ (2-11)
݊= 1 − (1 − 0.67ܦ଴.ଵସ)(்
బ்
)଴.ଷ (2-12)
where ܥ is a constant; ݎ is the radius of CS; ܦ is the cyclone body diameter; ܶ is the
temperature and ଴ܶ is room temperature (283K). In order to use the above correlations,
the tangential velocity of the cyclone wall is assumed equal to the inlet velocity. Thus
the tangential velocity in the CS can be calculated.
Muschelknautz (1972, 1980) further developed Barth’s method, by accounting the
effects of wall roughness and particle loading on the cyclone performance.
Muschelknautz’s model will be discussed in Chapter 3.
‘Time-of-flight’ model
Another classic model is the ‘Time-of-flight’ model, in which the time for the particle
travelling within the cyclone is taken into account. The original method was introduced
by Rosin et al., (1932). This model considers whether the particle will reach the radial
wall before it reaches the bottom of the cyclone. The concept behind the ‘time-of-flight’
models is shown in Figure 2-19.
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Figure 2-19 Schematic of the concept used in ‘time-of-flight’ models (Hoffmann and
Stein, 2008)
In this approach, any radial gas velocity is neglected. The critical particle size is defined
as the size of the particle which can migrate the radial distance across the cyclone
within the residence time of the particle inside the cyclone. Correspondingly this path
length for the particle travelling is given as
ܮൌ ߨܦܰ௦ (2-13)
where ܰ௦ equals to the number of spiral turns that the particle encounters before
reaching bottom. ܰ௦ can be calculated by fitting the graph provided by Zenz (2001).
ܰ௦ ൌ ͸Ǥͳሺͳെ ݁
ି଴Ǥ଴଺଺௩೔೙) (2-14)
where ݒ௜௡ is the inlet velocity. Assuming the tangential velocity equals the inlet velocity,
then the residence time for a particle reaching bottom is given as
ݐ௖௬௖ = గ஽ேೞ௩೔೙ (2-15)
The final radial velocity of a particle is given by
ݒ௥
ᇱ= ஽೏మሺఘ೗ି ఘ೒)
ଵ଼ఓ೒
(௩೔೙మ
஽Ȁଶ
) (2-16)
The migration time required to strike the wall is given as
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ݐ௠ ௜௚ = ௕௩ೝᇲ (2-17)
Equating the migration time to the residence time available, the critical particle size can
be obtained:
ܦହ଴ = ට ଽ௕ఓ೒గேೞ௩೔೙(ఘ೗ି ఘ೒) (2-18)
From the ‘equilibrium-orbit’ model, it can be seen that an increase in ܦ will lead to
increasing of .݊ Consequently, ݒఏ஼ௌ will decrease and ܦହ଴ will increase. This means the
larger the cyclone is, the poorer the performance (bigger cut-size) will be. However, the
‘time-of-flight’ model indicates that the longer the cyclone is the better the efficiency
will be (which is also known as smaller cut-size), because it allows a longer period for
the particle to touch the wall within the longer cyclone. In general, the knowledge
regarding the increase of the efficiency of a cyclone related to the following points
(Hoffmann et al., 2001):
 Increasing the size and/or density of the particle traveling within the cyclone
 Increasing rotational speed of the vortex
 Reducing the diameter of the cyclone
 Extend the cyclone
Pressure drop
Three parts in general contribute to the overall cyclone pressure drop: 1) the entry part;
2) the main body, and 3) the vortex finder. The first one is normally negligible in terms
of magnitude. The losses in the cyclone body are not in the dominated overall pressure
loss either, but it is the main factor in controlling the swirl intensity within a cyclone.
The largest pressure losses lie in the vortex finder. A dimensionless “Euler number” is
often used for describing the pressure drop and it is given as
ܧݑ = ∆௣భ
మ
ఘ௩೎೓
మ
(2-19)
where ݒ௖௛ is the characteristic velocity, and it is often taken as the mean axial velocity
in the cyclone. ∆݌ is the pressure drop of a cyclone. Eq. (2-19) is normally used as the
scaling rule to estimate the pressure drop of a geometrically similar cyclone.
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Many models of estimating the pressure drop in a cyclone are empirical. These
empirical models are sufficient for cyclones with smooth walls and where particle
loading is low. Otherwise, models including the dissipative loss in the cyclone are more
realistic such as the latest Muschelknautz model (Muschelknautz, 1972). Since pressure
loss is not the main concern of this study, it will not be discussed in detail in this thesis.
Two of the most widely used empirical pressure drop models proposed for cyclone with
slot-type inlets are (Hoffmann and Stein, 2008):
Shepherd and Lapple
ܧݑ௜௡ = ଵ଺௔௕஽ೣమ (2-20)
Casal and Martinez-Benet
ܧݑ௜௡ = 3.33 + 11.3(௔௕஽ೣమ)ଶ (2-21)
Scaling rules
There are some simple scaling rules derived to estimate the cut size in a cyclone and
also the pressure drop based on the measured results from geometrically similar
cyclones. Dimensional analysis showed that if geometrically similar cyclones have the
same ܴ ,݁ then ܵ݇ݐ ହ଴ and ܧݑwill be the same. Then the cut size can be calculated from
ܵ݇ݐ ହ଴ and is given as
ܵ݇ݐ ହ଴ = ∆ఘ஽ఱబమ ௩೎೓ଵ଼ఓ೒஽ (2-22)
where ∆ߩ is the density difference of gas and particles.
2.2.2.2 Axial-Flow Cyclones
In the Axial-Flow Cyclone (AFC), the gas enters along its cylindrical axis. Several
sketches of AFC geometries are given in literatures. A schematic and a photograph of
the typical AFC - Verlaan cyclone are shown in Figure 2-20. There is a 45° exit angle
within the AFC at the vane blades (Jacobsson 2006). In order to assist the liquid
separation, vertically slits with sharp inner edge are designed.
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Figure 2-20 Schematic and photograph of Verlaan axial flow cyclone (Jacobsson 2006)
2.2.2.2.1 Principle of operation
The AFC is operated on a different principle to RFC. To create a swirling flow, the
mixture is designed to enter the cyclone through a spinning part known as the swirl-
vanes, which are located at the near bottom of AFC. After separation, the gas flow
leaves from a vortex finder placed at the top centre.
It appears that the cyclone with smaller the radius has a higher separating efficiency.
However, the radius for a single cyclone cannot be chosen as small as one would like
for a given gas flow. One reason is that the spinning gas flow could gain so much
velocity that the wall film would be re-entrained. Another reason is the pressure drop,
which has been proved to increase with the square of the gas flow through a cyclone,
could become excessive. So for a certain tube size a limit gas flow is set. In order to be
able to process larger gas flows at the same separation efficiency a number of small
swirl tubes are placed in parallel. The gases and liquids need to be distributed evenly
between the various tubes (Austrheim et al., 2008).
2.2.2.2.2 Operating characteristics
The operating characteristics of multi axial flow cyclone separator are summarized as
following (Swanborn, 1988)
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Table 2-6 The operating characteristics of multi axial flow cyclone separator
a) Separation efficiency : High; ܦହ଴~ 10µm
b) Through-put per unit volume , ܭ-value : ܭ~ 0.4m/s
c) Turndown ratio : 0.2
d) Pressure drop : < 10mbar
e) Ability to separate non-liquid
constituents :
Depending on geometrical
characteristics; some multi-cyclone
installations experience plugging
problems
f) Installation and operational costs : Relate approximately inversely with
ܭ-value
2.2.2.2.3 Available design procedures
There is a lot of work published on design and operation of RFC, but less on AFC.
Austrheim et al., (2007) investigated the performance of a deck of AFC with live
natural gas fluids. They stated that the ܭ-value is undesirable in terms of designing a
cyclone deck. In the AFC, one decisive factor is the re-entrainment of liquid; the
efficiency would drop off due to a greater volumetric gas flow and liquid loading.
2.2.2.3 Selection considerations
The cyclone can separate the droplets with diameter greater than 10um. Most cyclones
have a cut size between about 3 to 15um. It is fairly easy to design a cyclone to satisfy
the majority of de-misting processing, as droplets in the mist exhibit a much larger
diameter. The biggest challenge is how to handle the liquid film once it is flung to the
wall of the cyclone.
Normally swirl tubes are less effective than cyclones, while there are many situations
where swirl tubes are preferable. In the first place, the axial inlets of swirl tubes occupy
much less space than tangential inlets. In the second place, the cylindrical tubes are
mechanically stronger than cylinder-on-cone cyclones. Finally, swirl tubes are more
resistant to clogging (Austrheim et al., 2008) .
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2.2.3 Mist Eliminator
To clean the gas flow with small droplets in the range of 5-100µm, which cannot be
achieved economically by gravity settling, is subjected to a mist eliminator. The knitted-
wire-mesh type and vane type are the two widely used mist eliminators. The following
section presents an overview of these two types of eliminator.
2.2.3.1 Mesh type
A wire mesh eliminator consists of wire mesh pads and support grids, as shown in
Figure 2-21. Wire mesh pads are made of stainless steel mats, which are knitted with
wires with a diameter of 0.10 to 0.28mm. The void volume fraction of the mats is about
0.95 to 0.99 with high surface areas. The pads have a 100 to 150 mm thickness and 160
to 240 kg/m3 density. In a gravity separator, they are normally placed near the gas outlet
(Stewart and Arnold, 2008).
Figure 2-21 A sample of the wire mesh mist eliminator (Stewart and Arnold, 2008)
2.2.3.1.1 Principle of operation
In a wire mesh mist eliminator, direct interception causes droplets to impinge a wire
when a gas flow passes very close to it. The separated liquid droplets coalesce and then
fall down to the liquid section of gravity separator. Because mist eliminators are
generally for gas which travels vertically upwards, the effectiveness mainly depends on
the velocity range of the gas phase. A higher velocity will result in the liquids that have
settled out to be re-entrained, and a lower velocity will make the gas pass through the
mesh pad but the droplets would not be impinged and coalesced (Stewart and Arnold,
2008).
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2.2.3.1.2 Operating characteristics
The operating characteristics of a mesh type eliminator are summarised as follows
(Swanborn, 1988)
Table 2-7 The operating characteristics of a mesh type eliminator
a) Separation efficiency : 99% droplets with size no less than
10 µm can be removed as the mesh
size is sufficient
b) Through-put per unit volume , ܭ-value : Low; up to 0.15
c) Turndown ratio : Normally set of 30% of design gas
velocity
d) Pressure drop : Low; < 5 mbar
e) Ability to separate non-liquid
constituents :
Very poor; plugging can occurred
easily compared to the vane types of
eliminator
f) Installation and operational costs : Relatively high because of large
required plan area
2.2.3.1.3 Available design procedures
As mentioned above, 99% of droplets with size no less than 10 µm can be removed,
provided the mesh size is correct. The process is also determined by a prescribed
velocity shown in Eq. (2-5). The ܭ-value is determined experimentally. However, the
theory behind the ܭ-value is derived on basis of the maximum gas velocity in order for
a droplet to settle out by gravity. By keeping the ܭ-value constant the effect of droplet
size and liquid load is ignored. Hence, it is not a consistent way of designing a mesh pad,
but in practice the requirement ensures that the mesh is under a non-flooded situation.
Flooding point
If the gas velocity upstream of a mesh pad exceeds a certain limit, the droplets that have
coalesced in the mesh pad, cannot be drained efficiently by gravity and therefore liquid
begins to accumulate in the mesh. When this happened the point is called the flooding
point and is accompanied by a sudden increasing of pressure drop over the mesh
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(Austrheim et al., 2007). Flooding conditions set the upper operation limit for mist
eliminator.
In experiments of flooding velocities in packed columns, Sherwood et al., (1938) found
that the flooding velocity was dependent on the following factors: physical properties,
liquid load, surface area of the mesh pad and void fraction of the mesh. They showed
that the flooding point could be corrected by dimensionless quantities
஺ೞ௩೒,ೞమ
௚ఌయ
ቀ
ఘ೒
ఘ೗
ቁߤ௟
଴.ଶ = (݂௠ ೗
௠ ೒
ට
ఘ೒
ఘ೗
) (2-23)
where ܣ௦ is the cross area of mesh pad; ݒ௚,௦is the gas velocity pass the mesh pad; ߝis
porosity of packing; ߤ௟ is liquid viscosity;݉ ௟and ݉ ௚ are the mass flow rate of liquid
and gas, respectively.
Brunazzi (1998) found a good relation with the expression in (2-23), when analysing the
flood point for two different mesh pads. Figure 2-22 shows that the flooding velocities
decrease with increasing liquid load. Moreover, the operating pressure increases the
density ratio, ఘ೒
ఘ೗
, and flooding will occur at a lower superficial gas velocity.
Figure 2-22 The correlation Burkholz found for the flooding point of two different mesh
pads (Brunazzi, 1998)
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Pressure drop
The pressure drop across a wire mesh pad ο ெܲ consists of two parts, a “dry” pressure
drop, ο ௗܲ௥௬ from gas flow, and a “wet” pressure drop, ο ௪ܲ ௘௧ from liquid holdup.
As the liquid holdup of the mesh pad is a function of liquid loading and gas velocity,
ο ெܲ increases strongly with the gas flow increasing. The “dry” pressure drop is given
as:
ο ௗܲ௥௬ = ଴Ǥ଴଻଺௙ு೘ ௔೘ ఘ೒௩೒ǡೞమଽ଼ ଵൈଵ଴య (2-24)
where ݂ is the friction factor from Figure 2-23; ܪ௠ is the thickness of the mesh pad and
௠ܽ is the surface area.
Figure 2-23 Plot of friction factor vs. Reynolds number within a dry eliminator (Stewart
and Arnold, 2008)
The “wet” pressure drop is relative to both the liquid loading and the geometry of the
mesh pad. The “wet” pressure drop is often obtained by experiment (Stewart and
Arnold, 2008).
Another thing need to note here is that a uniform flow pattern is required in order to
make the mesh eliminator working within the design capacity and the high efficiency. A
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gas distributor is usually placed on the downstream of the mesh pad to distribute the
flow evenly.
2.2.3.2 Vane type
The Vane type mist eliminator is made of several parallel vanes that contain directional
changes, as shown in Figure 2-24. The vanes can condition the gas flow into a laminar
flow. The droplets will be impinged and collect at the surface of the plates. The total
depth of the flow direction varied from 150mm to 300mm, and the space between the
vanes are 5mm to 75mm (Stewart and Arnold, 2008).
Figure 2-24 Typical vane-type mist eliminator (Stewart and Arnold, 2008)
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2.2.3.2.1 Principle of operation
As the gas passes through a vane type mist eliminator, droplets strike on the vane
surface and are separated out. A special designed drain pipe collects and reroutes the
liquid to a section where collects liquid. The vane type mist eliminator can be installed
in vessels either vertically or horizontally. In the horizontal vessels, the gravity is used
to drain the liquid phase; therefore, the re-entrainment of the liquid will be minimized.
As a consequence, the horizontally installed vane can handle higher through-put
operation than in the vertical configuration (Stewart and Arnold, 2008).
2.2.3.2.2 Operating characteristics
The operating characteristics of a vane type mist eliminator can be summarised as
follows (Swanborn, 1988)
Table 2-8 The operating characteristics of a vane type mist eliminator
a) Separation efficiency : Good; droplets with diameter of
40µm and larger will be removed
b) Through-put per unit volume , ܭ-value : High; ranges from 0.09 to 0.3m/s in
typical designs
c) Turndown
ratio :
Approximately 25%; depending on
liquid loading
d) Pressure drop : Low; often <1.0-1.5 mbar
e) Ability to separate non-liquid
constituents :
Poor; although danger of plugging is
less than wire mesh eliminator
f) Installation and operational costs : Relatively low; 2-3times of wire type
2.2.3.2.3 Available design procedures
The design of a vane type eliminator is usually dictated by Eq. (2-5). The ܭ-value or
Souder-Brown coefficient is determined experimentally, and ranges from 0.09m/s to
0.3m/s in typical designs. The maximum allowable velocity decreases with increasing
pressure (Stewart and Arnold, 2008).
Similar to mesh type, the impaction is a major factor in separation. If the ܭ-value is low
the droplets will stay in the gas phase and will travel through the device but will not be
collected. The upper boundary is needed to eliminate the re-entrainment. The maximal
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gas velocity through a vane eliminator is normally determined at the beginning of re-
entrainment of the liquid film on the vane blades.
Pressure drop
The correlation for calculating the pressure drop across a vane eliminator was provided
by Calvert (1974)
∆ ௏ܲ = ݊ ஽݂ߩ௚ ௩೒మଶ (2-25)
where ݊ is the number of bends, and ஽݂ is the drag coefficient of a single plate held at a
certain angle to the flow.
2.2.3.2.4 Selection considerations
Knitted mesh eliminators are currently the primary method for gas demisting used in oil
gas production facilities. A wire-mesh unit with correct size is effective to eliminate fine
liquid droplets. The costs of wire-mesh extractors are low, however their use is limited
to low gas velocities and comparing to other kinds they can be easily plugged. The
wire-mesh pads are not suitable for the situation, where solids are present and can
accumulate to plug the pad. The vane type is more expensive than the mesh type. The
vane type is often used in process systems where there are solids, or there is a high
liquid loading. The vane eliminator can also be used in operations with pressures of up
to 10Mpa (Stewart and Arnold, 2008).
2.3 Evaluation of Present Compact Separators
An ever increasing quantity of gas and oil is produced from offshore. As a consequence,
greater efforts are put into the corresponding facility designs. The majority of gas/liquid
separations employed by the oil industry have been based on gravity settling and
demisting meshes. The gravity separators are usually large and heavy vessels, which are
expensive for offshore/subsea applications. On the other hand, demisting mats exhibits
relatively high performance in droplet removal. However, for some conditions they are
not appropriate, such as high liquid loading, foam tendency or impurity conditions,
because the cost of intervention in offshore is extremely high. Therefore, the need of
exploiting offshore oil reserves and cutting down equipment costs becomes the
motivation of researching new compact separation techniques.
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Cyclonic type separators have simple construction, they are relatively inexpensive to
fabricate and operate with moderate pressure losses. Previously the R&D activities of
compact separators have almost solely focused on cyclonic type separators. The earliest
study of the cyclone separator for offshore production was from the 1980s. Davies and
Watson (1983) showed several advantages of using a cyclone separator instead of a
conventional separator. In recently years, intensive researches have been carried out to
develop compact separators with various features. As examples of compact separators,
the Gas/Liquid Cylindrical Cyclone (GLCC), the Cyclone Separator (CS), the Inline
separator and the Multi-pipe separator will be introduced in the following section.
2.3.1 GLCC
The GLCC was first introduced by Tulsa University and Chevron Petroleum
Technology (Arpandi et al., 1996). The GLCC is a type of cyclone separator, which
applies a centrifugal force to enhance the separation process. Figure 2-25 illustrates the
three main parts of the GLCC: the inclined tangential inlet, the tangential liquid outlet,
and the axial gas outlet. The fluids enter the separator tangentially through an inclined
feed pipe. Due to density differences, the highly swirling flow forces the gas spinning
downward along the GLCC inner wall, then it is forced upward in the center. Initially,
GLCC was designed to provide bulk gas/liquid separation as a part of a metering system.
After extensive development, the GLCCs equipped with advanced control strategy have
been applied widely in oil fields.
Figure 2-25 Schematic of the Gas/Liquid Cylindrical Cyclone (Arpandi et al., 1996)
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Arpandi et al., (1996) proposed the conceptual design and applications of the GLCC.
(Shoham and Kouba, 1998) reported field applications of the GLCC in relation to
metering loops in Duri and Indonesia, gas knockout in China, and liquid knockout in
Nigeria; the findings show that the GLCC can considerably improve metering accuracy
and save significant costs. Due to the sensitivity of the designs to the flow rate, even
though they are able to lead to really smaller sizes, they are rarely picked for production
operations. But a GLCC is still very effective as a partial separator. In recent BC-10 and
Perdido projects, as mentioned in section 2.1.2, the GLCC is deployed as the top
assembly to promote the initial separation (Gruehagen and Lim, 2009).
2.3.2 Cyclone Separator (CS)
The CS was a joint development by Petrobras and the State University of Campinas
(Franca et al., 1996) . The CS was primarily developed as part of a subsea boosting
technology for oil production from deep-water fields. According to Franca et al., (1996),
the CS can be described as a vertical case composed of three sub-separators, as shown
in Figure 2-26. Primary separation occurs when the gas/liquid mixture leaves the inlet
nozzle. The gas is mainly separated here. A liquid film with dispersed bubbles swirls
along the inner wall due to tangential inertia, then liquid enters the helix channel, and
the secondary separation happens. The gas that separates in this section flows through
the existing holes into the inner pipe and then gets to the gas pipeline. The liquid and
some dispersed bubbles plunge into the tertiary separator which acts as a gravitational
separator for the residual gas, then directs the liquid to the pump suction line.
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Figure 2-26 Schematic of the Cyclone Separator (Rosa et al., 2001)
Several research works were conducted to study the CS flow behaviours. Rosa et al.,
(1996) measured the thickness and flow direction of the liquid film on the chamber wall
and the shape of the film cross-section in the helix channel by using electrical
conductive and ultra-sound probes. Furthermore, a numerical simulation which assumes
the flow is axis-symmetric was used to predict the average film quantities.
Rosa et al., (2001) tested three types of scaled-down CS models. In their study, three
different liquid fluids were used during the tests with liquid viscosity from 1cP to 150
cP, at 25°C. As expected the capacity of the separator to handle the flow rate of liquid
decreases as the liquid viscosity increases. They also found that the diameter of the
critical gas bubble is proportional to the liquid viscosity.
2.3.3 Inline Separator
Inline separators were developed by Statoil and CDS (Schook and Asperen, 2005) .
Inline separators apply cyclonic technology. Two kinds of devices exist: the Inline
degasser and the Inline deliquidiser. The degasser is designed to separate the gas from
the liquid dominated phase, while the deliquidiser does the opposite. Inline separators
are often applied to de-bottleneck and upgrade existing facilities.
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A schematic of the inline separator is shown in Figure 2-27 and Figure 2-28. The inline
separators are equipped with mixing elements. The mixers are to ensure that a mixture
is even distributed to avoid a stratified flow. Stationary swirl elements are placed in the
downstream of mixing elements. Swirl elements create the rotational motion of the flow.
Because of the differences in the density, the gas moves towards to the centre of
separator chamber as the liquid spins along the chamber wall. For the degasser, the gas
phase that exists the separator chamber from an annular part, which is linked to a
vertical gas scrubber. In the vertical gas scrubber, the liquid phase which has been
carried over will be separated and drained back to the main liquid stream. For the
deliquidiser, gas is removed through a smaller pipe, which is inserted in the separator
chamber. The liquid film is captured in a vertical boot part. Some gas that is trapped in
the boot section is removed and injected back into device. At the downstream of inline
separators, an anti-swirl element exists which can eliminate the motion of rotational
flow and recovers some pressure (Schook and Asperen, 2005).
Figure 2-27 Schematic of an inline Degasser (Schook and Asperen, 2005)
Figure 2-28 Schematic of an inline Deliquidiser (Schook and Asperen, 2005)
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As reported by Fantoft et al., (2010), the degasser and deliquidiser can achieve 90-99.5%
efficiency under optimal conditions and more than 80% efficiency under challenging
conditions.
2.3.4 Multi-Pipe Separator
Roberto et al., (2011) reported that Saipem had developed a Vertical Multi-Pipe
Separator made of several pipes within a vertical array. As a part of a SGLSB system,
the purpose of such multi-pipe design is to fully utilize pipes to offer sufficient
separation and liquid holdup volumes. Comparing with the conventional separation
vessel, the vertical pipes have smaller diameter and thinner wall, and they especially
designed for extreme conditions such as deep or ultra-deep water.
Figure 2-29 Multi-pipe separator principle Figure 2-30 Tangential inlet distributor
Roberto et al., (2011) Roberto et al., (2011)
The Vertical Multi-Pipe Separator, as illustrated in Figure 2-29, is designed similarly as
a conventional vertical separator. Special designed inlet is to enhance the separation
efficiency. The multiphase flow is expected to be evenly split into corresponding
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separators. The distributor, as shown in Figure 2-30, is connected to a tangential inlet to
avoid the high turbulences and smaller droplets which may generate by the splashing.
The required slug handling capacity is achieved by extending the height of pipes
appropriately. Separated liquids are commingled at the bottom and separated gases are
collected above the pipe bundle. The separator will be included in the subsea station
retrievable module.
Extensive qualification programs and validated simulations have been carried out to
validate the effectiveness of the separator. According to the report of Roberto et al.,
(2011), under the design basis and extreme test conditions (125% of the design), the
multi-pipe separator can deliver the required separation performance with the Liquid
Carry Over (LCO) of less than 0.1% and Gas Carry Under (GCU) of less than 10%.
Further qualification will be carried out before the multi-pipe separator can be
implemented in subsea.
2.3.5 Pipe-Hi-SEP
The Pipe-Hi-SEP system developed within the present study is a type of compact
cyclone separator. It achieves high efficiency separation in small diameter pipes,
making the use of existing pipe code. The Pipe-Hi-SEP system was invented and
patented by CALTEC Ltd (Arato et al., 2002). A Knowledge Transfer Partnership (KTP)
project was set up between CALTEC Ltd and Cranfield University to explore the
SGLSB technology. Integrating the compact Pipe-Hi-SEP system in the SGLSB system
will make the overall subsea structure lighter and easier to manufacture.
As shown in Figure1-1 in Chapter 1, The Pipe-Hi-SEP system is a two stage separation
system, which consists of a Pipe-SEP and a Hi-SEP. The Pipe-SEP and Hi-SEP have
the same configuration but different in size. The Pipe-SEP is used primarily as a pre-
separator. A gas liquid separation in the Pipe-SEP is accomplished in three stages. The
bulk of gas/liquid separation happens when the flow enters tangential to the Pipe-SEP.
The liquid swirls as a liquid film with dispersed bubbles over the inner wall of Pipe-SEP
chamber. The liquid film encounters the FER, and then loses tangential inertia along the
vertical direction and drops down the liquid chamber, from which it is discharged. The
next stage is the disengagement of liquid droplets, during which the droplets flow with
the bulk flows of gas and move in a radial outward direction towards the wall owing to
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centrifugal force. The migration and residence times of the droplets would decide
whether the droplets would strike the radial wall, or leave with the gas phase. The final
stage is mist elimination, during which small droplets are captured by the ASB and
coalesced into larger droplets, which are separated from the gas by gravity. The liquid
outlet, besides acting as a liquid level maintainer, directs the liquid to the lower inlet of
Hi-SEP. The entrained gas bubble in the liquid chamber of Pipe-SEP will be separated
in the Hi-SEP, where the gas bubble moves towards the centre of the Hi-SEP and
emerges at the gas/liquid interface. The gas that separated in the Pipe-SEP flows
through the existing outlet into the upper part of Hi-SEP where the gas with entrained
liquid droplets is separated.
The Hi-SEP has similar features as the Pipe-SEP. Due to the existence of Pipe-SEP, it
makes the separation in the Hi-SEP much easier. The overall performance of Pipe-Hi-
SEP depends on the performance of each separator.
2.4 Summary
The literature review presented in this chapter was intended to investigate the industry
applications of gas/liquid separation and the concepts of compact separators. It reveals
that advanced separators using high ‘g’ force and multiple pipes is the dominated
configuration, which meets the increasing need of offshore and subsea separation. Over
the past few years, considerable effort has been put into test programs and qualifications.
However, the compact separators are not so widely used. The largest obstacle is the
difficulty in predicting the performance or lack of reliable design tools. The compact
Pipe-Hi-SEP system which is described in this study is relatively new, and for the
assessment of separation performance, both experimental and numerical simulations are
demanded.
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3 REVIEW OF COMPACT SEPARATOR MODELLING
THEORIES
This chapter gives a review of the general concepts related to cyclonic gas/liquid
separator models. The focus will be on the models that deal with predicting cyclonic
separator performance. First, the relevant theory and basic flow patterns in vortex flow
field are discussed. Frequently used models for the efficiency of cyclonic separator are
presented. Next, liquid creep and liquid re-entrainment problems posed by the liquids in
the separator are discussed. Finally, recent advances in separator modelling by means
of Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) are reviewed. It is my intent to explore which
CFD model should be used to predict the Pipe-SEP performance.
3.1 Vortex Flow Characterisation
Vortex flow, sometimes called swirl flow, is generated by imparting a tangential
velocity component on a flowing medium by means of a swirl generator. Vortex flow
can be found in hydrocyclones, cyclones, swirl pipes, etc. Vortex flow is a complex
turbulent flow and is very difficult to predict. Based on the early studies of gas cyclones
conducted by Shepherd and Lapple (1939), the tangential velocity of a vortex flow is
described as
ݒఏݎ
௡ = ݋ܿ݊ ݏܽݐ ݊݊ݐ (3-1)
Where ݒఏ is tangential velocity; ݊ stands for the vortex exponent, for which ݊=-1
indicates a forced vortex, whilst ݊=1 is for a free vortex.
In the forced case, the swirling fluid should have an infinite viscosity. There are no
shearing motions among fluid layers with dissimilar radius, which results in a uniform
angular velocity at all radii, like a rotating solid body. Meanwhile in a free vortex flow,
the swirling fluid is assumed to have no viscosity. In such a fluid, the conservation part
is the moment of momentum.
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For real swirling flows, the tangential velocity profile is intermediate between forced
vortex and free vortex. It normally consists of two parts: an inner central part with a
nearly forced rotation and an outside one with a nearly free vortex motion. It is called a
‘Rankine vortex’. The sketch in Figure 3-1 illustrates a real vortex of which the
tangential velocity at a smaller radius is very close to a forced vortex while the
tangential velocity at a larger radius is closer to a free vortex.
Figure 3-1 Schematic of two ideal vortex flows and a real vortex
(Hoffmann and Stein, 2008)
3.2 Swirl Flow in Pipe
In a survey of published experimental studies on swirling pipe flow conducted by
Steenbergen and Voskamp (1998), they identified three types of swirl according to the
radial distribution of tangential velocity components: ‘Concentrated Vortex’ (CV),
‘Solid Body’ (SB) and ‘Wall Jet’ (WJ). Figure 3-2 shows the three types of swirl.
Concentrated Vortex (CV) Solid Body (SB) Wall Jet (WJ)
Figure 3-2 Schematic of three types of swirl in pipe flow
(Steenbergen and Voskamp, 1998)
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In Figure 3-2, R is the radius of the pipe; W is the tangential velocity. The CV is
characterized by a concentration of vortices in a region near the pipe centre, surrounded
by an annulus of low vortices. The CV is found in cases where the fluid was set into
rotation before entering the pipe in the radial direction. All fluid enters the pipe with an
approximately equal angular momentum, and since during the deflection into the
direction of the pipe axis the angular momentum of the fluid particles is largely
conserved, the swirl more or less resembles the ‘free vortex’ type. The SB is usually
created by guiding the fluid either through a pipe section containing a twisted tape or
through a rotating pipe section filled with a honeycomb. The WJ is generated by
allowing swirling fluid to enter the pipe in the inlet plane through an annular hole
adjacent to the wall. Additionally, non-swirling fluid may enter the central region of the
pipe.
The degree of swirl is usually characterised by the swirl intensityܵ. Kitoh (1991)
defined the swirl intensity for axisymmetric flow as
ܵ= ଶ஠஡∫ ௎ௐ ௥మௗ௥ೃబ
ఘగோయ௎೘
మ = 2∫ ቀ௥ோቁଶ ௎௎೘ ௐ௎೘ ݀ቀ௥ோቁଵ଴ (3-2)
where ܷ is the mean axial velocity, ܷ௠ is the bulk velocity, ݎand ܴ are radial position
and pipe radius, ρ is fluid density, and ܹ is the mean tangential velocity.
The swirl decays in the axial direction due to wall friction. According to Kitoh (1991),
the swirl decays exponentially with a certain coefficient and the coefficient is related to
the intensity. Steenbergen and Voskamp (1998) proposed the following equation
describing the decay coefficient β in a fully developed pipe flow
ߚ = (1.49 ± 0.07)ߣ (3-3)
where ߣ is the friction coefficient. They also stated that the swirl behaviour is related to
the swirl intensity, the flow Reynolds numbers, and levels of wall roughness and the
methods used to generate swirl.
3.3 Swirl Flow in Cyclones
The swirling flow in cyclones is generated by injecting the gas through a tangential inlet.
The gas flows downward in the outer region and upward in the centre (Figure 2-15).
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Figure 3-3 shows a sketch of the flow pattern in a standard Reversed Flow Cyclone,
which was discussed in section 2.2.2.1.
Figure 3-3 Schematic of the flow pattern in a tangential-inlet cyclone (Hoffmann and
Stein, 2008)
The radial profile of the axial velocity is shown in the left of Figure 3-3. The downward
axial flow at the outside area and the upward flow at the inner area are clearly shown.
Also, a dip of the axial velocity exists around the centre line. The tangential velocity
profile shown in the right is a typical Rankine type vortex: solid body rotation at the
core region, followed by a near free vortex at the outside area and vanishing at a regime
close to the wall. Usually Eq. (3-1) gives a description of the tangential velocity in the
outside region, as ݊ equals to 0.4-0.7 (Gupta et al., 1984).
The researches on the gas flow pattern in cyclones have mostly focused on the profile of
axial and tangential velocity. Rare information about the radial velocity has been
reported in the literature. The reason is that radial velocity is too small to preciously
measure comparing to the bulk velocity.
All researches on cyclone show that understanding the velocity profile of the gas in
cyclone is vital in order to predict the particle trajectories in the separation space, which
provides a basis to model and predict the separation performance. As indicated in
section 2.2.2.1.3, in the separation process, the tangential velocity profiles at the area
close to the wall and in the CS are more important than the radial and axial velocities.
The radial velocity near the wall is normally neglected, but considered to be evenly
distributed within the CS, whilst the axial velocity is commonly assumed to be uniform
in each region (inner region and outer region).
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Unlike the axial and radial velocity, there are various mathematical models aimed at
predicting cyclone tangential velocity profiles. Except the simple -݊type model has been
discussed in section 2.2.2.1.3 and section 3.1. Barth (1956) proposed another model,
which firstly calculates the tangential gas velocity according to the inlet velocity, and
then the tangential velocity within the CS is calculated from the wall velocity.
Barth’s model assumed that the cyclone wall velocity is greater than the inlet velocity
because of the constriction within inlet jet. As given by Figure 3-4, the inlet flow
behaviours as a ‘slot’ inlet since when the gas comes in, it would be compressed against
the cyclone wall, leading to an inlet area reduction and a velocity increase.
Figure 3-4 The inlet flow pattern of a ‘slot’ inlet (Hoffmann and Stein, 2008)
Barth (1956) introduced a factor ߙ, which accounts for this inlet jet and is calculated
from the following equation:
ߙ = ௩೔೙ோ೔೙
௩ഇೢ ோ
(3-4)
where ܴ௜௡ is the radial position of the inlet jet centre. If it is rectangular, it can assumed
that ܴ௜௡ = (ܴ − ௕ଶ), where ܾ is the inlet width and ܴ is the cyclone’s radius.
Fitting the graph given by Barth (1956), Muschelknautz (1972, 1980) gave the
following correlation for ߙ
ߙ = 1 − 0.4(
௕
ோ
)଴.ହ (3-5)
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To get the tangential velocity at CS, ݒఏ஼ௌ from the tangential velocity at wall,ݒఏ௪ , Barth
derived the following equation
ݒఏ஼ௌ = ௩ഇೢ ( ೃೃೣ)(ଵାಹ಴ೄೃഏ೑ೡഇೢ
ೂ೒
) (3-6)
where ݂is the wall friction factor. It can be seen that the core spin velocity ݒఏ஼ௌ is not
only a function of cyclone geometry, but also a function of wall friction݂ . The friction
factor in a demisting cyclone is usually expressed in two parts:
݂= ௔݂௜௥ + ௠݂ ௜௦௧ (3-7)
where ௔݂௜௥ is the gas only friction factor, ௠݂ ௜௦௧ is the friction factor accounting for the
effect of the mist.݂௔௜௥ depends mainly on the relative wall roughness,݇௦/ܦ, and it can
obtained from Table 3-1. ௦݇ is the wall roughness and D is the diameter of separator.
Table 3-1 Value of ௔݂௜௥ for three values of ௦݇/ܦ
௦݇/ܦ(-) ௔݂௜௥(-)
Hydraulically smooth 0.005
0.5×10-3 0.010
3.0×10-3 0.025
௠݂ ௜௦௧ can be estimated as
௠݂ ௜௦௧ = 0.4 ௔݂௜௥ܥ଴଴.ଵ (3-8)
where ௢ܿ is the mass percentage of mist entering the cyclone, i.e. the percentage of
liquid mass within the incoming gas.
Combining Eq. (3-7) and Eq. (3-8), the friction factor ݂ can be expressed as
݂= ௔݂௜௥(1 + 0.4ܥ଴଴.ଵ) (3-9)
The equation above indicates that increase of the cyclone length does not always
resulting in a better performance of the cyclone. The wall friction increases based on the
increasing of the cyclone length and wall surface area. The increased friction decreases
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the core spin velocity. According to the Barth model, if the intensity in the vortex is
smaller, consequently the centrifugal force applied to the particles in CS will be smaller,
and similarly a longer CS will result in a smaller radial velocity. The inner drag force
applied on the particles of CS will be smaller. Therefore it is difficult to deduce what
the net effect will be. The liquid feeding the cyclone, assuming that most of it is spin
and formed a liquid film on the wall, is an additional wall roughness, and its effect on
the separation performance is discussed in the next section 3.4 (Hoffmann and Stein,
2008) .
3.4 Cyclone Efficiency
As discussed in section 2.2.3, the efficiency of a cyclone is usually characterised by the
‘cut size’, which can be either calculated with the ‘equilibrium orbit model’ or the ‘time
of flight’ model. Once the cut size is known, a Grade Efficiency Curve (GEC) can be
fitted. The GEC is the separation efficiency for a give particle size. Dirgo and Leith
(1985) fitted a function in order to represent the GEC based on Barth’s ‘universal curve’,
and this method is shown in Figure 3-5. ܦହ଴ is the cut size.
Figure 3-5 Fitted GEC around the cut size of Barth (Hoffmann and Stein, 2008)
The correlations is expressed as
ߟ(ܦ) = ଵ
ଵାሺ
ವఱబ
ವ
)೘ (3-10)
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For a given cyclone, the GEC data normally can be obtained from experiment, and then
the exponent ݉ can be obtained by curve fitting. ݉ usually has a value between 2 and 7.
A higher ݉ value is associated with well-designed cyclones with smooth wall.
At low inlet liquid loading, the overall cyclone separation efficiency is calculated via
the following equation
ߟ= ∑ ߟ௜ܯ ܨ௜ே௜ୀଵ (3-11)
In the equation the cyclone’s incoming fluid is assumed to be divided into ܰ segments
evenly, with each segment comprising a known fraction of the total inlet liquid mass.
For each segment, the mass fraction ∆ܯ ܨ௜(݅௧௛ mass fraction) is multiplied by the
separation efficiency of the average droplet size of each segment, and an averaged
droplet size is the averaged value of droplet sizes among all droplets in a segment. The
separation efficiency is calculated from the GEC. The sum of all N segments is the
overall efficiency (Hoffmann and Stein, 2008).
If the amount of liquid in the incoming fluid is high, then the mass loading effect on
efficiency should be considered. The limit-loading,ܥ௢௅, which the gas phase can hold in
turbulent suspension, is expressed by Muschelknautz and Dahl (1994) as
ܥ௢௅ = 0.0078(஽ఱబ஽೘ )(10ܥ௢)௞ when 0.01 < ܥ௢ < 0.5 ( 3-12)
Where ݇= 0.07 − 0.16݈݊ ܥ௢ (3-13)
where ܥ௢ is the mass percentage of the liquid within in the inlet gas flow and ܦ௠ is the
mean size of droplet in the incoming liquid.
If ܥ௢ < ܥ௢௅ , the mass loading will not affect the efficiency. The simple method
mentioned above can be used to calculate the cyclone’s performance.
If ܥ௢ > ܥ௢௅ , the mass loading will affect the efficiency. The cyclone works as a two-
stage separator: the portion of liquid, which exceeds the limit-loading, will spin as ‘wall
flow’ almost immediately upon entry. The remains in turbulent suspension will then be
subject to normal separation at low mass loading conditions.
The overall separation efficiency accounting for the mass loading effect is expressed as
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ߟ= ቀ1 − ஼೚ಽ
஼೚
ቁ+ (஼೚ಽ
஼೚
)∑ ߟ௜∆ܯ ܨ௜ே௜ୀଵ (3-14)
3.5 Two Problems Related to Gas/Liquid Cyclones
Cyclones are usually very effective in separating gas and liquid, because the liquid
droplets fed to cyclones generally have large size. Like Hoffmann and Stein (2008)
states that designing cyclones to separate gas/liquid based on cut size are normally easy,
the real challenge lies in how to deal with the separated liquid. Therefore this section
will focus on the unique problems that are created by the liquid in gas/liquid cyclone.
3.5.1 Liquid Creep
In a gas/liquid cyclone, a certain amount of the inlet liquid phase will be centrifuged and
a wall film will be formed due to this motion. It is transient and dragged by the
upwardly gas flow. If not redirected, the wall film will easily creep to the roof and leave
the cyclone with the gas phase. This phenomenon is named as the ‘layer losses’, which
resulting in undesired liquid carry over.
If possible, the liquid creep should be avoided by appropriate designing of the cyclone.
Some best practice has been suggested by Hoffmann and Stein (2008), which includes:
the inlet pipe should not be too close to the cyclone roof, or the slightly downward inlet
pipe may offer better performance; at high liquid loadings, devices such as ‘inlet
raceways’, ‘roof skinners’ and ‘anti-creep skirts’ should be installed. The principle
behind inlet raceways and roof skinners is to inhibit the liquid film arriving and leaving
the cyclone upper regime. The saw-like edges are normally included in the anti-creep,
which will help to redirect and dislodge the liquid film.
3.5.2 Liquid Re-entrainment
At severe conditions, liquid re-entrainment becomes the limiting factor for gas/liquid
separator. Liquid re-entrainment will occur when the high gas velocity breaks droplets
from liquid phase and consequently the droplets enter into the gas phase. For example,
when the liquid loading increases, re-entrainment may happen due to droplet
entrainment from the wall film. In such cases, the re-entrainment of droplet will mainly
affect the performance of the separation process, rather than the droplet under the cut
size of separator.
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Ishii and Grolmes (1975) developed two mechanisms of entrainment, from the research
of entraining the liquid film to a co-currently gas flow. Under higher liquid film
Reynolds numbers, the liquid-entrainment is the roll wave entrainment and under lower
liquid film Reynolds numbers, the liquid-entrainment is the undercut entrainment, as
shown in Figure 3-6.
(a) Roll wave entrainment (b) Undercut entrainment
Figure 3-6 Mechanism for entrainment from a liquid film into a gas flow
The entrainment mechanism depends on the liquid film Reynolds number, which is
expressed as
ܴ ௙݁ = ఘ೗௨೑ఋఓ೗ = ఘ೗୻ఓ೗ (3-15)
where ߜ is the thickness of film, ݑ௙ is the liquid film mean velocity, Γ is named as the
liquid loading, defined as the liquid flow in the film per unit wetted perimeter.
In a separator, the Reynolds number of the wall film can be estimated as
ܴ ௙݁ = ఘ೗௨೑ఋఓ೗ = ொఎఘ೗௉ೢ ఓ೗ (3-16)
where ௪ܲ is the wetted perimeter and taken as ߨܦ , ܳ is the total liquid flow to the
separator.
Ishii and Grolmes (1975) state that there exists a lower limit of ܴ ௙݁, under which roll-
wave entrainment will not take place no matter how high the gas velocity over the film.
While at high ܴ ௙݁, the film is fully turbulent, the gas velocity needed for the occurrence
of entrainment becomes independent of ܴ ௙݁.
The roll-wave entrainment is the result of droplets being sheared from the surface of a
roll wave. The onset of roll-wave entrainment is derived by considering the force
Gas Flow
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balance between the drag force ܨௗ and the retaining forceܨఙ. The drag force ܨௗ is the
result of gas acting on a wave crest on the film and the retaining forceܨఙ is the surface
tension. Ishii and Grolmes (1975) assumed that roll wave entrainment would occur
when the drag force, ܨௗ exceeds the retaining force, ܨఙ
ܨௗ ≥ ܨఙ (3-17)
The requirement of the inception for the liquid phase entrainment is given as
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where ܰఓ is the viscosity number, defined as
ܰఓ = ఓ೗
ඨఘ೗ఙට
഑
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(3-19)
In a cyclonic separator, as the liquid film is spinning along the wall but not flowing due
to the gravity, the gravity constant ݃ in Eq. (3-19) needs to be replaced with the
acceleration due to the centripetal force on the film, and it is given by
ܽ= ݒఏ,௟ଶ /ܴ (3-20)
where ݒఏ,௟is the tangential film velocity.
The recent experiments conducted by Austrheim et al., (2006, 2007, 2008) on a large
scale scrubber equipped with a cyclone deck operating at high pressure show the
performance to become worse as the gas flow increases, thus contradicting the theory.
They concluded that the reason for the liquid loss could be the liquid re-entrainment.
They also found that the re-entrainment number offers an analytical tool to quantify the
separation efficiency. For a further understanding of the phenomena taking place,
measurements of the droplet sizes throughout the separator and liquid film thickness are
desirable, and achieving this will have a high priority in the future.
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3.6 Numerical Modelling of Cyclonic Separators
The technique of CFD has been applied to improve the separator operation and to
perfect the design for many years. However, CFD based simulations of two phase
separators are mainly focused on the gas flow or gas flow with low particles loading.
This section gives a brief review of relevant CFD modelling theory and analyses the
recent CFD outcomes related to swirl flow and particle trajectories, illustrating the
ability of CFD as a simulation tool and intending to find out the most suitable CFD
models to be used in the following work.
3.6.1 CFD Modelling Theory
In CFD, the conservation equations governing the transport of mass and momentum in a
flow is the Navier-Stokes equations in a ‘finite difference’ form. In principle, if the
model mesh is well designed, the CFD is able solve the Navier-Stokes equations
directly; however, in most of practice engineering calculations, this is too
computationally expensive. The Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) continuity
and momentum equations are widely adopted to reduces the computational effort and
resources, and RANS equations can be expressed as follows (ANSYS, 2012)
డ(௎೔)
డ௫೔
= 0 (3-21)
డ(௎೔)
డ௧
+ ௝ܷడ௎೔డ௫ೕ = − ଵఘ డ௉డ௫೔+ డడ௫ೕ[ݒడ௎೔డ௫ೕ− ݑ௜ᇱݑ௝ᇱ] (3-22)
where ܷ௜ is the velocity component in the direction ݔ௜; ܲ is the pressure factor; ߩ is the
density of the fluid; ݒ is the dynamic viscosity; ݑ௜ᇱݑ௝ᇱis the Reynolds stress tensor and
ݑ௜
ᇱis the ݅th fluctuating component of velocity.
As a result of the Reynolds-averaging, the Reynolds stresses terms ݑ௜ᇱݑ௝ᇱ must be
modelled and appropriate turbulence models are required. The Boussinesq hypothesis
can be used to link the Reynolds stresses to the mean velocity gradients, and it can be as
expressed as follows
−ߩݑ௜
ᇱݑ௝
ᇱ= ߤ௧൬డ௎೔డ௫ೕ + డ௎ೕడ௫೔൰− ଶଷ(ߩ݇+ ߤ௧డ௎ೖడ௫ೖ)ߜ௜௝ (3-23)
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where ݇ is the turbulent kinetic energy, which is defined as ݇= ଵ
ଶ
ݑ௜
ᇱݑ௝
ᇱ, and ߜ௜௝ is the
Kroneker delta. The Boussinesq approach is used in the Spalart-Allmaras models, the
݇− ߳model and the ݇− ߱ model (ANSYS, 2012).
One classic model used the Boussinesq hypothesis is the ݇− ߳ model, in which
transport equation for ݇ is calculated from exact equation but߳ is based on physical
calculation. As an extensive model type from the standard ݇− ,߳ the renormalization
group RNG ݇− ߳model is statistically derived from the instantaneous Navier-Stokes
equations with the RNG method. It can provide more precise and consistent outcomes,
and also suitable for more conditions such as the swirling flows.
The transport equations for the RNG ݇− ߳model are expressed as below
డ
డ௧
(ߩ )݇ + డ
డ௫೔
(ߩܷ݇௜) = డడ௫ೕ൬ߙ௞ߤ௘௙௙ డ௞డ௫ೕ൰+ ܩ௞ − ߩ߳ (3-24)
డ
డ௧
(ߩ )߳ + డ
డ௫೔
(ߩܷ߳ ௜) = డడ௫ೕ൬ߙఢߤ௘௙௙ డఢడ௫ೕ൰+ ܥଵఢ ఢ௞ܩ௞ − ܥଶఌߩఢమ௞ − ܴఢ (3-25)
where ߙ௞ and ߙఢ are the inverse effective Prandtl numbers for ݇ and ,߳ respectively. In
the high Reynolds number limit, ߙ௞ = ߙఢ ≈ 1.393, ܩ௞ is the turbulence kinetic energy
due to the mean velocity gradients. ܥଵఢ and ܥଶఢ are constants where ܥଵఢ=1.42 and
ܥଶఢ=1.68.
The effective viscosity ߤ௘௙௙ is expressed as
݀ቀ
ఘమ௞
√ఢఓ
ቁ= 1.72 ௩ො
ඥ௩ොయିଵା஼ೡ
݀ݒො (3-26)
where ݒො= ߤ௘௙௙/ߤ , ܥ௩ ≈100. In the high Reynolds number limit, ߤ௘௙௙ can be expressed
as
ߤ௘௙௙ = ߤ௧ = ߩܥఓ ௞మఌ (3-27)
where ܥఓ=0.0845
The RNG model has an additional term, ܴఢ, which can be expressed as
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ܴఢ = ஼ഋఘఎయ(ଵି ആആబ)ଵାఉఎయ ఢమ௞ (3-28)
where ߟ= ܵ݇ /߳ and ܥఓ = 0.0845 in the high Reynolds number limit. ߟ଴=4.38 and
ߚ=0.012.
The modified turbulent viscosity is
ߤ௧ = ߤ௧଴ (݂ߙ௦, Ω, ௞ఢ) (3-29)
The alternative approach, known as the Reynolds stress model (RSM), by combing with
the dissipation rate, is able to solve the transport equations the terms within the
Reynolds stress tensor. It is given by
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(3-30)
The turbulent diffusion ܦ்,௜௝ is modelled using a simplified generalized gradient-
diffusion model, as shown below
ܦ்,௜௝ = డడ௫ೖ (ఓ೟ఙೖ డ௨೔ᇲ௨ೕᇲడ௫ೖ ) (3-31)
where ߤ௧ is the turbulent viscosity and ߪ௞ =0.82.
The pressure strain term ∅௜௝ is modelled by
∅௜௝= ∅௜௝,ଵ+ ∅௜௝,ଶ (3-32)
where ∅௜௝,ଵ and ∅௜௝,ଶ are the slow pressure–strain term and the rapid pressure strain
term, respectively. ∅௜௝,ଵ is modelled as
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∅௜௝,ଵ = −ܥଵߩఢ௞ [ݑ௜ᇱݑ௝ᇱ− ଶଷߜ௜௝݇ ] (3-33)
where ܥଵ=0.18
∅௜௝,ଶis modelled as
∅௜௝,ଶ = −ܥଶቂ൫ܲ ௜௝+ ܨ௜௝+ 5/6ܩ௜௝− ܥ௜௝൯− ଶଷߜ௜௝(ܲ+ 5/6ܩ − ܥ)ቃ (3-34)
where ܥଶ=0.60, ܲ = ଵଶ ௞ܲ௞ , ܩ = ଵଶܩ௞௞ , ܥ = ଵଶܥ௞௞
For incompressible flows, the dissipation tensor ߝ௜௝ is expressed as
ߝ௜௝ = ଶଷߜ௜௝ߩ߳ (3-35)
The scalar dissipation rate ߝis solved via a transport equation
డ
డ௧
(ߩ )߳ + డ
డ௫೔
(ߩܷ߳ ௜) = డడ௫ೕ൤ቀߤ+ ఓ೟ఙഄቁ డఢడ௫ೕ൨+ ܥఢଵ ଵଶ ఢ௞ ௜ܲ௜− ܥఢଶߩఢమ௞ (3-36)
where ߪఢ=1.0, ܥఢଵ=1.44 and ܥఢଶ=1.92.
An alternative approach to filter the Navier-Stokes equations is the large eddy
simulation (LES) method, in which the eddies smaller than the filter size are removed
and larger ones are solved directly. However, the computational resources required for
LES to resolve the high Reynolds number industrial flows are significant. The detailed
description of the LES model can be found in Fluent User Guide (ANSYS, 2012).
For the implementation of a CFD modelling of single phase using commercial software,
such as FLUENT, the geometry of the object is first defined, and then the corresponding
discretised grid is generated with a mesh tool. And then the initial, boundary conditions
and the CFD parameters are defined. Finally, the CFD software solves the equations for
fluid flow.
For the numerical simulation of multiphase flow, the Euler-Lagrange approach and the
Euler-Euler approach are available. The Euler-Lagrange approach, which is sometimes
named as Discrete Phase Model (DPM), is ideal for analysing the fluid flow with the
volume fraction of the discrete phase being sufficiently low. Typically, the discrete
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phase should not make up more than 10% of the total volumetric flow rate. Therefore,
this approach works best with dispersed bubbly flows, droplet flows or granular flows.
The primary phase is modelled by solving the RANS equations, meanwhile the solution
for the dispersed phase is based on the tracking a huge number of particles, which were
injected into the calculated primary phase. The force balance on the particle can be
expressed as
ௗ௨೛
ௗ௧
= ܨ஽൫ݑ− ݑ௣൯+ ௚ೣ(ఘ೛ିఘ)ఘ೛ + ܨ௫ (3-37)
where ܨ஽൫ݑ− ݑ௣൯is the drag force per unit particle mass and ܨ஽ is given by
ܨ஽ = ଵ଼ఓఘ೛ௗ೛మ ஼ವோ௘ଶସ (3-38)
where ߤ is the fluid phase viscosity, ݑ௣ is the particle velocity, ߤ is the fluid viscosity, ߩ
is the fluid density, ߩ௣ is the particle density, and ௣݀ is the particle diameter. ܥ஽ is the
drag coefficient. For spherical particles, the ܥ஽ can be estimated according to the Table
in chapter 2. ܴ݁ is the relative Reynolds number given by
ܴ݁= ఘௗ೛|௨೛ି௨|
ఓ
(3-39)
Generally, the phase coupling can be one-way or two-way, where the former one means
that the effect from the primary phase to the discrete phase is modelled, but the effect
from the discrete one is not considered. This is normally acceptable, although it is
possible to couple the equations for the discrete and primary phases by introducing
equations for the momentum and mass exchange between the phases. Thus, two-way
coupling can be achieved by solving the equations for the two phases at the same time
(ANSYS, 2012).
On the other hand, the Euler-Euler approach treats the multiphase problem as that of
interpenetrating continua, in which the phases interact with each other. The phasic
volume fraction idea is used in the approach, which assumes that a certain volume of a
phase would not be taken by others, and it is also defined as continuous functions in
terms of both space and time, in which the totality of phase volume fraction is equal to
one. This approach is better when the two phases under consideration occupy similar
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amounts of space and the study point is the interface of them. This approach is usually
applied in stratified, free surface and slug flow. The commercial code ANSYS includes
three types of Euler-Euler multiphase models: the volume of fluid (VOF) model, the
mixture model and the Eulerian model. The guidelines for selecting the appropriate
model to represent the multiphase flow of interested are introduced with more details in
the ANSYS manual (ANSYS, 2012).
3.6.2 CFD Modelling of Cyclonic Separators
3.6.2.1 Gas flow in cyclone
Cyclone separators are widely used in processing industry. The flow fields inside
cyclones are highly turbulent and very complex, and they are usually modelled in an
Euler-Lagrangian approach. In such an approach, the basic requirement is to obtain an
accurate gas velocity field for modelling the dispersed particles. In this section, the
simulation of the swirling flow in cyclone is reviewed.
Kaya and Karagoz (2008) studied the swirling gas flow inside a cyclone with a
tangential inlet. They investigated the performance of isotropic turbulence models, the
standard ݇− ߝmodel, the RNG ݇− ߝmodel, the anisotropic model and the RSM when
simulating the highly swirling flow. Figure 3-7 and Figure 3-8 show the comparison of
the axial and tangential gas velocities computed by CFD with the experimental data. As
it shows the RSM model yields a better prediction compared to the other two ݇− ߝ
turbulence models. It was concluded that the ݇− ߝmodels are not able to simulate the
strongly swirling flows accurately, due to the strong anisotropy in the turbulent structure
created by the highly swirling. Therefore, more sophisticated RSM models are more
suitable for cyclone simulation.
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Figure 3-7 Comparison of the axial velocity profile computed by CFD and experimental
data (Kaya and Karagoz, 2008)
Figure 3-8 Comparison of the tangential velocity profile computed by CFD and
experimental data (Kaya and Karagoz, 2008)
Kaya and Karagoz (2008) also assessed the performance of various pressure
interpolation schemes. They found that the Presto scheme predicts well and they
recommended using a SIMPLE algorithm for the coupling between the pressure and
velocity coupling, QUICK algorithm for solving the momentum, and the second-order
upwind method when solving the turbulence quantities.
Previous studies have dealt extensively not only with predicting the mean velocity
profile of cyclone, but also with the inherent instability of cyclones: Processing Vortex
Core (PVC) and its associated fluctuations have attracted a lot of interest from the CFD
community. The steady RMS model has been reported to under-predict the fluctuating
velocity, as discussed in Jiao et al., (2007). Shukla et al., (2011b) compared the static
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and transient RSM models combined with different interpolation schemes. The
simulation results showed that the transient RSM model can resolve PVC phenomenon
in the cyclone core region. They also recommended second order upwind schemes for
turbulence quantities, the first order upwind scheme for Reynolds stress equations, and
the Presto scheme for pressure interpolation scheme.
With increasing computational power, Large Eddy Simulations (LES) are also available
for cyclone simulations. Encouraging results have been reported and demonstrate the
ability of LES to capture the PVC. Gronald and Derksen (2011) performed a gas
cyclone simulation with a transient finite volume RANS model (FV-RANS), a finite
volume LES (FV-LES) model and a lattice-Boltzmann LES (LB-LES) model.
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Figure 3-9 Comparison of the LDA measured results for the mean tangential and axial velocity with three simulation approaches
(Gronald and Derksen, 2011)
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The simulation results were compared to Laser Doppler Anemometry (LDA) velocity
results obtained by Gronald and Derksen (2011). It is clear that the measured velocity
results compared well with the simulation results. For the mean tangential velocity
profile, the two LES models predict the maximum tangential velocities and the widths
of the vortex cores very well; whereas results from the RANS model under-predict the
widths of the vortex core. In terms of the axial velocity profile, the three models both
offer good predictions. The asymmetry of the profiles is well represented in the
simulations.
Gronald and Derksen (2011) concluded that a transient FV-RANS approach with a
reasonable coarse mesh is able to offer the prediction results on an industrial level, and
with acceptable computing recourse consumption. The FV-RANS cannot predict the
high velocity fluctuation near the vortex centre, whereas LES approaches with finer
meshes are able to simulate the flow field more precisely, but with more computational
cost.
CFD simulations have been used not only to predict the flow profile as mentioned
above but have also been used for designing cyclones. As mentioned in chapter 2, a
cyclone includes seven parts. Any change of them will affect the flow pattern and
performance. Numerous studies have been performed to explore the optimum design of
cyclones.
Elsayed and Lacor (2011a) investigated the influence of the inlet parameters on the
performance and the corresponding velocity field of a cyclone with a tangential
rectangular inlet using the RSM model. Figure 3-10 shows the profile of the tangential
and axial velocities lie at the area close to the cyclone inlet with different inlet
width/height. The peak values of the velocities will increase as the width/height reduces.
Because the centrifugal force is proportional to the tangential velocity, the decrease of
this dimension will result in higher collection efficiency. The variation of axial velocity
is not significant, except when b/D=0.375. With this configuration, the axial velocity
profile is shown as an inverted ‘V’ rather than an inverted ‘W’. In this case, because the
length of the inlet width is more than the length from the cyclone to the vortex finder
wall, the inlet flow will partially strike the vortex finder instead of swirling around the
vortex finder. Normally, this kind of design should be avoided in industrial applications.
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Finally, they concluded that altering the inlet parameters such as the width/height will
result in a change in pressure and collection efficiency. Based on the study, they
suggested a width-to-height ratio 0.5 to 0.7.
Figure 3-10 Comparison indicating the influence of altering the inlet parameters on the
flow field (Elsayed and Lacor, 2011a)
In another work, Elsayed and Lacor (2011b) investigated the cone-tip diameter and the
consequent effect of changing it, mainly regarding to the performance and flow profile
of a cyclone with a tangential rectangular inlet using the LES model. The results show
the cone-tip has very little influence.
Raoufi et al., (2008) worked on the influence from the shape of the cyclone vortex
finder. Figure 3-11 gives the pressure contours within 4 cyclones with different cone-
shaped vortex finders (at the flow rate of 70 l/min). Each vortex finder has a different
divergence angle, which indicates that the vortex core is twisting along the axis within
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the cyclone. As the vortex finder divergence angle is decreased, the low-pressure zone
at the cyclone centre expands. This pattern agrees with the experimental results from
Lim et al. (2004).
Figure 3-11 Pressure contours in cyclone with different cone-shaped vortex finders
(Raoufi et al., 2008)
From the above cases, it can be seen that the major advantage in using a CFD
simulation for cyclone design is due to the fact that it can offer a more precise flow field
compared to other methods, and it can also offer suggestions regarding design
optimisation.
3.6.2.2 Simulation of the particle flow in cyclone
In CFD, two methods are used to model the particle flow, namely the ‘Eulerian-Eulerian’
and the ‘Eulerian-Lagrangian’ approaches. The difference between the two methods is
whether the particle is considered as an individual phase or not. In the former one, the
particle is described as an individual phase within the gas phase, governed by Stokes’
drag law. This approach can simulate the ‘coupling’ between the two phases relatively
easily, but the disadvantage is this method is not able to study the flow any further. The
latter method simulates the motion of particles within the gas phase, using their own
governing equations. The advantage is that it can predict the influence of the gas on the
particles. But the influence from the particles to the gas phase is hard to be included.
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Extensive numerical simulations have been performed by Derksen et al., (2003, 2006)
studying the solid particles interacting within the gas phase. The governing equations
are Navier-Stokes equations, the solver used a lattice-Boltzmann discretization, and the
Navier-Stokes equations are filtered with a Smagorinsky subgrid-scale model. Derksen
(2003) studied the particle behaviour and the separation efficiency of the Stairmand
cyclone. One-way coupling was used and the particles flow analysis was done with the
Lagrangian method for the particle tracking process. The grade efficiency curve was
obtained and compared with the Barth model. The simulation agreed well with the
model prediction and also indicated that using particle tracking it is possible to obtain
accurate calculations of the collection efficiencies, for certain situations such as when
the mass loading is relatively low. In the work of Derksen et al., (2006), two-way
coupling was used to simulate the same cyclone, and the influence of particle loading on
the gas phase and its behaviour was studied. The presence of large amounts of solid
reduces both the swirl intensity and the turbulence. The reduction of swirl and
turbulence will increase the separation efficiency, while the loss of swirl reduces the
centrifugal force, which drives the particles towards the wall, and consequently it
reduces the efficiency, and the reduced turbulence will reduce the particle dispersion
and will drive them more to the core than to the wall region, thus leading to a better
performance.
3.6.2.3 Simulation of the liquid flow in cylindrical cyclones
The GLCC is a vertical cylindrical cyclone with a downward inclined tangential inlet.
Extensive experimental investigations have been performed to develop the mechanistic
models. Recent CFD studies of the GLCC can be found in Erdal and Shirazi (2001),
Gupta and Kumar (2007) and Hreiz et al., (2011).
Erdal and Shirazi (2001) simulated the water flow in the GLCC using 3D steady-state
models, including the standard ݇− ߝand the RSM models. The simulation outcomes
showed neither of the models can predict flow field accurately, but the standard ݇− ߝ
model was better.
Gupta and Kumar (2007) obtained some experimental results of the tangential velocity
from Particle Tracking Velocimetry (PTV). They used the RNG ݇− ߝ model to
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describe hydrodynamics, which offers an overall matching between the simulation and
experimental outcomes.
Hreiz et al., (2011) performed CFD simulations and used the predicted velocity to
compare with 2D LDV experiments from Erdal and Shirazi (2001). They applied the
RANS, URANS and LES modelling in terms of different conditions, such as turbulence
and near wall treatments. Figure 3-12 and Figure 3-13 give tangential and axial liquid
velocity results within the GLCC, respectively. The velocities at four positions (marked
as x values) below the inlet are shown in these figures. The profiles calculated by the
high-Reynolds realizable ݇− ߝmethod. The results from LES model are validated
against the profiles measured by LDA. It is clear that the tangential velocity simulations
using high-Reynolds realizable ݇− ߝmodel globally agree well with the measurements,
even though the size of the forced vortex is slightly over-predicted as the distance to the
inlet increased. The high-Reynolds realizable ݇− ߝmodel predicts the axial velocity
field closer to the pipe axis than the one shown in experimental measurements. The
capture diameter is also studied within the simulation, which is the backflow zone width.
The LES simulation presented better results than those obtained with the realizable
model.
Figure 3-12 Comparison of CFD simulations of tangential velocity profiles with
experimental results (Hreiz et al., 2011)
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Figure 3-13 Comparison of CFD simulations of axial velocity profiles with
experimental results (Hreiz et al., 2011)
In Figure 3-14 vortex helical pitch results from experiment and simulation are compared.
The high-Reynolds realizable ݇− ߝmodel is used. The simulations agree well with the
experiment, but there are some differences in the reverse flow width. Because the LDV
measurement cannot work on flows close to the wall, the high axial velocity close to the
wall is not appeared within the experiment.
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a) Experimental result b) realizable ݇− ߝmodel
Figure 3-14 The axial velocity comparison between the experiment and realizable ݇− ߝ
model (Hreiz et al., 2011)
The high-Reynolds realizable ݇− ߝmodel is able to offer the best prediction of the
local velocity profiles, and the LES models can give a good prediction when the flow is
from one inlet but more realistic results when there are two inlets.
3.7 Summary
This chapter analysed the analytical and numerical simulation studies that have been
carried out within the field of separation of gas/liquid flows. The behaviour of vortex
flow and swirl flow in pipe and cyclones was explained, and some classic methods used
to estimate the cyclone separation efficiency from theoretical considerations have been
reviewed, including two main problems normally found in practice: liquid creep and re-
entrainment.
The detailed information on the flow profile provided by CFD simulations may in
principle yield a more accurate prediction of the performance of gas/liquid separators.
In order to predict the separation efficiency of separators with low liquid loading,
predicting the liquid droplets behave within the separation area and the gas velocity
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profile is requires. The velocity field prediction includes the basic gas flow field and the
particle interacting flow field, both of which are simulated in terms of different
modelling approaches. Some of the results were validated against experimental
measurements, and the advantages and disadvantages of each approach were briefly
explained.
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4 EXPERIMENTAL AND MODELLING STUDIES OF
THE COMPACT GAS/LIQUID SEPARATOR
Prediction of separator performance is critical for the perfecting and optimizing of
separators operating in oil and gas processing systems. This chapter describes the
development of a predictive model for a compact gas–liquid separator, Pipe-SEP, based
on tests of a scaled-down prototype at Cranfield University’s Process System
Engineering Flow Laboratory. Experiments were carried out in a 150-mm Pipe-SEP
prototype operating with a water-air mixture. On the basis of extensive visual
observations of flow behaviour and identification of the operational limitations, a
simple explicit algorithm was proposed to predict flow regime transitions in the Pipe-
SEP. In addition, semi-empirical correlations were used to estimate the separation
efficiency to account for the existence of varied flow regimes. Finally, a predictive
model was constructed, and the flow regime results and the separation efficiency were
validated against corresponding experimental measurements. The model can serve as a
design tool to support decision-making in early design stages.
4.1 Introduction
The literature review presented in previous chapters revealed that the difficulties in
producing accurate predictions of compact separator performance are mainly due to the
complex flow behaviours in separators and uncertainties in upstream and downstream
operating conditions. Most of the predictive models depend on empirical or semi-
empirical correlations. For instance, the earlier mechanistic models for the GLCC,
developed by Tulsa University Separation Technology Projects (TUSTP) include
velocity distributions and parameters that define the shape of the gas–liquid interface
with satisfactory results. The recently improved models account for bubble trajectory
and tangential velocity decay working with some experimental constants (Mantilla et al.,
1999). The simulation results of these models correctly match the trends that are
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observed in experimental data. However, these models are too complex to be used as
engineering design and optimization tools.
Usually, the operational range of the compact separator is obtained on the basis of liquid
superficial velocities and gas superficial velocities within the separator to limit the
occurrence of Liquid Carry Over (LCO) in the gas discharge line and Gas Carry Under
(GCU) in the liquid discharge line. Therefore, accurate prediction of the amount of LCO
or GCU is essential for estimation of the operational range and for the design of a
compact separator(Gomez et al., 1999).
In this study, a scaled-down prototype was built to gain a fundamental understanding of
the flow hydrodynamic processes and phase separation in the Pipe-SEP to develop a
simple model to predict operational constraints and separation efficiency. The model
should be easy to use, applicable to a variety of Pipe-SEP applications, and able to
simulate the effect of all common geometrical and flow parameters.
4.2 Experimental Set Up
The gas/liquid separation test facility was designed and constructed in the Process
System Engineering (PSE) Flow Laboratory at Cranfield University, as shown in Figure
4-1. The test facility is a fully instrumented facility which includes an Inline Separator
(I-SEP), a Pipe Separator (Pipe-SEP), a High Separator (Hi-SEP) and a Jet Pump (J-
PUMP) test loop. In the present study, the test loop only including the Pipe-SEP and
Hi-SEP was used.
Figure 4-1 Gas-liquid separation facility
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Figure 4-2 Schematic of the Pipe-SEP test facility
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Figure 4-2 shows a schematic representation of the apparatus used in the experiment.
The apparatus consists of sections for fluid supply, metering, testing, control, and data-
acquisition.
4.2.1 Fluid Supply
Water is stored in a tank of 3.5 m3 capacity, as shown in Figure 4-3. Water is pumped to
the test section by a multistage pump, which has a maximum capacity of 36 m3/hr.
Water from the pump is controlled by a by-pass line, where part of the water is recycled
back to the tank. After passing through the metering system, the water flow is taken to
the mixing point, where it is combined with gas flow and passed to the test section.
Figure 4-3 Water tank Figure 4-4 Air supply
Air is supplied from a Screw Engineering Compressor (SEC), as shown in Figure 4-4.
The compressor has a maximum air flow rate of 280 m3/hr Free Air Delivery (FAD) @
7 bara. An air receiver with 2.5m3 volume is connected after the compressor to reduce
the pressure fluctuation from the compressor. From the receiver, air flow goes to the gas
meter for metering, and then the gas goes to the mixing point. After mixing, the water
and air flow through a 25 m long pipeline (50 mm in diameter) to the testing section.
The 25 m long inlet pipeline allows the inlet flow fully developed.
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4.2.2 Instrumentation
The flow meters are installed on single-phase flow lines before mixing point and
after separation. Water flow is metered by a Promag 50 electromagnetic flowmeter
(Endress+Hauser). The electromagnetic flowmeter has a HART output that can be
connected to the Data Acquisition System (DAS) via a BNC connection. Gas flows
are metered by V-cone flowmeters (McCrometer) and vortex meters. The differential
pressure transmitter measures the differential pressure signal. At the gas metering point,
temperature and pressure are measured to calculate the actual volumetric flow rate of
the gas that enters the test section. All data from the instrumentation of the test facility
is recorded by the DAS. Details of the instrumentation for the test loop have been given
in Table 4-1.
Table 4-1 Test loop fluids instrumentation
Tag Description Details Range
FM01-G Inlet gas flowmeter Vortex meter 0.02 to 0.2 N-m3/s
FM05-G Outlet gas flowmeter (high) V-Cone meter 0.02 to 0.2 N-m3/s
FM06-G Outlet gas flowmeter (low) V-Cone meter 0.005 to 0.05 N-m3/s
FM02-L Inlet liquid flowmeter MagFlow meter 0 to 10 l/s
FM03-L Outlet liquid flowmeter (low) MagFlow meter 0 to 4.9 l/s
FM04-L Outlet liquid flowmeter (high) MagFlow meter 0 to 12.5 l/s
PT01 Inlet gas pressure sensor Druck (PMP1400) 0 to 6 bara
PT04 Pipe-SEP inlet pressure sensor Druck (PMP1400) 0 to 6 bara
PT05 FM05-G pressure sensor Druck (PMP1400) 0 to 4 bara
PT06 FM06-G pressure sensor Druck (PMP1400) 0 to 4 bara
PT10 Hi-SEP pressure Druck (PMP1400) 0 to 6 bara
PT11 Pipe-SEP pressure Druck (PMP1400) 0 to 6 bara
TT01 Inlet gas temperature sensor RS thermocouple -200 to 800°C
TT02 Mixture temperature sensor RS thermocouple -200 to 800°C
DP04 Hi-SEP differential pressure
sensor
Druck (PMP4110) -70 to 70 mbara
DP07 Pipe-SEP differential pressure
sensor
Druck (PMP4110) -100 to 100 mbara
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4.2.3 Test Section
The test section consists of three separators that are made of Plexiglas, namely the Pipe-
SEP, Hi-SEP, and Under Flow Knock-out Vessel (UF KOV). The Pipe-SEP is a
vertically installed pipe with 150mm in diameter and 1600 mm in height, The Pipe-SEP
is mounted with a 50 mm tangential inlet, as shown in Figure 4-5. The upper part of the
Pipe-SEP extends approximately 900 mm. There is an FER and gas ASB near the top.
The ‘L’-shaped gas out section is fitted inside the separation chamber and is connected
through a horizontal pipe to the upper inlet of the Hi-SEP, as shown in Figure 4-2. The
lower part of the Pipe-SEP is 700 mm high. The ‘L’-shaped liquid out section, which is
coupled to a liquid ASB, can discharge the liquid to the lower inlet of the Hi-SEP or to
the UF KOV. In the experiments from this PhD work, the liquid was discharged to the
UF KOV for further separation and measurement.
Figure 4-5 Schematic of the Pipe-SEP
The Hi-SEP is geometrical similar to the Pipe-SEP, and is a 2400 mm tall separator
with an inner diameter of 204 mm. The Hi-SEP can either be connected with the Pipe-
SEP in series through its dual tangential inlet to improve separation performance, or can
be used for enhancing measurement. In the experiments from this PhD work, only the
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Pipe-SEP was tested, while the Hi-SEP was used to capture and measure the LCO in the
gas outflow of the Pipe-SEP.
The UF KOV is a vertical gravity separator, with 500 mm inner diameter and 2400 mm
high. The function of UF KOV is to knock out the gas bubble that trapped in the liquid
outflow of the Pipe-SEP. This enables the GCU to be measured accurately using the
single phase meter.
4.2.4 Control System
The control system is consist of 1) a control valve on the Hi-SEP liquid outlet to
maintain the liquid level; 2) a backpressure valve on the Hi-SEP gas outlet to maintain a
steady operating pressure; 3) a pressure relief device; 4) a control logic worked under a
Labview interface.
The liquid control valve (LCV) is located in the Hi-SEP liquid out section and the gas
control valve (GCV) at Hi-SEP gas out section, as shown in Figure 4-6 and Figure 4-7,
respectively. The design of the control system is discussed in section 4.3.
Figure 4-6 Liquid control valve Figure 4-7 Gas control valve
4.2.5 Data-Acquisition System
Data from the compact gas/liquid separator facility is acquired by a dedicated PC-based
Data Acquisition System (DAS). This system includes a series of built-in signal
conditioning units, which collect and transfer experiment data to computer with the
(SCB-68) parallel port multiplexer. The gathering of information and displaying based
on a real time principle is achieved by the ‘Virtual Instrument’ Version 7 (Labview) and
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DAS hardware under Windows XP-Professional operating system for control and
operation purpose.
4.3 Control System
Level control is extremely important for the successful operation of the compact
separator system, because it is through the proper control of level that the desired
separation performance is achieved. The objective of the control system design in the
present experiment is maintaining the liquid level and pressure at or near its target by
adjusting the opening of the control valves. In this section, a conventional feedback
control strategy, consisting of two PI controllers was designed and tested through
simulation in a dynamic Pipe-Hi-SEP program (see Appendix B) before being
implemented in the test facility.
4.3.1 Control System Design
As mentioned in previous section, control valves are installed on the gas outlet section
and on the liquid outlet section of the Hi-SEP, as shown in Figure 4-8. The following
measurements are considered when configuring level control:
 Hi-SEP level. Control of separator level is of utmost importance. Differential
pressure transmitter is installed to monitor the level.
 Hi-SEP pressure. The transmitter is installed at the top of the Hi-SEP.
 Gas out-flow and liquid out-flow. In compact separators, this measurement can
be challenging. Because compact separator experiences liquid carry over and gas
carry under.
Observing the Hi-SEP, with no controls in operation, the following responses are noted:
 Increasing the liquid valve opening decreases the Hi-SEP liquid level and
decreases the Hi-SEP pressure.
 Increasing the gas valve opening increases the Hi-SEP liquid level but decreases
the Hi-SEP pressure.
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Figure 4-8 Schematic of the Hi-SEP with control valves
Two single-loop controllers are selected to configure the feedback control system. The
block diagram for the Hi-SEP with the two single-loop controller is shown in Figure 4-9.
To quantify the degree of loop interaction, quantitative measures of interaction are
calculated from the steady-state gains (or sensitivities) for the Hi-SEP. The sensitivities
are calculated using the relative gain array (RGA) method.
The RGA is a matrix of elements defined as ratios of open loop to closed loop gains.
For example, the sensitivity of Hi-SEP level ℎଶ to LCV opening at constant GCV
opening (open-loop) is expressed by the following partial derivative:
ܭଵଵ = డ௛మడ௅஼௏ |ீ஼௏ ≅ ∆௛మ∆௅஼௏ |ீ஼௏ (4-1)
The sensitivity of ℎଶ to LCV at constant Hi-SEP pressure ଶܲ (closed-loop) is expressed
as:
ܭଵଵ
, = డ௛మ
డ௅஼௏
|௉మ ≅ ∆௉మ∆௅஼௏ |௉మ (4-2)
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Figure 4-9 Block diagram of an Hi-SEP with two single-loop controllers
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The relative gain ߣଵଵ is the ratio of sensitivities ܭଵଵ to ܭଵଵ
, :
ߣଵଵ = ௄భభ௄భభ, (4-3)
In this study, the value of the relative gain is calculated as: ߣଵଵ=0.833.
The remaining elements of the relative gain array are calculated from the fact that each row
and each column must sum to 1.0. ܥV is Control Variable and ܯܸ represents Manipulate
Variable. Here ܯ ଵܸ is LCV opening, ܯ ଶܸ is GCV opening. ܥ ଵܸ is Hi-SEP liquid level and
ܥ ଶܸ is Hi-SEP pressure.
ܯ ଵܸ ܯ ଶܸ
ܥ ଵܸ 0.833 0.166
ܥ ଶܸ 0.166 0.833
From the results of the relative gain array, it is clear that the interaction between the pressure
and level loop is minor. The pressure is influenced mostly by the GCV and the level is
influenced mostly by the LCV, and there is significant dynamic separation between two loops.
The pressure responds very rapidly, and the control tuning method will be to tune the
pressure loop to respond as rapidly as possible and to slow down the level loop until the
degree of oscillations in the two loops is acceptable.
4.3.2 Control System Tuning
The dynamic model of the Pipe-Hi-SEP system has been developed using fundamental
principles (see Appendix B). In this section, the empirical model for the Pipe-Hi-SEP system
is developed for the needs of process control analysis.
The empirical model is determined by introducing small changes in the input variables on a
nominal operating condition. The resulting dynamic response is used to determine the model.
The model takes the form of first-order-with-dead-time, which is adequate for process control
analysis and design. The form of the model is expressed as follows:
௒(௦)
௑(௦) = ௄೛௘షഇೞఛ௦ାଵ (4-4)
where ܻ(ݏ) denoting the output and ܺ(ݏ) denoting the input. The model includes all elements
in the process, including instrumentation and transmission.
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Experiments are performed on the Hi-SEP to identify the response of the liquid levelܻ (ݏ) to
the liquid control valve opening ܺ(ݏ) and the response of pressure to the gas control valve
opening, respectively. The operating liquid flow rate is 7.2 m3/h and gas flow rate is 200
Sm3/h. The procedures for identifying the liquid level model are shown below as per
example:
Run the system at the base operating conditions to reach steady state.
 Introduce a step change ߜ in the LCV.
 Record LCV and liquid level response data until the system again reaches steady state.
The experiment data is shown in Figure 4-10. The parameters ܭ௣ ,߬ and ߠ are determined
using the process reaction curve method and summarized as:
ߜ= -60% open ∆= 0.7899m
ܭ௣ = ∆ఋ = 0.7899m / -60% open = -0.013165m / % open
0.63∆=0.4976m ݐ଺ଷΨ=94s
0.28∆=0.221m ݐଶ଼Ψ=32s
=߬1.5(ݐ଺ଷΨ − ݐଶ଼Ψ ) =1.5(94-32) s = 93s
ߠ = ݐ଺ଷΨ − ߬= (94-93) s = 1s
where ߜ is the magnitude of the input change. ∆ is the magnitude of the steady-state change
in the output. ݐ଺ଷΨ and ݐଶ଼Ψ are the times at which the output reaches 63 and 28 percent of
its final value.
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Figure 4-10 Separation process reaction curve
In Figure 4-10, a comparison of measured and simulated data also is presented. Since the data
and model do not differ by more than 0.05m throughout the transient. Therefore, the first
order with dead time model determined using the reaction curve can adequately approximate
the dynamics of processes with to a step input. The model is accepted for tuning the control
system later. The empirical model parameters for level loop and pressure loop are
summarized in Table 4-2 .
Table 4-2 Empirical model parameters for the Hi-SEP
Model parameters Level loop Pressure loop
ܭ௣ 0.05369 -0.001225
ߠ 1 0.033
߬ 93 0.177
The PI control algorithm is used to evaluate and determine limiting behaviour for control
system. The transfer function for the PI control is as follows
ܩ(ݏ) = ெ ௏(௦)
ா(௦) = ܭ௖(1 + ଵ்಺௦) (4-5)
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The Ciancone tuning correlations (Marlin, 2000) are used to determine the tuning constant
values. The tuning constants are summarized in Table 4-3.
Table 4-3 Ciancone tuning constants for the Hi-SEP
Parameters Level loop Pressure loop
ߠ/(ߠ+ )߬ 0.01 0.21
ܭ௖ܭ௣ 1.5 1.065
ூܶ/(ߠ+ )߬ 0.24 0.5
ܭ௖ 0.279 1.964
ூܶ 0.2256 0.105
4.3.2.1 Hi-SEP dynamic response
The Hi-SEP dynamic response of the feedback system to a step liquid inlet flow rate
disturbance of magnitude 20%×7.2 occurring at t=500s is shown in Figure 4-11. It can be
seen that the liquid level is well controlled and returns to its set point reasonably quickly
without excessive oscillations. The LCV does not experience excessive variation.
The dynamic response of the feedback system to a step gas inlet flow rate disturbance of
magnitude 30%×200 occurring at t=500s is shown in Figure 4-12. The pressure dynamic is
fast and is well controlled as well. The Ciancomne correlations provide acceptable
performance.
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Figure 4-11 Dynamic response of Hi-SEP PI level control loop with Ciancone tuning
Figure 4-12 Dynamic response of Hi-SEP PI pressure control loop with Ciancone tuning
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4.3.2.2 Pipe-SEP effect on Hi-SEP dynamic
To qualify the Pipe-SEP effect on the Hi-SEP dynamic behaviours, a comparative study is
performed. Figure 4-13 shows the dynamic response of the Hi-SEP and Pipe-Hi-SEP system
to a step liquid inlet flow rate disturbance. It demonstrates that the Pipe-SEP has improved
the dynamic behaviour of the separation system. First, the maximum level deviation for a step
inlet flow, Δℎଶ௠ ௔௫ of Pipe-Hi-SEP is smaller, allowing a lower overshoot. Second, the
fluctuation of liquid outlet flow rate is smaller.
The dynamic response of the Hi-SEP and Pipe-Hi-SEP system to a step gas inlet flow rate
disturbance is shown in Figure 4-14. The pressure and GCV dynamic responses are the same
for these two systems. However, in the Pipe-Hi-SEP system, the liquid will be pushed out
from Pipe-SEP, resulting in a short-period disturbance to the Hi-SEP liquid level.
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Figure 4-13 Dynamic response of Hi-SEP and Pipe-Hi-SEP level control loop with Ciancone tuning
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Figure 4-14 Dynamic response of Hi-SEP and Pipe-Hi-SEP pressure control loop with Ciancone tuning
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4.4 Physical Phenomena
To help development of mechanistic models of the phase separation processes that take
place inside the Pipe-SEP, extensive tests and flow visualizations were performed.
Three distinct flow regimes have been identified in the Pipe-SEP, namely swirled,
agitated, and gas blow-by. The flow behaviours are quite similar to those in the GLCC
and CS separators, as reported by Arpandi et al., (1996) and Rosa et al., (2001),
respectively.
1) Swirled flow is likely to occur under regular operating conditions, as illustrated in
Figure 4-15 a). Under these conditions, the Equilibrium Liquid Level (ELL) is well
below the inlet region. The tangential inlet imparts momentum to the gas/liquid
mixture. The mixture starts to rotate along the inner wall of the Pipe-SEP, forming a
liquid film with dispersed bubbles. Under the strong centrifugal force, the bubbles
tend to move along the radial direction and eventually merge with the inner gas
stream. As the film rotates, more gas separates, and eventually the film are
eliminated by the FER. When the rate of gas flow exceeds the limitation conditions,
the film can pass through the FER and then more liquid droplets are entrained in the
gas phase, which leads to LCO.
(a) Swirled flow (b) Agitated flow
Figure 4-15 Flow regimes in the upper section of the Pipe-SEP
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2) As the liquid flow rate is increased for a certain gas flow rate, the flow regime
transitions from swirled flow to agitated flow. During the transition, the liquid and
gas become chaotic near the inlet region. The swirled film becomes unstable and
excessively thick, and blocks the annular space above the inlet. In the top section of
the Pipe-SEP, the liquid phase is dispersed into small discrete droplets in a
continuous gas phase, forming an approximately homogenous flow through the
annulus cross-sectional area. As the liquid flow rate increases further, agitated flow
occurs in the Pipe-SEP.
3) Agitated flow can be observed as huge move upwards liquid waves. A falling liquid
film exists between the waves, as shown in Figure 4-15 b). The behaviour in the
Pipe-SEP during agitated flow is very similar to that observed with churned flow in
a vertical pipe, as reported by Govan et al. (1991). Owing to the presence of the
channels, a relatively high local void fraction occurs during this regime. Under the
agitated flow condition, a large amount of LCO occurs.
4) For a given liquid flow rate, as the gas flow rate increases, the ELL can fall below
the liquid discharge outlet. As a consequence, gas blow-by occurs. At the same time,
at the inlet region, the liquid can be seen swirls as a film along the inner wall of the
Pipe-SEP. LCO is rarely observed in this flow regime.
4.5 Experimental Results and Discussions
Experiments were carried out to investigate the efficiency of the Pipe-SEP under a wide
range of flow rates. Experiments were performed at near-atmospheric pressure (1.2
bara). The gas flow rate ranged from 50 to 280 Sm3/hr. The liquid flow rate is varied
from 1.8 to 9 m3/hr. The input gas-to-liquid volumetric fraction (GVF) ranged from 40
to 98.5. The observed inlet flow patterns are listed in Appendix C and they are basically
intermittent flow and annular flow.
4.5.1 Pipe-SEP Flow Regime Map
When a liquid–gas mixture enters into a Pipe-SEP, different flow regimes are possible
in the upper part of the Pipe-SEP depending on the magnitude of the flow velocity.
Figure 4-16 shows the air-water flow regime map plotted for the Pipe-SEP at 1.2 bara; it
is based on experimental observations. At low velocities of both gas and liquid, the
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liquid phase swirled as a liquid film with dispersed bubbles. The height of the liquid
film was relatively low. As the gas velocity increased, the interfacial force between the
liquid film and the gas stream also increased, and the height of the swirled film became
higher and higher. When LCO occurred, the film became extremely high. At this point,
the separation performance was dominated by the penetration of liquid droplets that
were under the cut-size of the Pipe-SEP. As the velocity of the liquid increased, the
flow regime transitioned to agitated flow, and the separation performance was
dominated by re-entrainment of the liquid. At this point, if there was a high gas velocity
to accelerate the centrifugal force, the liquid rotated before forming a film that bridged
the inlet region. The flow then transitioned back to swirled flow.
Figure 4-16 Observed flow regimes in the upper section of the Pipe-SEP
4.5.2 Equilibrium Liquid Level
The Equilibrium Liquid Level, ELL is the level of the liquid in the Pipe-SEP. The ELL
can be determined by the differential pressure transducer. The ELL data that obtained
under 1.2 bara operating conditions is shown in Figure 4-17. Although the ELL is
always fluctuating, the average value was taken and plotted versus the Pipe-SEP
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superficial liquid velocity,ܸ௦௟ି ௉ௌ, for three different Pipe-SEP superficial gas velocities,
௦ܸ௚ି௉ௌ.
It can be seen that the ELL, ܮ௟ଵ, increased significantly as the ௦ܸ௟ି ௉ௌ increased, but
decreased as the ௦ܸ௚ି௉ௌ increased. The dashed line represents the boundary for swirled
flow to agitated flow as based on visual observations. The boundary line indicates that
the ELL was around 600 mm.
Figure 4-17 Equilibrium liquid level in the Pipe-SEP
4.5.3 Operational Envelope
As mentioned, LCO and GCU are the key parameters determining the separator
performance. A procedure was followed to obtain the operational envelope of LCO and
GCU for Pipe-SEP. For the LCO, the superficial gas velocity, ௦ܸ௚ି௉ௌ, is first fixed at a
required value. The superficial liquid velocity, ௦ܸ௟ି ௉ௌ, is slowly increased until the
liquid carry over point is reached. For the GCU, the superficial gas velocity is fixed at a
certain value and then the superficial liquid velocity is increased until the gas carry
under disappears. Plotting the locus of the ௦ܸ௚ି௉ௌ vs. ௦ܸ௟ି ௉ௌ at which LCO is initiated or
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GCU is disappeared generates the operational envelope for LCO or GCU, as shown in
Figure 4-18.
The LCO curve indicates the onset of liquid entrainment into the gas discharge outlet.
The region below the LCO curve is called normal operating region, where there is no
LCO in the Pipe-SEP. The region that above the LCO curve is suffered continuous LCO.
Even though there are various mechanisms for liquid carry over, only liquid droplet
carryover was observed during this experiment. The Pipe-SEP flow regime was swirled
flow. In addition, it can be seen that the LCO boundary reveals a limiting liquid
velocity,ܸ௦௟ି ௉ௌ,௖=0.034m/s, below which no entrainment was possible at any gas flow
rate.
Figure 4-18 Operational envelope for air-water flow in the Pipe-SEP
Due to the limited length of Pipe-SEP in the experiment, the Pipe-SEP can’t achieve
non-GCU under testing flow rate. The GCU curve in Figure 4-18 is determined by
predefining the minimum GCU is 3 Sm3/h. It can be seen that to prevent the GCU, the
liquid loading need to be increased nearly linear with the increasing of the gas loading.
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It is also worth noting that the GCU curve is setting above the LCO, which indicates
that the Pipe-SEP under the present testing condition can only achieve partial separation.
4.5.4 Effect of Back Pressure on the Operational Envelope
The back pressure on the Pipe-SEP gas outlet was regulated to investigate its effect on
the operational envelope of the Pipe-SEP. The data were acquired for three different
back pressures of 1.3 bara, 1.4 bara and 1.5 bara for LCO and one different back
pressure of 1.3 bara for GCU, as shown in Figure 4-19 and Figure 4-20, respectively.
Figure 4-19 highlights the LCO operational area curve based on the Pipe-SEP
superficial velocity. As it can be clearly seen, increasing the back pressure will restrain
LCO for the same liquid loading and gas loading. This is due to the fact that increasing
the back pressure will decrease the ELL and reduce the gas velocity. Both of them can
eliminate the onset of the LCO. For low gas velocity, the effect is significant, while the
effect is negligible for high gas velocity ( ௦ܸ௚ି௉ௌ>2.2m/s) or high liquid velocity
( ௦ܸ௟ି ௉ௌ>0.17m/s). It also can be concluded that 2.2m/s is the maximum gas superficial
velocity in the Pipe-SEP, and above that the flow in the upper section of the Pipe-SEP
becomes mist flow. The onset to mist flow represents the theoretical gas capacity limit
of the performance of the Pipe-SEP.
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Figure 4-19 LCO operational envelope for Pipe-SEP under different back pressure
Figure 4-20 shows the GCU operational curve based on Pipe-SEP superficial velocity. It
can be seen that with a slightly increase in back pressure, the liquid velocity limit for
preventing gas blow is increased from 0.1m/s to 0.17m/s.
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Figure 4-20 GCU operational envelope for Pipe-SEP under different back pressure
4.5.5 LCO and Liquid Separation Efficiency
Experiments have shown that LCO can come from two distinct forms: droplets and re-
entrained liquid. In the swirled flow regime, the separated gas contains a large amount
of discrete liquid droplets. Birmingham and Davies (1995) analysed the forces that act
on a liquid droplet in a gas flow inside a separator and developed relationships that
describe the time for a droplet to migrate the radial distance across the separator and the
time that a droplet resides inside the separator. The migration and residence times
determine whether the droplet strikes the radial wall of the separator or flows out with
the gas flow. If the drop strikes the radial wall, it is likely to be separated from the gas
flow. In contrast, droplets that reach the gas outlet become LCO.
As liquid loading increases, the separation performance will be dominated by re-
entrainment of the liquid rather than the liquid mist. The liquid film becomes
excessively thick, and blocks the annular space above the inlet. Gravity is the main
driving force, and combines with a moderate centrifugal force and the wall shear stress
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to pull the liquid against the flow of the gas. If the liquid loading is high enough,
substantial amounts of liquid become LCO.
In the present study, measurement of the LCO flow rate in the swirled flow regime
using the liquid extraction method was very difficult. The velocity of the mist in the Hi-
SEP is high; most of the mist will travel through the Hi-SEP without be collected. Due
to the possibility of incomplete extraction, the experimental data and developed explicit
correlation for LCO are limited to the agitated flow regime only.
Figure 4-21 shows the LCO in a percentage of the inlet liquid flow rate for the agitated
flow. The data were obtained under 1.2 bara operating conditions for three different
liquid velocities. The valve on the Pipe-SEP liquid discharge line was throttled to
achieve agitated flow. Unlike in the swirled flow regime, in which the droplet entrained
fraction increased with gas velocity, in agitated flow, the LCO decreased with
increasing gas velocity. However, a slight increase in the liquid velocity could result in
as much as 10% more LCO, as indicated in Figure 4-21.
Figure 4-21 LCO of the Pipe-SEP
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The liquid separation efficiency, ߟ௅, is based on the mass flow rate of liquids into the
Pipe-SEP, ܹ ௅, and the rate of LCO, ܹ ௅஼ை:
ߟ௅ = 1 −
ௐ ಽ಴ೀ
ௐ ಽ
(4-6)
Figure 4-22 shows the liquid separation performance of the Pipe-SEP under agitated
flow conditions. Increasing the gas velocity increased the back pressure, and thus
decreased the ELL. As the ELL decreased, the quantity of liquid in the upper part of the
Pipe-SEP was not sufficient to be carried to the gas outlet. Consequently, the separation
efficiency increased as the gas velocity increased.
Figure 4-22 Liquid separation efficiency of the Pipe-SEP
4.5.6 GCU and Gas Separation Efficiency
Figure 4-23 shows the GCU in a percentage of the inlet gas flow rate. The data were
obtained under 1.2 bara operating conditions for three different gas velocities. When
liquid velocities, ௦ܸ௟ି ௉ௌ, greater than 0.1 m/s, the GCU was approximately 3% to 5%.
When the liquid velocity reduces below 0.1 m/s, gas blow-by occurred. The experiment
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also illustrated that gas velocity had almost no effect on the GCU before any gas blow-
by occurred.
Figure 4-23 GCU of the Pipe-SEP
The gas separation efficiency, ீߟ , is based on the mass flow rate of gas into the Pipe-
SEP, ܹ ீ, and the rate of GCU, ܹ ீ஼௎ :
ீߟ = 1 −
ௐ ಸ಴ೆ
ௐ ಸ
(4-7)
In Figure 4-24, the gas separation efficiency is plotted versus Pipe-SEP ௦ܸ௟ି ௣௦ for three
different gas velocities. The gas separation efficiency increased when the liquid velocity
increases. The efficiency curve increased sharply at low liquid flow rates, and then
increased slightly until the separation efficiency reached approximately 97%. Similarly,
gas flow only has an insignificant effect on the gas separation efficiency.
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Figure 4-24 Gas separation efficiency of the Pipe-SEP
Since the GCU is strongly related to the ELL, Figure 4-25 plots the ELL vs GCU for all
the tests under 1.2 bara. It can be seen that when the ELL is below 85mm, gas blow by
occurs and the GCU increase significant. Furthermore, experimental observations
indicate that maintaining an appropriate liquid level in Pipe-SEP improves the gas phase
separation qualities.
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Figure 4-25 The relationship of GCU and ELL
4.5.7 Effect of Back Pressure on the GCU and Gas Separation Efficiency
Figure 4-26 shows the GCU under 1.4bara back pressure for different gas velocity. It
shows that gas blow by for each test. Due to the fact that the volumetric flow rate of the
gas blew by is similar for each liquid loading, the GCU decrease with increasing gas
loading.
Similarly, Figure 4-27 shows the gas separation efficiency of the Pipe-SEP at 1.4bara.
The efficiency decreases because of high back pressure. Even with high liquid loading,
the separation efficiency is about 92%.
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Figure 4-26 GCU of the Pipe-SEP at1.4bara back pressure
Figure 4-27 Gas separation efficiency of the Pipe-SEP at 1.4bara back pressure
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Figure 4-28 shows the effect of the back pressure on the gas carry under for a fixed gas
flow rate ܳ௚=120Sm
3/h. It can be seen that the gas carry under increases with back
pressure. The reason is that the gas flow preferentially goes into the lower pressure side,
since it does not have enough inertia to overcome the adverse pressure gradient (i.e.
back pressure). The result is that a much higher quality gas flow has been carried under.
Figure 4-28 GCU for the Pipe-SEP at gas flow rate 120Sm3/h
4.6 Key Findings of Experiments
Overall, the main findings from the Pipe-SEP experiments are:
 The LCO and GCU is flow region dependent. The ELL is a good indicator for
the transition of the flow regime.
 When the ELL is above 600mm, the flow transmits from swirled flow to
agitated flow. When the ELL is below 85mm, the flow transmits to gas blow by.
 When the flow regime is swirled flow, the LCO is dominated by droplets. The
separation efficiency is determined by the cut size of the Pipe-SEP.
 When the flow regime is agitated flow, the LCO is dominated by liquid
entrainment. The separation efficiency ranges from 60 to 80%. Moreover the
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separation efficiency increases with the increasing of the liquid loading but
decreases with the increasing of the gas loading.
 The GCU ranges from 3% to 5% before the gas blow by. After the onset of the
gas blow by, the GCU can reach as high as 50%.
 The maximum gas superficial velocity in the Pipe-SEP is approximately 2.2m/s.
After that, significant droplets will be carried out.
 To minimise LCO and GCU, the ELL must be maintained in a certain range.
The pressure on the gas outlet and liquid outlet should be accounted to
determine the ELL.
4.7 Pipe-SEP Model Development
Based on the experiment results, a simple performance model was developed and was
able to predict the flow regime, gas separation efficiency, and liquid separation
efficiency in the Pipe-SEP. The model takes account of the transition between three
flow regimes: swirled, agitated, and gas blow-by. The process of analysing the flow
regimes transitions starts from the ELL. Agitated flow is seen to occur in the entry
section of the Pipe-SEP when the ELL is approximately above the inlet. Gas bow by
onsets when the ELL approximately below the entrance of the liquid outlet. A
generalised relationship for the ELL was developed as follows:
4.7.1 Equilibrium Liquid Level
When considering smooth flow in the test system, it was assumed that the mixture is
homogenous for the calculation of fluid properties. The test system is given in Figure
4-29. A balance of the pressure on the Pipe-SEP ( ௉ܲ௜௣௘ିௌா௉), the Hi-SEP ( ுܲ௜ି ௌா௉), and
the UF KOV ( ௎ܲிି௄ை௏) yields
௉ܲ௜௣௘ିௌா௉ = ுܲ௜ି ௌா௉ + ∆ܲீ = ௎ܲிି௄ை௏ + ∆ ௅ܲ (4-8)
where ∆ܲீ and ∆ ௅ܲ are the pressure drop in the Pipe-SEP gas and liquid discharge lines,
assuming that the hydrodynamic interaction in the gas and liquid phases is negligible.
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Figure 4-29 Schematic of the Pipe-SEP, Hi-SEP and UF KOV test system
The pressure drop in the liquid discharge line can be determined as
∆ ௅ܲ = −ߩ௅݃൫ܼ ଵ + ܮ௅ଵ− ଷܼ− ܮ௣൯+ ∑ ௙ܲ,௅ + ௙ಽభ௅ಽభ஽ುೄ ఘಽ௩ಽభమଶ (4-9)
where ଵܼ is the elevation difference between Pipe-SEP and UF KOV; ܮ௅ଵ is the liquid
level in Pipe-SEP; ଷܼ is the elevation of UF KOV and ܮ௣ is the inlet height of UF
KOV.ݒ௅ଵ is the liquid velocity in the Pipe-SEP.
∑ ௙ܲ,௅ is the total frictional pressure loss in the liquid discharge line, which includes the
frictional losses in the pipe segments and pipe fittings.
∑ ௙ܲ,௅ = ௙ಽమ(௅ಽ_೛೔೛೐ା௅ಽ_೑೔೟೟೔೙೒)஽ು಺ುಶ ఘಽ௩ಽమమଶ (4-10)
௅݂ଵ is the liquid friction factors for the lower section, and ௅݂ଶ is the liquid discharge line
of the Pipe-SEP, respectively. They are evaluated using Blasius (1913) equation:
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௅݂௜= 0.3164ܴ ௅݁௜ି଴.ଶହ i=1, 2 (4-11)
The Reynolds number is calculated from the actual velocity and hydraulic diameter of
the liquid phase.
ܴ ௅݁ଵ = ఘಽ஽ು೔೛೐షೄಶು௩ಽభఓಽ ܴ ௅݁ଶ = ఘಽ஽ು಺ುಶ௩ಽమఓಽ (4-12)
The pressure drop in the gas line can be determined as
∆ܲீ = ீߩ ݃( ଵܼ + ܮ௅ଵ− ଶܼ− ܮ௥) + ∑ ௙ܲ,ீ + ௙ಸభ(௅೒భା௅೔೙ି௅ಽభ)஽ುೄ ఘಸ௩ಸభమଶ (4-13)
where ଶܼ is elevation of Hi-SEP and ܮ௥ is the inlet height of Hi-SEP.
∑ ௙ܲ,ீ is the total frictional pressure loss in the gas line, which includes the frictional
losses in the pipe segments and pipe fittings.
∑ ௙ܲ,ீ = ௙ಸమ(௅೒భା௅೔೙ି௅ಽభ)஽ು಺ುಶ ఘಸ௩ಸమమଶ (4-14)
݂ீ ଵ and ݂ீ ଶ are the gas friction factors for the upper section and the gas discharge line of
the Pipe-SEP, respectively. They are also evaluated in the conventional manner:
݂ீ ௜= 0.0056 + 0.5/ܴ݁ீ ௜଴.ଷଶ i=1 ,2 (4-15)
Thus, the ELL, ܮ௅ଵ, can be solved as follows:
ܮ௅ଵ = ௉ೆಷష಼ೀೇି௉ಹ೔షೄಶುା∑௉೑,ಽି∑௉೑,ಸିఘಽ௚൫௓భି௓యି௅೛൯ି ఘಸ௚(௓భି௓మି௅ೝ)ି೑ಸమ(ಽ೒భశಽ೔೙)ವುೄ ഐಸೡಸభమమ
௚(ఘಽାఘಸ)ି ೑ಽభವುೄഐಽೡಽభమమ ି ೑ಸమವುೄഐಸೡಸభమమ
(4-16)
4.7.2 Transition between Flow Regimes
Previous experimental studies have shown the flow conditions where swirled flow is
observed, the liquid level is below the inlet of the Pipe-SEP. As the liquid flow rate
increases, the liquid level rises above the inlet and tends to block the inlet flow. At first,
the flow becomes irregular and agitated flow appears at the inlet region. When the
liquid flow rate is high enough, sufficient liquid is maintained in the Pipe-SEP, and the
liquid is lifted up, which leads to Agitated flow. At higher gas flow rates, the back
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pressure in the Pipe-SEP increases due to the Bernoulli Effect, which will cause the
liquid level to decrease. Thus, the transition between swirled and agitated regimes can
be defined as occurring when the ELL rises above the inlet. Fully developed agitated
flow can be expected if the liquid level exceeds the Zero Net Liquid Flow level
(ZNLFL), which was proposed by Arpandi et al., (1996) to describe the conditions that
ELL is located above the inlet, while gas simply passes through the liquid column
without any LCO. The definition of the gas blow by flow regime is straight forward.
When the ELL is fall below the entrance of the liquid outlet, the gas blow by occurs.
4.7.3 Swirled Flow Model
The swirled flow in Pipe-SEP is very similar to the annular flow as described by Sawant
et al., (2008), a portion of the liquid flows adjacent to the wall as a film and the
remaining liquid flows as entrained droplets through the gas core. Therefore, some
correlations which have been developed for annular flow will be adopted here to
estimate the characteristics of the swirled flow in the Pipe-SEP.
4.7.3.1 Swirled film height
It is useful to know the height of the swirled film, because the FER is designed to
eliminate the film. The elevation of the swirled film above the inlet is determined
mainly by the balance between gravity and the force that is generated by the radial
pressure gradient. A correlation was proposed by Rosa et al., (2001) to calculate the
height of the film, ℎ, which is expressed as
௛
ඥ஺ು಺ುಶ
= ܥܴ݁௡ඥܨݎ௡(1 + )݂ି଴.ଶହ (4-17)
where ܣ௉ூ௉ா is the area of the inlet pipe, ܴ௘ is the Reynolds number that corresponds to
the diameter of the inlet pipe, ܨݎ௡ is the Froude number, which can be calculated as
ܨݎ௡ = ௏೘ ೔ೣమ௚஽ , ௠ܸ ௜௫ is the inlet mixture velocity, and ݂ is the gas to liquid volumetric ratio,
ܳீ/ܳ௅. The constant ܥ and the power ݊were obtained from experimental data fitting
(see Appendix C). In the present study, ܥ = 2.35 and ݊= 0.022 were used.
In the swirled flow regime, the liquid film is swept up around the wall of the Pipe-SEP.
The gas flow rate has the dominant influence on the thickness of the film. Dobran (1983)
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proposed an average representation for the thickness of the continuous liquid layer in
annular flow and is adopted in this work to estimate the thickness of swirl film in the
Pipe-SEP
ఋಳ
஽
= 140ܰ௅଴.ସଷଷܴ ஼݁ିଵ.ଷହ (4-18)
where
ܰ௅ = [௚஽యఘಽ(ఘಽିఘ಴)ఓಽమ ]ଵ/ଶ (4-19)
ܴ ௖݁ = ݑ௖ߩ௖ܦ/ߤ௚ (4-20)
ߜ஻ is the film thickness;ܰ ௅ is the two-phase Grashof number; ݑ௖ is the superficial gas
velocity in the Pipe-SEP and ߩ஼ is the homogeneous core density.
4.7.3.2 Entrainment fraction
The entrainment fraction in the swirled flow in Pipe-SEP is defined as the fraction of
the liquid droplets that flow through the central gas core. Sawant et al. (2009)
developed the entrainment fraction correlation as follows
ܧ = ܧ௠ ௔௫ tanh[ (ܹܽ ݁− ܹ ௖݁௥)ଵ.ଶହ] (4-21)
ܽ= 2.31 × 10ିସܴ ௙݁ି଴.ଷହ (4-22)
ܧ௠ ௔௫ = 1 −
ோ௘೑೑೗೔೘ 
ோ௘೑
= 1 −
ோ௘೑೑ೀಶା௙(ோ௘೑ିோ௘೑೑ೀಶ)
ோ௘೑
(4-23)
ܹ ݁= ఘ೒௨ೞ೒మ ஽
ఙ
[(ߩ௅− ߩ௚)/ߩ௚]ଵ/ସ (4-24)
ܴ ௙݁ = ఘ೑௨ೞ೑஽ఓ೑ = ఘ೑௨೑ഃಳఓ೑ (4-25)
where ܧ௠ ௔௫ is the maximum possible entrainment fraction and ܹ ௖݁௥ is the critical
Weber number that refers to the critical gas velocity at the onset of entrainment
ܹ ௖݁௥ = ఘ೒௨ೞ೒,೎ೝమ ஽ఙ [(ߩ௅− ߩ௚)/ߩ௚]ଵ/ସ (4-26)
Therefore, the total mass of liquid dispersed in the central gas core is known as
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ܹ ஽ = ℎܦ௉௜௣௘ିௌா௉ߜ஻ܧ (4-27)
If the size distribution of the dispersed droplets is known, then the cut size, LCO and
separation efficiency of Pipe-SEP can be estimated. This part will be discussed in
Chapter 5.
4.7.4 Agitated Flow Model
4.7.4.1 Liquid entrained fraction
It is suggested that when the ELL in the Pipe-SEP is above the inlet, agitated flow will
develop. Agitated flow is characterised by the presence of large and irregular waves.
The amplitude of the waves decrease as the increasing of the gas flow rate. If the liquid
flow rates are small, the waves are small, and virtually no liquid is carried in the gas
flow. If the liquid flow rate adds up or a critical gas velocity is reached, the waves reach
the top of the Pipe-SEP, which results in flooding. Adequate analytical solutions have
not been developed to describe the complex agitated flow in the separator. However,
many reports have been published in relation to churned flow during vertical upward
flow in pipes. The fraction of liquid which entrains in the gas phase can be estimated.
The available data show that during churned flow, as the superficial gas velocity
increases the entrained fraction decreases. In the present study of agitated flow in the
Pipe-SEP, the lower part of the Pipe-SEP could be treated as single phase liquid flow,
and the GCU was less than 2%. The upper part of the Pipe-SEP was evaluated using a
simple dimensional equation that has been developed by Azzopardi and Wren (2004) to
describe the entrained fraction,ܧ௙. They found that the diameter of the pipe has no
effect on the entrained fraction; for velocities greater than 5m/s, there was a small
correlation between the entrained fraction and the gas superficial velocity, and also with
the liquid superficial velocity.
ܧ௙ = 0.47ݒ௦௚଴.ଵ଺ݒ௦௟଴.ଷହ for ݒ௦௚ < 5݉ /ݏ ( 4-28)
ܧ௙ = 0.6ݒ௦௟଴.ଷହ for ݒ௦௚ > 5݉ /ݏ ( 4-29)
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4.7.4.2 Zero Net Liquid Flow Level
In the present study, ZNLF is used as the criterion to describe the transition between
agitated and fully developed agitated flow. Visual observations show that there is a
minimal liquid level at which the flow progresses to fully developed agitated flow. If
the liquid level is below the minimal value, the liquid flow will be churned up but the
liquid will not reach the top of the Pipe-SEP. Experiments were performed under
steady-state conditions (see Appendix C) and the correlation for the ZNLFL was
developed to quantify the minimal liquid loading for each gas loading as follows:
ܼܰܮܨܮ= ܮ௜௡௟௘௧+ 345.7 − 123.9 × ௦ܸ௚ି௣௦ (4-30)
4.7.4.3 Gas blow-by model
Normally, the operational flow rates of the Pipe-SEP should be selected carefully and
account for the downstream operating conditions. The GCU used in Eq. (4-31) is an
empirical correlation, which was derived from the experimental data fitting shown in
Figure 4-23.
ܩܥܷ = −500 ∗ ∆ܲଶ+ 1445∆ܲ− 976 (4-31)
where ∆ܲis the pressure difference between the gas and liquid discharge outlets.
As for the LCO in the gas blow-by model, it can be estimated using the same method in
the swirled flow region.
4.7.5 Calculation Procedure
The separation of fluids in the Pipe-SEP depends not only on the geometry of the Pipe-
SEP itself but also on the pressures in the downstream discharge lines and the status of
the fluid flowing in the inlet pipe. Owing to all these controlling factors, predicting the
performance of the separator is not easy. A predictive algorithm that is depicted in
Figure 4-30 is proposed for the simulation of the Pipe-SEP. The algorithm consists of
three sections: the input, Flow Regime (FR)-loop, and output section. The input to the
algorithm is divided into four groups. The geometrical parameters consist of the
diameter and length of the Pipe-SEP, and of the associated inlet and outlet pipes. The
fluid properties and operating conditions consist of case-specific data such as flow rates,
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pressure, and density. A complete separation (LCO=0 and GCU=0) is assumed initially
to estimate the ELL and ZNLFL. Subsequently, the flow regime is determined on the
basis of the ELL criteria.
The FR-loop consists of three segments, which correspond to the three flow regimes.
The first segment is agitated flow, which is expected to occur when the ELL exceeds the
ZNLFL. In this segment, the GCU flow rate is assumed to be 2 Sm3/h, which is the
value that was determined under agitated flow experiment. The LCO can be determined
by applying Eq. (4-28) and Eq. (4-29). Then, the pressure loss in the Pipe-SEP, liquid
discharge line, and gas discharge line can be obtained on the basis of the properties of
the mixture. If the new ELL meets the criteria for agitated flow, and
ห௅௟భ೙೐ೢ ି௅௟భห
௅௟భ
< 0.1,
then the calculated result will be the output. If the new ELL does not meet the criteria,
then the procedure will iterate in the FR-loop by suggesting a new ELL for the variable
until convergence is reached. The swirled flow model is defined as occurring when the
ELL is below inlet. In this segment, the GCU flow rate is assumed to be 2.7 Sm3/h and
the LCO can be obtained from Eq. (4-17) to Eq. (4-27). The Gas Blow-by model is
defined as occurring when the ELL is below the liquid discharge line inlet. The LCO is
estimated with the same Eq. (4-17) to Eq. (4-27) of swirled flow model and the GCU is
iteratively determined by Eq. (4-31).
The model procedure can be summarised as follows:
1. Assume complete separation of gas and liquid. Initial LCO and GCU are set to
zero.
2. Determine ELL,ܮ ଵ݈.
3. Determine the flow regime.
4. Calculate LCO and GCU.
5. Recalculate ELL,݈ܮ ଵ೙೐ೢ .
6. Check that the flow regime is correct and
ห௅௟భ೙೐ೢ ି௅௟భห
௅௟భ
< 0.1 to determine
convergence.
7. Repeat steps 3 to 6 with ݈ܮ ଵ೙೐ೢ until convergence is reached.
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Figure 4-30 Pipe-SEP predictive algorithm
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4.8 Predictive Model Validation
4.8.1 Pipe-SEP Flow Regime Map
The predictive model has been validated with available experiment data. Figure 4-31
shows the predicted flow regimes in the Pipe-SEP. The predicted flow regimes can be
compared with the experimental observations (Figure 4-15). For low liquid flow rates,
the model predicted the boundary of gas blow-by–swirled flow well and agreed with the
visual observations. As the liquid flow rate increased, swirled flow began to transition
to agitated flow. Although fully developed agitated flow is not predicted in Figure 4-31,
the predictions of the transition of agitated flow back to swirled flow were in excellent
agreement with the experimental observations.
Figure 4-31 Predicted Pipe-SEP flow regimes
4.8.2 Comparison of the ELL
The comparison of the model prediction with the experiment data of ELL for 1.2 bara
operating condition is shown in Figure 4-32. For the swirled flow and agitated flow
region, ELL is above 85mm, the model prediction agrees well with the experiment data.
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As the ELL fall below 85mm, the model over-predicts the level. This over-prediction
indicates that the assumption of homogenous flow may not be valid when significant
amount of gas has been carried out in the gas discharge line.
Figure 4-32 Comparison of the equilibrium liquid level
4.8.3 Operational Envelope
The operational envelope represents the flow conditions for the onset of LCO and GCU.
Any point on the LCO operational envelope has zero LCO. Any point on the GCU
operational envelope has 3Sm3/h GCU (was predefined in this particular experiment
condition). The predicting model has been used to determine the operational envelope.
The trial and error procedure is similar to the experimental procedure and is described
as follows:
1. The superficial gas velocity, ௦ܸ௚ି௉ௌ, is selected at a required value.
2. Assume a low superficial liquid velocity, ௦ܸ௟ି ௉ௌ.
3. Follow the procedure of the Pipe-SEP model described in section 4.7.5,
calculate the LCO and GCU.
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4. Check the LCO, whether is just above zero or not. Check the GCU, whether is
just below 3Sm3/h.
5. Repeat steps 2 to 4 with a new ௦ܸ௟ି ௉ௌ until the LCO above zero or the GCU
below 3Sm3/h.
6. Repeat the whole procedure for different ௦ܸ௚ି௉ௌ to obtain the operational
envelope for LCO or GCU
The comparison of the predicted operational envelope for the LCO and GCU and
the experiment observation is shown in Figure 4-33. The prediction is represented
by the dashed line. It can be seen that in the higher ௦ܸ௚ି௉ௌ region, the model
predicted accurately the liquid velocity limit for the LCO. However in the lower
௦ܸ௚ି௉ௌ region, the model over-predicted the liquid velocity limit. For the GCU, the
model results are all slightly above the experiment results. Overall, the model can
capture the trend of the operational envelope well and can provide the information
for early engineering design.
Figure 4-33 Comparison of the operational area
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4.8.4 Separation Efficiency
For the liquid separation efficiency under swirled flow and gas blow by condition where
no experiment data are available, only the predictions are presented. In Figure 4-34, the
liquid separation efficiency is calculated for ௦ܸ௚ି௣௦ =1.35m/s. Due to the volumetric
flow rate of the LCO increases slightly with liquid loading, the liquid separation
efficiency increases.
Figure 4-34 Liquid separation efficiency prediction
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Figure 4-35 Comparison of gas separation efficiency between the Pipe-SEP model and
data obtained at Vsg-PS=2.0m/s
Comparison of the predicted and measured gas separation at ௦ܸ௚ି௣௦ = 2.0m/s is shown
in Figure 4-35. The predictions agree well with the experimental data.
4.9 Summary
Prediction of the flow regime and separation efficiency in a Pipe-SEP is challenging
because the behaviour of the gas–liquid mixture inside the separator is affected by many
factors, such as flow characteristics, mixture properties, geometry of the separator, and
downstream conditions. Consequently, fundamental understandings of the physical
phenomena that occur and appropriate interpretation of experimental results are required
to model the Pipe-SEP successfully. A semi-empirical model has been proposed by
defining the flow regime in the Pipe-SEP, and applying a conservation equation to the
pressure loss. Despite the approximations to homogenous flow, the computed result
agrees well with the experimental data. In addition, the following conclusions can be
drawn from the present study.
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1. The separation efficiency depends on the flow regime, which is affected by the flow
parameters and Pipe-SEP geometry. Under normal operating conditions, flow is
generally swirled flow and the LCO increases with gas flow rate; however, as the
liquid flow rate being added up to a certain level, the flow starts to change to
agitated flow. The most interesting results were obtained for agitated flow, during
which the LCO decreases as the gas flow rate increases. In practice, the agitated
flow and gas blow by flow are undesirable and should be avoided with the help of
an appropriate design. In the next chapter, only the swirled flow will be studied.
2. Prediction of the loss of pressure is very important and plays an important role in the
present model. Homogenous flow was assumed for the calculation and this might
cause the computed results to deviate somewhat from the experimental data.
3. The geometry of the discharge line affects pressure losses, and consequently the
flow regime and separation efficiency. A long liquid discharge line or one with a
small diameter is not preferable from the point of view of pressure losses, whereas a
discharge line with a large diameter is difficult to fit inside the Pipe-SEP, or affect
the separator performance. Further studies by means of numerical simulation are
required in this area and will be presented in chapter 5.
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5 NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF THE COMPACT
GAS/LIQUID SEPARATOR
In this chapter results are presented on the modelling and simulation of the gas and
droplet flow in the Pipe-SEP. Firstly, the numerical techniques which were used to
determine the simulation strategy are discussed. Afterwards the simulation results of the
gas flow field of the laboratory prototype Pipe-SEP are presented. The effect of the ‘L’
outlet section, gas inlet velocity and separator diameter on the flow field is studied.
Finally, the Discrete Phase Model (DPM) simulations are performed for the assessment
of the best modelling approach for Pipe-SEP. Both the classic cyclone separator models
and scaling rules are compared with the simulation results. The best model is selected
and combined with an optimization procedure to form a Pipe-SEP design model.
5.1 Introduction
The cyclonic separators have been subject to extensive experimental and numerical
study because of their importance for the processing industries. The swirling flow in
separators can either induced by proper designed inlets or swirl generators. The swirling
flow exhibits high level of turbulence and strong anisotropy features. Although several
empirical and semi-empirical correlations have been proposed in the literature (see Sec.
3.5) for predicting the pressure drop, cut size and separation efficiency, most models are
focused on cylinder-on-cone cyclones, which are installed with a tangential inlet. Due to
the reason that there is inadequate knowledge of the flow behaviour inside the Pipe-SEP,
the objective of the present chapter is to perform CFD simulation studies to evaluate the
influences on the Pipe-SEP’s performance, by altering the operational parameters and
the device dimensions .
5.2 CFD Approach
The literature review on CFD modelling of cyclonic separators (Sec. 3.5) revealed that
the modelling approach for separators operating at low particles loading is generally
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based on an Euler-Lagrange approach, and it will be used in the present study. Also as
proposed by Newton (2007), if one phase dominates the volumetric flow rate in the
vessel, then it should be possible to model the section of the vessel in which the highest
volume fraction for the primary phase can be found. For such cases, the upper section of
the Pipe-SEP will be modelled. Two assumptions are made in the present simulation
study. The liquid droplets are simulated with one-way coupling method within the flow
field of the model, and moreover the droplets do not interact with each other, and do not
coalesce or break up. Due to the fact that the major objective of current study regards
conditions with high efficiency Pipe-Hi-SEP systems operating with high GVF (>90
Vol%) incoming flow, the assumptions can be deemed to be valid. More to the point,
the second stage separator Hi-SEP is usually subject to more than 95 Vol% gas flow.
Another thing need to mention is that the Hi-SEP has similar geometry with the Pipe-
SEP. To get realisable results with limited computer effort, only the Pipe-SEP will be
simulated in detail. The Hi-SEP simulation will be used to validate the scale rule. The
detailed components within the CFD simulations and the reason for selecting them are
explained in the following sub-sections.
5.2.1 Computational Domain and Grid
The computation domains for the Pipe-SEP were developed based on the prototype used
in previous experimental work (see Sec. 4.2). The Pipe-SEP section above the liquid
level is simulated. The liquid level should always be kept below the inlet (200mm in
this case). To explore the effects of the outlet section on flow profile, two cases without
the presence of the “L” outlet in Pipe-SEP called Pipe-SEP I, and one with the “L”
outlet called Pipe-SEP II were developed, as shown in Figure 5-1 and Figure 5-2. The
diameter of the Pipe-SEPs was 150mm. The diameter and the length of the “L” outlet in
Pipe-SEP II were 50mm and 500mm, respectively. The dimensions of the computation
domain and observation planes employed in this study are also given in Figure 5-1 and
Figure 5-2. Four plotting sections are used to reveal the flow filed inside Pipe-SEP as
given by Table 5-1.
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Figure 5-1 Schematic of the Pipe-SEP I geometry and coordinate definition
Figure 5-2 Schematic of the Pipe-SEP II geometry and coordinate definition
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Table 5-1 The locations of each section within the plots
Section X1 X2 X3 X4
X(mm) 150 300 450 600
X/D 1 2 3 4
5.2.2 Selection of Turbulence Model
The numerical simulation quality depends largely on the type of turbulence modelling
applied for approximation of turbulence. There are various turbulence models available
in ANSYS FLUENT to simulate the rotational turbulent flow within the Pipe-SEP. The
literature review on CFD modelling of cyclonic separators (Sec. 3.5) revealed that the k-
߳models are not appropriate for strongly swirling flows. Both of the RSM model and
LES model have been widely applied and provide accurate predictions of the swirl flow
pattern and velocity profile. Since the RSM model can yield reasonable results with
limited computer resources, the RSM will be used in the present study to reveal the flow
field.
5.2.3 Selection of the Discretization Schemes
Kaya and Karagoz (2008) and ANSYS FLUENT recommended the QUICK scheme for
the momentum discretization. Kaya and Karagoz (2008) also recommended the Presto
scheme for pressure and SIMPLE algorithm for pressure-velocity coupling. In terms of
the discretising the Reynolds’ stress equation, the first order upwind method is
suggested, but Shukla et al., (2011a) suggested the second order one in terms of the
kinetic energy equation including the study of the dissipation rate. Table 5-2 lists the
numerical schemes used in the present simulations.
Table 5-2 The numerical settings for the present simulation
Pressure discretization PRESTO
Pressure velocity coupling SIMPLE
Momentum discretization QUICK
Turbulent kinetic energy Second order upwind
Turbulent dissipation rate Second order upwind
Reynolds stress First order upwind
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5.2.4 Boundary Conditions
A velocity inlet is applied at the inlet boundary, with an air inlet velocity of ௚ܸ௔௦ି ௜௡௟௘௧
having an initially value of 10 m/s, corresponding to an air inlet volumetric flow rate
ܳ௚=145 Sm
3/h. The air properties used were: air density 2.5 kg/m3, viscosity 1.73E-5
Pa·s, with a resulting Reynolds number 72254 based on the inlet diameter and the
velocity of inlet nozzle. The turbulence intensity was determined as recommended by
FLUENT 12 guidelines, using the following equation:
ܫ= 0.16ܴ݁ି଴.ଵଶହ (5-1)
The turbulence intensity ܫis 3.95% and the hydraulic diameter equals the diameter of the
inlet nozzle. The near-wall treatment and the effect of the wall roughness were modelled
using non-Equilibrium wall functions. The out flow is gas outlet and its operational
pressure is set as 0 Pa.
5.2.5 Grid Independency Study
The grid was generated in ANSYS Workbench. The Pipe-SEP I consists of purely
trihedral grids. The Pipe-SEP II consists of trihedral grids at the separator body and
tetrahedral grids at the gas outlet section. Figure 5-3 shows the grid configuration that
was used for the simulation study. The Pipe-SEP I grid domain contains 169955
elements. The Pipe-SEP II grid domain contains 414369 elements.
The grid independence investigation was carried out within the Pipe-SEP I and Pipe-
SEP II simulations. In order to make sure the final simulation results are insensitive to
the grid condition, three levels of grids were applied as shown in Figure 5-4 and Figure
5-5.
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(a) Pipe-SEP I (b) Pipe-SEP II
Figure 5-3 Grid of Pipe-SEP I and Pipe-SEP II
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(a) Coarse grid (b) Medium grid (c) Fine grid
Figure 5-4 Three different levels of Pipe-SEP I grid domains
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(a) Coarse grid (b) Medium grid (c) Fine grid
Figure 5-5 Three different levels of Pipe-SEP II grid domains
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The simulated results of tangential velocity profile at X2 for Pipe-SEP I and Pipe-SEP
II are shown in Figure 5-6 and Figure 5-7, respectively. It can be seen that the results for
the three grids are very similar to each other in the centre region. In the near wall region,
as the grid density increase, the result of medium grid and fine grid are very close.
Furthermore, Table 5-3 lists the grid details, which indicate that the outcomes for the
fine and medium grids have very close values, particularly for the Eu values and cut size
D50. Due to the better performance, even though the medium grid is able to offer a good
prediction, to obtain the best results and avoid unnecessary uncertainties, the fine grid
was adopted for all the simulations.
Figure 5-6 The tangential velocity profile at X2 for Pipe-SEP I with different grids
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Figure 5-7 The tangential velocity profile at X2 for Pipe-SEP II with different grids
Table 5-3 Grid details of the Pipe-SEP in the simulation
Pipe-SEP I Pipe-SEP II
Elements Eu D50 Elements Eu D50
Coarse mesh 33903 0.8616 8.7 96354 0.9188 6.2
Medium mesh 93658 0.8536 9.2 298357 0.9113 6.9
Fine mesh 169955 0.8584 8.9 414369 0.9146 6.3
5.2.6 Convergence Criteria
As for the convergence criteria, two aspects are adopted. Firstly, the solution is assumed
to be converged with pre-set scaled residuals of 1E-07. Secondly, the gas velocity at gas
outlet should become constant and stable.
5.3 Gas Flow in the Pipe-SEP
In this section, results are presented on the simulation of the pressure field and gas flow
filed in Pipe-SEP I and Pipe-SEP II. The effect of the gas outlet section, gas inlet
velocity and separator diameter on the flow profile is discussed.
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5.3.1 Pressure Field
The static pressure results based on time averaging are shown in Figure 5-8, and the
position is chosen to be at section Z equal to 0, for the gas inlet velocity
௚ܸ௔௦ି ௜௡௟௘௧=10m/s. The Pipe-SEP I (Figure 5-8 left) show that the static pressure
increases as the radius increase from the centre of the separator to the wall. Because of
the high rotational speed of the vortex, a low-pressure region would form at the centre
part. For the Pipe-SEP II (Figure 5-8 right), the static pressure also increases with
increasing radius. It can be seen that the presence of the “L” outlet section yields a
larger pressure loss across the Pipe-SEP II.
Pipe-SEP I Pipe-SEP II
Figure 5-8 Contours plots for the static pressure at the X-Y plane (Z=0)
Corresponding to the contours plots, the time averaged static pressure results at section
X1, X2, X3 and X4 (see Table 5-1) for Pipe-SEP I and II are shown in Figure 5-9 and
Figure 5-10, respectively. It is clear that the static pressure is strongly dependent upon
the radial position, and has its maximum value at the wall. As the swirling component
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decays in the axial direction as a result of wall friction, the radial pressure gradient డ௉
డ௥
which is directed to the separator centre also decreases. That means the pressure curve
tends to flatten. However, the gradient in the axial direction is insignificant in the Pipe-
SEP I.
Figure 5-9 Radial contribution of the static pressure of various parts
on the X-Y plane (Z=0) of Pipe-SEP I
As discussed in Sec.4.3, the pressure losses in the cyclonic separator with low particle
loading are often negligible compared to the losses in the outlet section. In the present
case, the pressure loss through Pipe-SEP I gas outlet is nearly 97.7 Pa, which is 25 times
larger than the losses in Pipe-SEP I body. In Pipe-SEP II, the “L” outlet section
contributes an extra 80 Pa to the total pressure loss, which results in a total pressure loss
of 177.7 Pa for the Pipe-SEP II. The Euler number which used to characterise Pipe-SEP
can be calculated as 0.86 and 0.91 for Pipe-SEP I and Pipe-SEP II, respectively.
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Figure 5-10 Radial contribution of the static pressure of various parts
on the X-Y plane (Z=0) of Pipe-SEP II
5.3.2 Tangential Velocity
The mean tangential velocity fields of Pipe-SEP I and II are depicted through contours
in Figure 5-11, at the gas inlet velocity ௚ܸ௔௦ି ௜௡௟௘௧ equal to 10m/s. As the flow rotates
with the same angular velocity, the flow radial tangential profile in the Pipe-SEP can be
generally described by a solid body vortex. In the Pipe-SEP I, a region with a low
tangential velocity was discovered, marked in blue at the centre of the separation space
and it appears to be asymmetrical. At the near-wall the tangential velocity takes a higher
value. The tangential velocity values do not stay constant within the axial direction. In
the Pipe-SEP II, this region with low tangential velocity is occupied by the gas outlet
section. Strongly swirl flow can be seen at the entrance of the gas out section.
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Pipe-SEP I Pipe-SEP II
Figure 5-11 Contours plots for the tangential velocity at X-Y plane (Z=0)
Figure 5-12 and Figure 5-13 show the plot of time averaged tangential velocity at
sections X1, X2, X3 and X4 (see Table 5-1) for Pipe-SEP I and II, respectively. In
Figure 5-12, the tangential flow profile of Pipe-SEP I exhibits a strong similarity along
the axial direction. The forced vortex region dominates the separation space, which
implies that the tangential velocity increases with increasing radius with the ݊ value
equal to -1. The values of the tangential velocity decline rapidly at the near wall region
after the peak, which is the behaviour of the solid body type vortex as mentioned in Sec.
3.2. These data also show that the tangential velocities at the upper sections (X2, X3,
X4) show a better symmetrical distribution.
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Figure 5-12 Plot of the radial contribution of the tangential velocity of various parts
on the X-Y plane (Z=0) of Pipe-SEP I
The tangential velocity profiles of the Pipe-SEP II in Figure 5-13 indicate that the
tangential velocity within the annulus separator space is almost the same as in the Pipe-
SEP I, while the swirl flow nears the wall of gas outlet section vanished. Therefore, as
expected, the gas outlet will not reduce the effective separation area. It can also be
observed that the swirl is present in the gas outlet section, which is indicated by the
dotted black line. The swirl flow in the outlet has other effects, which are important for
next stage separator.
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Figure 5-13 Plot of the radial contribution of the tangential velocity of various parts
on the X-Y plane (Z=0) of Pipe-SEP II
The maximum tangential velocities predicted by CFD are compared with the Barth
model, and are listed in Table 5-4. The maximum tangential velocity equals approx.
3.50m/s and appears in the near wall region of X1. This maximum tangential velocity
deviates from the value (8.69m/s) on the cyclone wall predicted by the Barth model.
Table 5-4 Comparison of the maximum tangential velocity predicted by CFD and the
Barth model
Tangential velocity (m/s)
CFD model Barth model
Pipe-SEP I 3.50 8.69
Pipe-SEP II 3.09 8.69
Since the flow in the Pipe-SEP is the forced vortex, Eq. (3-1) with the ݊ value equal to -
1 can be used to describe the tangential flow distribution. The maximum tangential
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velocity, ௧ܸ௔௡௚,௠ ௔௫ and constant C for different section is summarized in Table 5-5
below.
Table 5-5 The maximum tangential velocity and constant C for different sections
Pipe-SEP I Pipe-SEP II
௧ܸ௔௡௚,௠ ௔௫, m/s C ௧ܸ௔௡௚,௠ ௔௫, m/s C
X1 3.50 46.7 3.09 41.2
X2 3.15 42.0 2.80 37.3
X3 2.76 36.8 2.39 31.9
X4 2.14 28.5 2.00 26.7
The maximum tangential velocity decays with the increasing of the axial distance, and
so does the constant C. To get a simple correlation of the constant C, the constant C is
plotted vs axial distance, as shown in Figure 5-14. The constant C is linear with X. The
correlations are obtained by the curve fitting, and expressed as follows:
Pipe-SEP I CI = -0.03986 X+53.45 (5-2)
Pipe-SEP II CII = -0.00326 X+46.5 (5-3)
It is worth noting that C→ 0 as ௧ܸ௔௡௚,௠ ௔௫ → 0 for the ‘no swirl’ case. Extending the
trend in the Figure 5-14, a maximum X distance is obtained. The maximum X distance
represents the end of the vortex. In this case, the natural vortex length for the Pipe-SEP
is approximately equal to 1400mm.
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Figure 5-14 Plot of the value of the constant C along the X direction of Pipe-SEP
5.3.3 Axial Velocity
The mean axial velocity fields of Pipe-SEP I and II are depicted through contours in
Figure 5-15, at the gas inlet velocity ௚ܸ௔௦ି ௜௡௟௘௧ equal to 10m/s. The axial velocity can be
decomposed in three characteristic regions, i.e a downward directed flow in the centre;
an upward directed flow and a ‘wall jet’ near the wall. The upward flow and wall jet at
the outer part of the Pipe-SEP are critically important as the upward flow is the
dominant mechanism for carrying droplets out of the gas outlet, while the wall jet is
responsible for the liquid re-entrainment.
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Pipe-SEP I Pipe-SEP II
Figure 5-15 Contours plots for the axial velocity at X-Y plane (Z=0)
The radial profiles presented in Figure 5-16 and Figure 5-17 represent time averaged
axial velocities at sections X1, X2, X3 and X4 for Pipe-SEP I and II, respectively. The
axial velocities for the two Pipe-SEP are identical in the outer part, which means the
axial velocity does not increase when there is a reduction in flow area. It can be seen
that on the wall boundary the axial velocity is zero and the peak axial velocity equals
nearly 4 times the mean axial velocity. This position is near the region experienced the
peak tangential velocity. However, the maximum axial velocity near wall poses a few
problems relative to liquid re-entrainment and gas maldistribution. As observed in Sec.
4.2, the majority of the incoming liquid tends to be pushed to the walls of the separator
in the form of a swirl wall film. Re-entrainment from the wall may take place if the gas
velocity here is sufficient high. This re-entrainment can be partially avoided through the
use of appropriate designed “anti-creep” internals, which have been discussed in Sec.
3.5.1.
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Figure 5-16 Plot of the radial contribution of the axial velocity of various parts
on the X-Y plane (Z=0) of Pipe-SEP I
In the Pipe-SEP II, the “L” gas outlet design results in a stationary zone near the gas
outlet wall. The gas outlet is inserted in the separation space, and if liquid creep takes
place from the Pipe-SEP wall, the liquid film will be dragged up to the outer wall of the
gas outlet due to the low pressure in the centre. The liquid cannot be held in this
position and it will drop down from the Pipe-SEP centre. The amplitude of the wall jet
is reduced along the axial direction. At section X4, the velocity profile exhibits a more
flattened curve.
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Figure 5-17 Radial profile of the axial velocity at different sections
on the X-Y plane (Z=0) of Pipe-SEP II
In the Barth model, the axial velocity is assumed to be uniform over the cross section
for both inner upward region and outer downward region. Actually in the Pipe-SEP I
and II, the radius of the inner region of downward flow is about 0.025mm, which is the
same radius of the gas outlet section. The axial velocity in the outer region of upward
flow increases linearly with the radius. Therefore, the axial velocity can take a form
similar as the tangential velocity. The maximum axial velocity, ௔ܸ௫௜௔௟,௠ ௔௫ and the
constant D for different sections are summarized in Table 5-6 below.
Table 5-6 The maximum axial velocity and constant D for different sections
Pipe-SEP I Pipe-SEP II
௔ܸ௫௜௔௟,௠ ௔௫, m/s D ௔ܸ௫௜௔௟,௠ ௔௫, m/s D
X1 4.91 98.2 5.86 117.2
X2 3.23 64.6 3.02 60.4
X3 3.48 69.6 3.24 64.8
X4 2.20 44.0 1.96 39.2
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It is interesting to note that the maximum axial velocity at X2 is slightly smaller than
the velocity at X3, due to the fact that the X2 is just at the position where the gas outlet
is installed. This effect obviously complicates the procedure if a universal expression is
needed to construct to describe the constant D. Besides, a higher wall jet is seen at X1
of the Pipe-SEP II than in the Pipe-SEP I due to the constriction of the gas out section,
while at section X2, X3 and X4, the Pipe-SEP II has a lower maximum axial velocity
than the Pipe-SEP I, resulting in a more flatten distribution of the axial velocity. A lower
axial velocity near the wall also means less chance to re-entrainment.
A simple correlation of the constant D is obtained by plotting the constant D vs axial
distance, as shown in Figure 5-18. The maximum axial velocity at X2 is excluded. The
constant D is linear to the X. The correlations are obtained by curve fitting, and are
expressed as follows:
Pipe-SEP I DI = -0.11686 X+117.34 (5-4)
Pipe-SEP II DII = -0.17352 X+143.14 (5-5)
Figure 5-18 Plot of the value of the constant D along the X direction of Pipe-SEP
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It can be seen that D→ 25 as ௔ܸ௫௜௔௟,௠ ௔௫ → mean axial velocity. Extending the trend in
the above figure, maximum X distances are obtained for Pipe-SEP I and Pipe-SEP II.
The maximum X distance represents a re-uniformed axial velocity. In this case, the
distance for the axial velocity in the Pipe-SEP I to re-uniform is approximately 790mm,
while for the Pipe-SEP II, the distance is shorted to 680mm.
5.3.4 Effect of the Inlet Gas Velocity on the Gas Flow Profile
To evaluate the effect of changing the gas inlet velocity on the gas flow profile inside
Pipe-SEP II, the tangential and axial velocity profile for three different gas inlet
velocities (5m/s, 10m/s and 15m/s) are compared in this section. Figure 5-19 shows the
flow streamline within the Pipe-SEP II. The flow is spread immediately at the entrance,
while the swirl turns increases slightly with the increasing of the inlet velocity.
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Figure 5-19 Velocity streamline within the Pipe-SEP II
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5.3.4.1 Effect on the tangential velocity profile
The tangential velocity profiles under three different gas inlet velocities at section X1
and X3 are shown in Figure 5-20 and Figure 5-21, respectively. As shown in Figure
5-20, the angular momentum of the vortex increases with increasing inlet velocity. At a
high inlet velocity 15m/s, where the maximum tangential velocity near the wall is
around 6.2 m/s at -Y coordinate, however it appears that the tangential velocity is
weakened by the gas outlet at +Y coordinate. Especially at the near wall region, the wall
jet is not obvious.
Figure 5-20 Radial profile of the tangential velocity at different inlet gas velocity
on the X-Y plane (Z=0, X1 section) of Pipe-SEP II
Figure 5-21 shows the plot of the tangential velocity profile at section X3. In general,
the profiles are much flatter than those at X1. The maximum tangential velocity also
decreased along the axial distance.
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Figure 5-21 Radial profile of the tangential velocity at different inlet gas velocity
on the X-Y plane (Z=0, X3 section) of Pipe-SEP II
The maximum tangential velocity and the constant C for different sections are
summarized in Table 5-7 below. The value of C is strongly related to the inlet velocity
and the X distance.
Table 5-7 The maximum tangential velocity and constant C at different sections for inlet
gas velocity 5m/s, 10m/s and 15 m/s
௦ܸ௚ି௜௡௟௘௧=5m/s ௦ܸ௚ି௜௡௟௘௧=10m/s ௦ܸ௚ି௜௡௟௘௧=15m/s
௧ܸ௔௡௚,௠ ௔௫, m/s C ௧ܸ௔௡௚,௠ ௔௫, m/s C ௧ܸ௔௡௚,௠ ௔௫, m/s C
X1 1.48 19.73 3.09 41.2 4.66 62.13
X2 1.36 18.13 2.80 37.3 4.22 56.27
X3 1.12 14.93 2.39 31.9 3.62 48.27
X4 0.92 12.27 2.00 26.7 3.06 40.80
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To construct a correlation to predict the effect of gas inlet velocity on the constant C in
Table 5-7, the constant C is plotted vs. inlet velocity, as shown in Figure 5-22. The
correlation is expressed as follows:
CII = (-0.0031X+4.72) × ௦ܸ௚ି௜௡௟௘௧-1.38 (5-6)
Figure 5-22 Plot of the value of the constant C for different gas inlet velocities in Pipe-
SEP II
5.3.4.2 Effect on the axial velocity profile
The axial velocity profiles under three different gas inlet velocities at sections X1 and
X3 are shown in Figure 5-23 and Figure 5-24, respectively. As shown in Figure 5-23,
the higher inlet velocity imposes a higher wall jet immediately after it enters the Pipe-
SEP II. The highest value of the axial velocity is 9.03m/s. In the inner core flow region,
the downward axial velocity also increases with increasing inlet velocity. The boundary
of the inner and outer region is the same for all three inlet velocities.
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Figure 5-23 Radial profile of the axial velocity at different inlet gas velocity
on the X-Y plane (Z=0, X1 section) of Pipe-SEP II
Figure 5-24 shows the plot of the axial velocity profile at section X3. The axial velocity
pattern is very similar for all inlet velocities. The velocity gradient is not as sharp as
those on the X1.
The maximum axial velocity and the constant D for different sections are summarized
in Table 5-8 below. Similarly, a correlation that predicts the effect of gas inlet velocity
on the constant D is obtained by plotting the constant D vs inlet velocity, as shown in
Figure 5-25. The correlation is expressed as follows:
DII = (-0.019X+15.38) × ௦ܸ௚ି௜௡௟௘௧+0.0174X-9.98 (5-7)
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Figure 5-24 Radial profile of the axial velocity at different inlet gas velocity
on the X-Y plane (Z=0, X3 section) of Pipe-SEP II
Table 5-8 The value of constant D at different section for inlet gas velocity 5m/s, 10m/s
and 15 m/s
௦ܸ௚ି௜௡௟௘௧=5m/s ௦ܸ௚ି௜௡௟௘௧=10m/s ௦ܸ௚ି௜௡௟௘௧=15m/s
௔ܸ௫௜௔௟,௠ ௔௫, m/s D ௔ܸ௫௜௔௟,௠ ௔௫, m/s D ௔ܸ௫௜௔௟,௠ ௔௫, m/s D
X1 2.76 55.2 5.86 117.2 9.03 180.6
X2 1.38 27.6 3.02 60.4 4.72 94.4
X3 1.54 30.8 3.24 64.8 4.78 95.6
X4 0.95 19.0 1.96 39.2 2.90 58.0
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Figure 5-25 Plot of the value of the constant D for different gas inlet velocities in Pipe-
SEP II
5.3.5 Effect of the Separator Diameter on the Gas Flow Profile
To evaluate the effect of the separator diameter on the gas flow profile inside Pipe-SEP
II, the tangential and axial velocity profile for Pipe-SEP II and Hi-SEP are compared in
this section. The Hi-SEP has the following dimensions: 0.204 mm in diameter and 900
mm in separation height. It is equipped with the same inlet and outlet as the Pipe-SEP II.
5.3.5.1 Effect on the tangential velocity profile
The tangential velocity profiles inside Pipe-SEP II and Hi-SEP at section X1 and X3 are
shown in Figure 5-26 and Figure 5-27, respectively. As shown in Figure 5-26, the
maximum tangential velocity near wall in the Pipe-SEP II is slightly smaller than the
velocity in the Hi-SEP. To determine the effect that an increase in separator diameter
would have on tangential velocity, the Barth model (Eq. (3-5) and Eq. (3-6) in chapter 3)
is applied here. For a given inlet nozzle, the ratio of moment-of momenta of the gas
flowing along the wall and the gas in the inlet, 1/ߙ decreases with the increasing of the
separator diameter. Conversely, the value of ܴ௜௡/ܴ will increase. However, the ܴ௜௡/ܴ
ratio will increase more rapidly, and as a consequence, the tangential velocity near wall
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will increase with the separator diameter, if the wall friction loss is ignored. If the wall
friction loss is accounted for, as it will reduce the vortex intensity, the net effect of the
separator diameter is more complicate to predict.
Figure 5-26 Radial profile of the tangential velocity on the X-Y plane (Z=0, X1 section)
of Pipe-SEP II and Hi-SEP
Figure 5-27 shows the plot of the tangential velocity profile at section X3. The profiles
are similar for the two separators. Even though the maximum tangential velocity in the
Hi-SEP is slightly higher than in the Pipe-SEP II, the mean tangential velocity is smaller
than in the Pipe-SEP II.
The maximum tangential velocity and the constant C for different sections are
summarized in Table 5-9 below. It seems the value of C is not strongly affected by the
separator diameter. A simple correlation was developed to account for the effect of the
separator diameter on the tangential velocity, and is expressed as follows:
ܥுூ= ܥூூ(஽ು಺ುಶషೄಶು஽ಹ಺షೄಶು )௠ (5-8)
where ݉ =0.3 for the present case.
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Figure 5-27 Radial profile of the tangential velocity on the X-Y plane (Z=0, X3 section)
of Pipe-SEP II and Hi-SEP
Table 5-9 The maximum tangential velocity and constant C at different sections for
Pipe-SEP II and Hi-SEP
Pipe-SEP II Hi-SEP
௧ܸ௔௡௚,௠ ௔௫, m/s C ௧ܸ௔௡௚,௠ ௔௫, m/s C
X1 3.09 41.2 3.67 47.66
X2 2.80 37.3 3.01 39.10
X3 2.39 31.9 2.61 33.90
X4 2.00 26.7 2.23 28.96
5.3.5.2 Effect on the axial velocity profile
The axial velocity profiles of Pipe-SEP II and Hi-SEP at section X1 and X3 are shown
in Figure 5-28 and Figure 5-29, respectively. As shown in Figure 5-28, the higher inlet
velocity imposes a wall jet immediately after it enters the two separators. The highest
value of the axial velocity is around 5.85m/s in Pipe-SEP II, which is slightly higher
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than the velocity in Hi-SEP. In addition, a wider inner downward flow region is clear in
the Hi-SEP. The gradient of axial velocity along the radius reduces with the increasing
of separator diameter.
Figure 5-28 Radial profile of the axial velocity on the X-Y plane (Z=0, X1 section) of
Pipe-SEP II and Hi-SEP
Figure 5-29 shows the plot of the axial velocity profile at section X3. The axial velocity
pattern is rather similar for the two separators. Even though the maximum axial velocity
near wall in the Pipe-SEP II is only slightly higher than the velocity in the Hi-SEP, the
mean axial velocity in Pipe-SEP II is 1.85 times of the velocity in the Hi-SEP.
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Figure 5-29 Radial profile of the axial velocity on the X-Y plane (Z=0, X3 section) of
Pipe-SEP II and Hi-SEP
The maximum axial velocity and the constant D for different sections are summarized
in Table 5-8 below. Similarly, a correlation that predicts the effect of separator diameter
on the constant D is obtained and is expressed as follows:
ܦுூ= ܦூூ(஽ು಺ುಶషೄಶು஽ಹ಺షೄಶು )௠ (5-9)
where ݉ =2 in the present case.
Table 5-10 The value of constant D at different sections for Pipe-SEP II and Hi-SEP
Pipe-SEP II Hi-SEP
௔ܸ௫௜௔௟,௠ ௔௫, m/s D ௔ܸ௫௜௔௟,௠ ௔௫, m/s (m/s) D
X1 5.86 117.2 5.13 66.62
X2 3.02 60.4 2.23 28.96
X3 3.24 64.8 2.54 32.98
X4 1.96 39.2 1.54 20.00
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5.4 DPM Modelling of Pipe-SEP
The DPM model is supported within the package of FLUENT 12.1, and it is applied in
this section in order to study the droplet trajectories and to estimate the separation
efficiency of the Pipe-SEP. The gas flow is calculated with the Navier-Stokes equation
using time averaging. The dispersed phase is calculated by monitoring a certain number
of droplets passing through the chosen flow region. In this present case, firstly, the
droplet diameters vary between 1 and 20 µm, and they are injected and tracked. Each
time, 140 droplets with the same diameter and velocity equal to 10 m/s enter the
separator from the inlet surface. The amount of the droplets is based on the cells number
placed on the inlet boundary face, since each cell occupies one droplet. The density of
the droplet injected is 998.2kg/m3. Particles touching the walls of the Pipe-SEP and
outer wall of the gas outlet section were assumed to be trapped. The grade efficiency
curve of Pipe-SEP I and Pipe-SEP II can be obtained. Secondly, the effect of the inlet
velocity on grade efficiency is investigated in the Pipe-SEP II. The results of three
different inlet gas velocities, 5m/s, 10m/s and 15m/s are presented. Finally, the
simulation results are compared with the Barth model and the Rosin model to assess
which model can better represent the performance of Pipe-SEP and to validate the scale
rules.
5.4.1 Grade Efficiency
Figure 5-30 shows the grade efficiency of Pipe-SEP I and II vs. the droplet diameters
for the gas velocity equal to 10 m/s. Based on the efficiency results, the cut sizes were
estimated, where for the Pipe-SEP I the cut size is 8.9 µm and for the Pipe-SEP II it is
6.3 µm, which implies that the Pipe-SEP II has slightly higher separation efficiency.
This is due to the fact that not only the droplets being flung to the wall of the separator
will be separated, but also those that came in contact with the outer wall of the gas
outlet will be separated. Especially the smaller diameter droplets will flow closer to the
centre of the separator, and therefore they will have a higher chance of reaching the
outer wall of the gas outlet.
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Figure 5-30 Grade efficiency for a Pipe-SEP operating at gas inlet velocity 10m/s
The GEC of Pipe-SEP I exhibit a shape similar to that of the ‘universal curve’, as shown
in Figure 3-5 in chapter 3. The structure of Eq. (3-10) in chapter 3 can roughly describe
the Pipe-SEP I’s GEC with the exponent equal to 6. On the other hand, the GEC of the
Pipe-SEP II is almost overlapped with the one of Pipe-SEP I when the droplet diameter
is larger than 11 µm. In the smaller diameter, as shown above, the curve begins to
deviate from the ‘universal curve’ and it tends to be linear. Therefore the GEC of Pipe-
SEP II can be expressed as
ߟ(ܦ) = 0.65( ஽
஽ఱబ
)଴.ସ଼ (5-10)
5.4.2 Separation Efficiency
Usually the droplet size and size distribution in the flow to a separator is very difficult
to predict, because it depends on the flow conditions in the upstream piping and its fluid
properties. To have an impression of the separation efficiency of the Pipe-SEP in the
present work, a case with typical experimental flow conditions (ܳ௚ =145 Sm
3/hr,
GVF=90%) has been used to illustrate the relationship between the grade efficiency and
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separation efficiency. The Sauter mean droplet size is estimated according to the
equation from (Steinmayer, 1995)
ଷ݀ଶ = 0.79( ఙఘ೒)଴.଺( ଵ௩೒)ଵ.ଶܦ௡௢௭௭௘௟଴.ସ (5-11)
where ଷ݀ଶ is the Sauter mean droplet diameter, and in this case it equals to 1794µm.
The common size distribution function of Rosin-Rammler (Vesilind, 1980) is adopted,
as follows:
ௗܻ = exp[−( ௗௗయమ)௡] (5-12)
where ௗܻ is the mass percentage of the inlet droplets having a diameter greater than ,݀
݊ is the spread parameter, which indicates the width of the distribution, and it is
normally obtained from a mathematical fitting of the actual particle size to a Rosin-
Rammler exponential relationship. Here ݊ is taken as 0.8. The following Table 5-11
shows the mass fraction of different droplet diameters.
Table 5-11 Mass fraction of different droplet diameters
Diameter, ݀ (µm) Mass fraction with diameter
greater than ,݀ ௗܻ
2 0.9957
4 0.9925
6 0.9896
8 0.9869
10 0.9844
15 0.9785
20 0.9730
50 0.9446
100 0.9055
500 0.6978
1000 0.5345
It can be seen that only 5.6% of the droplets is less than 50 µm. According to 3-14 in
chapter 3, the separation efficiency of Pipe-SEP I and Pipe-SEP II can be estimated to
be 98.35% and 98.68%, respectively.
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5.4.3 Effect of the Inlet Gas Velocity on the Grade Efficiency
The GEC of Pipe-SEP II operating at 5m/s, 10m/s and 15m/s are presented in Figure
5-31. The cut size reduces slightly with increasing inlet gas velocity. When the droplets
are smaller than the cut size, the grade efficiency for 10m/s and 15m/s is identical and
higher than the one for a 5m/s velocity. The correlation in Eq. (5-2) can still be applied
here. Figure 5-31 also shows that when the droplet is bigger than the cut size, it is easier
to be separated at a higher inlet gas flow velocity. As mentioned before, increasing inlet
gas velocity causes an increase in the vortex swirl velocity and in the centrifugal force.
Such centrifugal force drags the droplet to the wall and increases separation
performance.
A higher inlet gas velocity can be achieved either by reducing the nozzle size or
increasing the flow rate, which is the case mentioned above. Although the performance
is enhanced by increasing the inlet velocity, however if not appropriate designed, liquid
re-entrainment may occur. Thus, there should be an optimum size of inlet-to-separator
diameter.
Figure 5-31 Effect of inlet gas velocity on the grade efficiency of Pipe-SEP II
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5.4.4 Effect of the Separator Diameter on Grade Efficiency
The effect of the separator diameter on grade efficiency has also been studied on a Hi-
SEP with the help of CFD simulations. The GEC of Hi-SEP and Pipe-SEP II at inlet gas
velocity 10 m/s are shown in Figure 5-32. The cut size is seen to increase slightly with
increasing separator diameter as expected. This is because, as the diameter increases,
the spin in the vortex will decrease. According to the Barth model, a less intensive
vortex means less centrifugal force on the droplet. In this case, the cut size will become
bigger.
Figure 5-32 Effect of separator diameter on the grade efficiency
5.4.5 Comparison with Mathematical Models
The cut size of Pipe-SEP I and II calculated by CFD simulations and the one predicted
by Barth model and Rosin model are given in Table 5-12. It is clear that the Barth
model under-predicts the cut size of both Pipe-SEP I and Pipe-SEP II. The Rosin model
over-predicts the cut size of Pipe-SEP II but predicts the cut size of Pipe-SEP I quite
well. Thus these results show that the Rosin model is better suited to the Pipe-SEP, and
that the assumptions of the Barth model are not appropriate for the Pipe-SEP. As
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mentioned in Sec. 5.4.2, the tangential velocity in CS is over-predicted in the Barth
model.
Table 5-12 Cut size of Pipe-SEP
Model/method Cut size (µm)
Pipe-SEP I CFD simulation 8.9
Pipe-SEP II CFD simulation 6.3
Barth model 4.98
Rosin model 9.15
In the Barth model, the value of the tangential velocity within the flow was assumed to
be the only factor responsible for the swirling element, and it is kept constant even if the
separator length is changed. The simplification within the Barth model is valid for
cyclones with a ratio of length over diameter less than 5. However, as mentioned in Sec.
3.4, the increase in separator length results in lower vortex and radial velocities. It is not
obvious whether the longer separator performs better. In the experiment conducted by
Hoffman (2001), the results showed an improvement in cyclone performance with
cyclone length increasing up to 5.5 times of cyclone diameter. The length of separation
space in Pipe-SEP is 800 mm, which is 5.3 times the diameter. Therefore the Barth
model would have predicted a smaller cut size in Pipe-SEP, which would indicate a
better performance.
The Rosin model considers the migration time of a droplet to the wall. It is assumed that
the tangential gas velocity profile does not change with axial position, which is true in
the Pipe-SEP (see Figure 5-12 and Figure 5-13). For a given fluid, the cut size estimated
by Rosin model only depends on the inlet nozzle diameter and inlet gas flow rate.
The GEC is calculated based on the cut size in Table 5-12 and the Eq. (3-10) in chapter
3, as shown in Figure 5-33. The Rosin model exhibits a similar trend with Pipe-SEP I
and Pipe-SEP II when the droplet diameter is larger than the cut size. On the other hand
in the smaller droplet diameter region, Eq. (3-10) cannot represent the GEC well;
instead, a modified Eq. (5-10) should be used for the GEC prediction.
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Figure 5-33 Comparison of grade efficiencies calculated by CFD and predicted by
models
Therefore, the GEC of Pipe-SEP II can be estimated as follow
ቐ
ߟ(ܦ) = ଵ
ଵା(ವఱబ
ವ
)ల D ≥ ܦହ଴
ߟ(ܦ) = 0.65( ஽
஽ఱబ
)଴.ସ଼ D < ܦହ଴ (5-13)
5.4.6 Scaling Rules
Scaling rules have been used to study the performance of ‘commercial cyclones’ from
the model tested. For geometrically similar cyclones, the Euler number is assumed to be
constant, and so is the Stokes number. In Sec. 2.2.2, the ܵ݇ݐ ହ଴ was given as
ܵ݇ݐ ହ଴ = ∆ఘ஽ఱబమ ௩೎೓ଵ଼ఓ೒஽ (5-14)
where ݒ௖௛ is the averaged axial velocity within the separator. The cut sizes of Hi-SEP
can be estimated using Stokesian scaling from the Pipe-SEP
ܵ݇ݐ ହ଴ିு௜ି ௌா௉ = ܵ݇ݐ ହ଴ି௉௜௣௘ି ௌா௉ (5-15)
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The results of applying Stokesian scaling, the Barth model, the Rosin model and CFD
simulations to estimate the cut size for Hi-SEP are given in Table 5-13.
Table 5-13 Cut size of Hi-SEP calculated in various models
Model/method Cut size (µm)
Hi-SEP CFD simulation 8.20
Barth model 6.20
Rosin model 9.15
Stokesian scaling 9.99
It is clear the Rosin model did not account for the diameter effect on the model. The cut
size of Hi-SEP is the same as with Pipe-SEP. The Barth model and Stokesian scaling
can capture the trend of the effect. The Stokesian scaling predicts a slightly bigger cut
size, which gives the desired design margin and is therefore more preferable in real
applications.
5.5 Summary
The numerical simulations of the Pipe-SEP upper section with gas and droplets has been
carried out to obtain an insightful study into the flow field. The flow field of the Pipe-
SEP was computed for two cases with and without the presence of the “L” outlet section.
The numerical solutions confirmed, in agreement with the experimental observations,
that:
1. A forced swirl flow is generated at the upper section of the Pipe-SEP. The tangential
velocity profile confirmed the swirl type characteristics to be that of solid body
swirls.
2. The tangential inlet creates turbulence which imparts a higher velocity to the flow.
3. Axial velocities were minimum at the Pipe-SEP centre and maximum at near wall.
The same behaviour was shown by the tangential velocity.
4. The induced swirl decays slightly with increasing axial distance.
5. The gas inlet velocity can significant effect the gas flow profile, while the effect of
the separator diameter is insignificant.
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Also, it was found that the effect of the “L” outlet on the flow field is insignificant, and
other effects caused by the “L” outlet, namely film creep could be positive for the
separator.
The Lagrangian models show the comprehensive behaviour of a droplet within the Pipe-
SEP, particularly for the upper area. The cut size and grade efficiency of the two Pipe-
SEPs were also computed. The comparison between the model and the theoretical
outcomes indicates a good agreement for the Rosin model. The Barth model was found,
in this case, to under predict the Pipe-SEP separation performance. Moreover the
Stokesian scaling results also showed a reasonable cut size prediction for the Hi-SEP.
Overall, the CFD models were successfully employed to enhance the understanding of
the flow behaviour inside Pipe-SEP. The Rosin model is selected to be used in the
following optimization procedure, as it is comparatively simple. It appears to yield
accurate results and can be integrated into optimization procedures to reflect the real
situations of droplets and gas phase movement with the Pipe-SEP.
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6 PARAMETRIC APPROACH FOR THE OPTIMAL
DESIGN OF Pipe-Hi-SEP SYSTEM
In this chapter a parametric optimisation procedure is proposed to determine an
optimal Pipe-Hi-SEP system that will yield the lowest weight at required separation
efficiency and operating conditions. The optimisation procedure combined the existing
conventional separator design procedure and the unique fluid dynamic and mechanical
constraints of a cyclonic separator. The design procedure can be improved significantly
by formulating it and solving it as a mathematical program. Moreover, the application
of this approach to the practical design of Pipe-Hi-SEP system is demonstrated by an
example.
6.1 Introduction
Many literature sources and vast amounts of guidelines are available for conventional
separator design. For example, the most comprehensive approach was presented by
Svrcek and Monnery (1993) as included in Appendix A. These design procedures
involve significant manual iterations with extensive table look-ups and require the
application of many rules of thumb. Grodal and Realff (1999) and Hernandez et al.,
(2007) developed a parametric optimisation procedure to determine the optimal
horizontal separator design and a knockout drums design, respectively. Because of
nonlinearity in the separator design problem, the sequential quadratic programming
(SQP) and a heuristic algorithm have been use to search for the optimal solutions. The
mathematical optimisation techniques have shown very efficient in integrating and
solving system design. In this chapter, the algorithmic mathematical optimisation
techniques will be applied for the design of a Pipe-Hi-SEP system under various
scenarios.
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6.2 Mathematical Programming
The compact separator optimal design problem can be cast into a mathematical program
as follows
Max (or min) ݖ= (݂ݔଵ,ݔଶ, … …ݔ௡) (6-1)
Subject to h(ݔଵ,ݔଶ, … …ݔ௡) = 0g(ݔଵ,ݔଶ, … …ݔ௡) ≤ 0
where ݖ is the objective function, which is a function of the design variables (ݔ୧).h(ݔଵ,ݔଶ, … …ݔ௡) = 0 are model equations that describe the variable relationship of the
system, and g(ݔଵ,ݔଶ, … …ݔ௡) ≤ 0 is the inequality constraints, which can define system
specifications or constraints for feasible designs. The compact separator design is a
nonlinear programming problem. A number of algorithms have been created to solve
mathematical programs very efficiently and have been implemented in software, such as
MATLAB. This chapter focuses on the model representing the behaviour of separation
and constraints in the Pipe-Hi-SEP system. The built-in sequential quadratic
programming (SQP) in MATLAB will be used to find the optimal design.
6.3 Foundations in Pipe-Hi-SEP Design
Pipe-Hi-SEP is preferred for separating liquid from mixtures with a high GLR. A
typical Pipe-Hi-SEP system includes the following essential components and features:
 A Pipe-SEP that includes (a) tangential inlet; (b) inlet region; (c) gas settling
section; (d) gas outlet; (e) liquid settling section; (f) liquid outlet.
 A Hi-SEP that includes (a) tangential gas and liquid inlet; (b) inlet region; (c)
gas settling section; (d) gas outlet; (e) liquid settling section; (f) liquid outlet.
 Adequate volumetric liquid capacity to handle liquid surges.
 Adequate separator diameter and height to ensure the separation requirement.
 A mist eliminator in Hi-SEP (optional).
 A means of controlling liquid level in the separator, which usually includes a
liquid level controller and a control valve on the Hi-SEP liquid outlet.
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 A backpressure valve on the Hi-SEP gas outlet to maintain a steady pressure in
the system.
 Pressure relief devices.
The Pipe-Hi-SEP design is constrained by a set of fluid dynamic and mechanical
relationships formulated from gravity settling theory, re-entrainment models, unique
characteristics of cyclonic separators and controllability issues.
In the following sections, the physical design relationships of Pipe-Hi-SEP are
expressed as mathematical formulations. The optimisation objective is to find the
solution which yields the minimum total system weight. Figure 6-1 shows the sketches
of a Pipe-Hi-SEP system and related geometrical notation.
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Figure 6-1 Sketches of a Pipe-SEP system and geometrical notation
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6.4 Mathematical Formulation of Pipe-Hi-SEP models
The Pipe-Hi-SEP model comprises four main sections and models the complete
separation system including inlet pipe-work, inlet nozzle, separator body and internals.
For each section, the physical design relationships are expressed as inequalities or
equalities and highlighted below.
6.4.1 Inlet Piping
As suggested by Hoffmann and Stein (2008), the inlet piping to a cyclonic separator
should have a straight section of pipe, with the length at least 10 times the pipe diameter.
The upstream bends also need to ensure that the mixture is turned in the same rotational
direction as that within the separator. Generally, the inlet pipe feeding a Pipe-Hi-SEP
should not be too small to avoiding a large pressure loss. Nor should it be too large to
reduce the tangential impact it causes. Wherever possible, the inlet piping should be
kept in line with the upstream pipeline.
In some applications, an intermit flow may exist due to the operation condition or
terrain. In these cases, the instantaneous high rates normally can be handled if the Pipe-
Hi-SEP system has sufficient volume. But the intermit flow tends to encourage the
fluctuation of liquid level. If possible, the inlet piping should be designed to stratify the
flow by inclining slightly downward or using special flow conditioner so that the Pipe-
Hi-SEP system can be subject to a wide variety of inlet flow regimes including annular
flow, stratified flow, slugging flow etc.
According to Svrcek and monnery (1993), the diameter of inlet piping can be estimated
from
ܦேଵ ≥ (
ସொ೘ ,ಿభ
ഏలబ
ඥഐ೘ ,ಿభ )భమ × 0.0604 (6-2)
ܳ௠ ,ேଵ = ܳ௟+ ܳ௚ (6-3)
ߩ௠ ,ேଵ = ߩ௟ߣேଵ + ߩ௚(1 − ߣேଵ) (6-4)
ߣேଵ = ொ೗ொ೗ାொ೒ (6-5)
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where ܳ௟ is the liquid flow rate; ܳ௚ is the gas flow rate; ܳ௠ ,ேଵ is the gas and liquid
mixture flow rate; ߩ௠ ,ேଵ is the mixture density at the inlet; ߣேଵ is the liquid volumetric
fraction at the inlet.
According to Gomez et al., (1999), an optimized ‘G’ force should be maintained
between 50 and 200, since the centrifugal force is the main drive to accelerate the
separation process, and a reduced area nozzle is often needed to aid in creating swirl
flow
50 ≤ ܩ௉ௌ ≤ 200 (6-6)
where ܩ௉ௌ is the centrifugal force in the Pipe-SEP, and it is defined as
ܩ௉ௌ = ௩೘ ,ಿభమ஽ುೄ௚ = ଵ଺ொ೘ ,ಿభమగమ஽ಿభమ ஽ುೄ௚ (6-7)
where ݒ௠ .ேଵ is the mixture velocity at inlet;ܦ௉ௌ is the Pipe-SEP diameter.
6.4.2 Pipe-SEP Gas Capacity Constraint
Conventionally, the design of gas capacity in a separator follows the same theory as the
gravity settling, however, the Pipe-SEP is functionally designed as a high output
separator. It is expected that the Pipe-SEP can remove 95% of incoming liquid, which
leave only 5% of liquid to be carried to the Hi-SEP.
The incoming liquid to the Pipe-SEP is separated in two stages. A portion of the liquid
is separated immediately upon its entrance into the Pipe-SEP and a portion of the liquid
forms the wall film, which will drop down to the liquid collect section because of
gravity. On the other hand the droplets dispersed in the gas core will be separated via
centrifugal forces. In extreme conditions, it is assumed that all the dispersed droplets
become the LCO. Therefore, the total mass of liquid dispersed in the central gas core
should less than the 5% LCO requirement.
In order to estimate the LCO, the characteristics of the wall film are required. As
mentioned in chapter 4, the thickness of the wall film, ߜ௉ௌ and the entrainment
fraction,ܧ in the central gas core can be estimated from Eq. (4-17) to Eq. (4-27). The
limit for the LCO can be expressed as
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ߨℎ௉ௌܦ௉ௌߜ௉ௌܧ ≤ 0.05 (6-8)
where ℎ௉ௌ is the swirl film height, it can be estimated from Eq.(4-17).
As the liquid mass effect may occur in the Pipe-SEP, the wall film may reduce the swirl
intensity and decrease the separator performance. In a conservative design, it is required
to design the Pipe-SEP for removal of a droplet of size of at least 500µm based on
liquid droplet gravity settling. The minimum Pipe-SEP diameter will be the largest of
the diameter calculated from Eq. ( 6-8) or terminal velocity, and is shown as
௧ܸଵ ≤ 0.75 × ට
ସ୥
ଷ
ௗ೏భ
஼ವభ
× ටఘ೗ି ఘ೒
ఘ೒
(6-9)
Expressing the gas velocity in terms of average volumetric flow rate and the cross-
sectional area for gas flow, the following expression is obtained:
ସொ೒
గ(஽ುೄమ ି஽ಿమమ ) ≤ 0.75 × ටସ୥ଷ ௗ೏భ஼ವభ × ටఘ೗ି ఘ೒ఘ೒ (6-10)
where the drag coefficient ܥ஽ଵ can be calculated from Table 2-2. ܦேଶ is the diameter of
the inter-middle pipe, which connects Pipe-SEP and Hi-SEP.
6.4.3 Pipe-SEP Liquid Capacity Constraint
Like the conventional vertical separator, the liquid section of the Pipe-Hi-SEP system
must be designed to handle the instantaneous high liquid rates attempting to flood the
gas part of the separator. Additionally, the system must be designed so that the trapped
gas in the liquid section can escape from liquid phase. Sufficient liquid disengagement
space is just as important with Pipe-Hi-SEP as it is for conventional vertical separator.
Adopting the Svrcek's method, the total height of the Pipe-SEP can be divided into
seven sections, as shown in Figure 6-1. The height ܪ௉ௌ is the sum of the height of each
section.
ܪ௉ௌ = ܪ஼ଵ + ܪிଵ + ܪ௅ூேଵ + ܪுଵ + ܪௌଵ+ܪ௅௅௅ଵ + ܪ௅௅௅௅ଵ (6-11)
a) ܪ஼ଵ is the height from the FER to the top tangent line of the Pipe-SEP. There is no
other internal component installed in this part, expect the gas outlet which is
mounted with a vortex breaker. The vortex breaker takes the same height as the gas
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outlet diameter. The gap between the gas outlet and the top tangent line of the Pipe-
SEP is suggested to be half of the Pipe-SEP diameter. The minimum height ܪ஼ଵ is
required as
ܪ஼ଵ ≥ (ܪ்ଵ + 3 × ܦேଶ) (6-12)
ܪ்ଵ = ஽ುೄଶ (6-13)
b) ܪிଵ is the Pipe-SEP liquid film height. The wall film within a Pipe-SEP does not
normally spread out as a uniformly thick film. Instead, the liquid tends to segregate
somewhat even though most of the wall areas may be wetted. In this case, the wall
film is simply assumed to be uniform, and the height of the liquid film can be
estimated as
ܪிଵ ≥ 2.35ඥܣேଵܴ ே݁ଵ
଴.଴ଶଶඥܨݎேଵ(1 + ே݂ଵ)ି଴.ଶହ (6-14)
ܨݎேଵ = ௏೘ ,ಿభమ௚஽ುೄ (6-15)
ܣேଵ = గସܦேଵଶ (6-16)
ே݂ଵ = ܳ௚/ܳ௟ (6-17)
where ܣேଵ is the cross area of inlet nozzle; ே݂ଵis the gas to liquid volumetric ratio.
c) The Pipe-SEP inlet is the ‘slotted’ inlet. This slot-type inlet is inexpensive, easy to
construct, and generally gives good performance. If foamy oil is present, it is
preferred to use special a designed inlet internal to avoid any liquid fall rapidly.
Such as a helical internal component has been tested by Roberto (2011), and they
observed the separator with the helix can have a more stable liquid interface than
those without the helix. In the present study, it is assumed that the potential
problems due to waxing, foaming and emulsions are solved through chemical
injections. Therefore, the height of inlet section ܪ௅ூேଵ is determined by
ܪ௅ூேଵ = 0.3 + ଵଶܦேଵ (6-18)
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d) The liquid level in Pipe-SEP generally is maintained as the same as the Hi-SEP.
Since the Pipe-SEP is smaller than the Hi-SEP in diameter, when the intermittent
flow enters into the separation system, the liquid level in the Pipe-SEP is higher than
in the Hi-SEP (as illustrated in Figure B-6 in Appendix B) and, as a consequence,
agitated flow occurs in the Pipe-SEP. However, this phenomenon normally can be
damped very quickly and has an insignificant effect on the overall efficiency. If it
becomes the bottleneck of the separator operation, it is often preferred to estimate
the peak level of the Pipe-SEP. From a simplified design point of view, the liquid
hold up level ܪுଵ and the liquid surge level ܪௌଵ of Pipe-SEP are equal to the Hi-
SEP’s level.
ܪுଵ = ܪுଶ (6-19)
ܪௌଵ = ܪௌଶ (6-20)
e) The low liquid level of Pipe-SEP, ܪ௅௅௅ଵ prevents a large amount of gas from
entering the Hi-SEP. The liquid inter-middle pipe connected to the Hi-SEP is often
submerged in the liquid phase under normal operation. This type of inlet is to reduce
the splashing of separated liquid. Although the height of the ܪ௅௅௅ଵ is not so critical
to the system performance, the practice design should consider the limit of gas blow
out. Therefore, the minimum value of ܪ௅௅௅ଵ should be determined by the largest
value from Table A-3 in Appendix A, which is expressed as follows:
൜
ܪ௅௅௅ଵ ≥ 0.15 ifܲ ≥ 20ܾܽݎ
ܪ௅௅௅ଵ ≥ 0.38 ifܲ < 20ܾܽݎ (6-21)
In extreme cases, the liquid level in Hi-SEP falls below the liquid inter-middle pipe,
the Pipe-SEP becomes non-self-regulated. For the limit of gas blow out, it is
required that the liquid level in Pipe-SEP is always above the entrance of the liquid
inter-middle pipe. Since the equilibrium liquid level is determined by the pressure
loss across the inter-middle gas pipe and liquid pipe, Eq. (6-22) and Eq. (6-23) give
the limit condition(ߩ௟݃ (ܪ௅௅௅ଵ + ܪ௅௅௅௅ଵ− ܪ஻ଵ) + ∑ℎ݂݈ ଵ) ≥ ∑ℎ݂݃ ଵ (6-22)(ߩ௟݃ (ܪ௅௅௅ଵ + ܪ௅௅௅௅ଵ− ܪ஻ଵ) + ݂୪ଵߩ௟( ொ೗஺ಿభ)ଶ ≥ ୥݂ଶߩ௚( ொ೒௉మ஺ಿభ)ଶ (6-23)
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where ௟݂ଵ ௚݂ଶ are the pressure loss coefficients for inter-middle liquid pipe and gas
pipe, respectively. They were defined in Eq. (4-11) and Eq. (4-15).
f) The low-low liquid level of Pipe-SEP, ܪ௅௅௅௅ଵ is determined by
ܪ௅௅௅௅ଵ ≥ max(2 × ܦܰଶ,ܪ஻ଵ + ܦ௉ௌ/2) (6-24)
ܪ஻ଵ =ܦ௉ௌ/2 (6-25)
6.4.4 Inter-Middle Pipe
Similar to the inlet pipe, the diameter of the gas inter-middle nozzle, ܦே୥ can be
calculated from
ܦே୥ ≥ (
ସொ೘ ,ಿౝ
గ଺଴/ඥఘ೘ ,ಿౝ)ଵ/ଶ × 0.0604 (6-26)
ܳ௠ ,ே୥ = ܳ௚ + ܳ௟,ே୥ (6-27)
ܳ௟,ே୥ = ܳ௟× ܮܥܱ௉ௌ (6-28)
ߩ௠ ,ே୥ = ߩ௟ߣே୥ + ߩ௚(1 − ߣே୥) (6-29)
ߣே୥ = ொ೗,ಿ೒ொ೗,ಿ೒ାொ೒ (6-30)
where ܳ௠ ,ே୥ is the flow rate of mixture in the gas inter-middle pipe; ߩ௠ ,ே୥ is the
mixture density;ߣே୥ is the liquid volumetric fraction.
The liquid inter-middle pipe can be calculated from
ܦே୪≥ (
ସொ೘ ,ಿౢ
గ଺଴/ඥఘ೗)ଵ/ଶ × 0.0604 (6-31)
ܳ௠ ,ே୪= ܳ௟× (1 − ܮܥܱ௉ௌ) (6-32)
where ܳ௠ ,ே୪is the flow rate of mixture in the liquid inter-middle pipe.
The diameter of the inter-middle pipe will be the largest of the ܦே୥ and ܦே୪.
ܦேଶ=max [ܦே୥ , ܦே୪] (6-33)
The length is at least 10 diameter lengths
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ܮேଶ ≥ 10 × ܦேଶ (6-34)
A suitable ‘g’ force should be maintained between 50 and 200 at the Hi-SEP gas inlet as
well, which is expressed as
50 ≤ ܩுௌ ≤ 200 (6-35)
ܩுௌ = ௏೘ ,ಿ೒మ஽ಹೄ௚ = ଵ଺ொ೘ ,ಿ೒మగమ஽ಿమమ ஽ಹೄ௚ (6-36)
where ܦுௌ is the Hi-SEP diameter.
6.4.5 Hi-SEP Gas Capacity Constraint
Hi-SEP has a vane type mist eliminator on the top. The purpose of the vane type mist
eliminator is to capture the entrained droplets and condition the gas outlet flow. The
superficial gas velocity should be maintained at appropriate levels in the mist eliminator.
According to Stewart and Arnold (2008), if a set of parallel vanes installed on the top,
the maximum gas velocity defined by
௧ܸଶ ≤ 0.75 × 2.38 × (
ఙ௚
ఘ೗
)଴.ଶହ(ఘ೗ି ఘ೒
ఘ೒
)଴.ହ (6-37)
Expressing the gas velocity in terms of average volumetric flow rate and the cross-
sectional area for gas flow
ସொ೒
గ(஽ಹೄమ ି஽ಿమ) ≤ 0.75 × 2.38 × (ఙ௚ఘ೗)଴.ଶହ(ఘ೗ି ఘ೒ఘ೒ )଴.ହ (6-38)
6.4.6 Hi-SEP Liquid Capacity Constraint
The total height of the Hi-SEP is divided into seven sections as well, as shown in Figure
6-1. The Hi-SEP height ܪுௌ is the sum of the heights of each section.
ܪுௌ = ܪ஼ଶ + ܪிଶ + ܪ௅ூேଶ + ܪுଶ + ܪௌଶ+ܪ௅௅௅ଶ + ܪ௅௅௅௅ଶ (6-39)
a) ܪ஼ଶ is the height from the FER to the top tangent line of the Hi-SEP, and the
minimum height is required as
ܪ஼ଶ ≥ (ܪ்ଶ + 3 × ܦேଶ + ܪா) (6-40)
ܪ்ଶ = ஽ಹೄଶ (6-41)
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where ܪா is the height of mist eliminator, which is usually taken as 0.2m.
b) ܪிଶ is the Hi-SEP liquid film height, which is can be estimated as
ܪிଶ ≥ 2.35ඥܣேଶܴ ே݁ଶ
଴.଴ଶଶඥܨݎேଶ(1 + ே݂ଶ)ି଴.ଶହ (6-42)
ܨݎேଶ = ௏೘ ,ಿమమ௚஽ಹೄ (6-43)
ܣேଶ = గସܦேଶଶ (6-44)
ே݂ଶ = ܳ௚/(ܳ௟× ܮܥܱ௉௦) (6-45)
where ܣேଶ is the cross area of inter-middle nozzle; ே݂ଶis the gas to liquid volumetric
ratio.
The ܪிଶ section is also required when providing the droplet disengagement space.
As known from previous chapters, the Hi-SEP is subject to a very high GVF (>95
Vol%) incoming flow. The majority portion of the incoming liquid is in the form of
dispersed droplet. The Hi-SEP’s GEC has the exponent 6, which indicates that the
Hi-SEP woks like the ‘sieve’ type of separator. Therefore, it is assumed that the Hi-
SEP can capture all droplets greater than its cut size and will lose those that are
smaller.
The Sauter mean droplet size in Hi-SEP,݀ ଷଶ can be estimated according to Eq. (5-
12). ௗܻ is defined as the mass fraction of the droplets with diameter greater than .݀ It
is required that the Hi-SEP can capture 99% of incoming droplets, so the limit of the
cut size can be set by the following equation
ௗܻ = exp[−(ௗఱబషಹೄௗయమ )௡] ≥ 0.99 (6-46)
where ହ݀଴ିுௌ is the cut size for Hi-SEP. Consequently, an extra constraint on the
ܪிଶ is set as
ହ݀଴ିுௌ ≤ ට
ଽ஽ಿమఓ೒
గேೞ௩೘ ,ಿమ(ఘ೗ି ఘ೒) (6-47)
ܪிଶ ≥ ߨܦܰ௦ (6-48)
ܪிଶ will be the largest of the height calculate by Eq.(6-42) and Eq.(6-48).
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c) The upper gas inlet of the Hi-SEP should be above the inlet of the Pipe-SEP to
avoid the incoming liquid impact on the inter-middle gas pipe and to reduce the
swirl intensity in the Pipe-SEP. As concluded from the CFD simulation, the gas
between these two pipes should be kept at least equal to 0.2m. The height of Hi-SEP
inlet section is determined by
ܪ௅ூேଶ ≥ max[ቀ0.3 + ଵଶܦேଶቁ, (ܪ௅ூேଵ + 0.2)] (6-49)
d) The Hi-SEP should be designed to handle a certain slug and surge flow without
causing operational instability. The desired slug and surge capacity can be
determined based on the simulation of the flow in the flow lines. The slug and surge
capacity constraints related to the normal liquid level are formulated as:
௦ܸ௟௨௚ ≤
గ
ସ
(ܦுௌଶ + ܦ௉ௌଶ )ܪௌଶ (6-50)
௦ܸ௨௥௚௘ ≤
గ
ସ
(ܦுௌଶ + ܦ௉ௌଶ )ܪுଶ (6-51)
If there is lack of slug and surge information, the liquid hold up level ܪுଶ and the
liquid surge level ܪௌଶ of Hi-SEP are determined by the liquid hold up time ுܶଶ and
the liquid surge time ௌܶଶ, which can obtained from Table A-2 in Appendix A. The
holdup liquid level and surge liquid level are calculated as
ܪுଶ ≥
்ಹమொ೗
ቀ
ഏ
ర
ቁ(஽ಹೄమ ା஽ುೄమ ) (6-52)
ܪ௦ଶ ≥
்ೄమொ೗
ቀ
ഏ
ర
ቁ(஽ಹೄమ ା஽ುೄమ ) (6-53)
e) The low liquid level of Hi-SEP, ܪ௅௅௅ଶ is based on the required retention time.
Residence time is an empirical factor selected for reasons other than just degassing,
such as proper instrumentation operation and process control. The retention time in
Hi-SEP is usually 30s, which is insufficient to achieve a gas free liquid, but is
enough to achieve the desired 20% gas carry under in the separation and boosting
application. Otherwise, a liquid hold-up drum should be equipped with the Pipe-Hi-
SEP system to provide an extra volume.
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ܪ௅௅௅ଶ = ସ்ಽಽಽమொ೗గ(஽ಹೄమ ି஽ಿమమ ) (6-54)
Or the low liquid level of Hi-SEP is obtained from Table A-3 in Appendix A.
൜
ܪ௅௅௅ଶ ≥ 0.15 ifܲ ≥ 20ܾܽݎ
ܪ௅௅௅ଶ ≥ 0.38 ifܲ < 20ܾܽݎ (6-55)
Ideally, the liquid level in Hi-SEP should always be above the low liquid level. If
the low liquid level is reached, the system will automatically recirculate part of the
flow until the liquid level goes back to normal.
f) The low-low liquid level constraint is based on operational considerations. If the
low-low level is reached, an alarm will notify the operator, and the system will
automatically recirculate all the flow until the liquid level goes back to normal. The
Hi-SEP low-low liquid level height is required as
ܪ௅௅௅௅ଵ ≥ max(2 × ܦܰଶ,ܪ஻ଶ + ܦுௌ/2) (6-56)
ܪ஻ଶ = ܦுௌ/2 (6-57)
6.4.7 Hi-SEP Liquid Re-Entrainment Constraints
As mentioned earlier droplet entrainment can occur in a swirled liquid film.
Entrainment refers to liquid droplets breaking away from a gas liquid interface to
become suspended in the gas phase. Liquid re-entrainment is often caused by high gas
velocities. The term re-entrainment is used in Hi-SEP design because it generally is
assumed that droplets have settled to the liquid film phase and then are returned to the
gas phase. Re-entrainment must be avoided in Hi-SEP. This necessity imposes an upper
limit on the gas velocity allowed across the liquid film surface in the upper section of
the Hi-SEP.
Ishii and Grolmes (1975) proposed correlations for predicting the minimum velocity
required for re-entrainment of liquid into gas for concurrent flow. ௧ܸଶ,௠ ௔௫ is defined
through the film Reynolds number and an interfacial viscosity number that characterise
the two phase flow. These are defined as:
ܴ ௙݁ = ߩ௟ݑ௙δ/ߤ௟ (6-58)
ܰఓ = ߤ௟/[ߩ௟σ( ஢(௩ഇ,೗మ /஽ಹೄ)൫ఘ೗ି ఘ೒൯)଴.ହ]଴.ହ (6-59)
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ఏܸ,௟= ఏܸ/2 (6-60)
where ఏܸ,௟ is the tangential film velocity. In case of missing information regarding the
film, ఏܸ,௟ is assumed as half of the gas tangential velocity,ܸఏ near the separator wall.
ఏܸ can be estimated from the CFD results in chapter 5 and is expressed as follows
ఏܸ = ((ିଷ.ଵ௑ାସ.଻ଶ)×௏ೞ೒ష೔೙೗೐೟ି ଵ.ଷ )଼(బ.భఱವಹೄ)^଴.ଷ஽ಹೄ/ଶ (6-61)
Table 6-1 presents the re-entrainment criteria.
Table 6-1 Re-entrainment criteria
ܴ ௙݁ ܰఓ ௧ܸଶ,݉ܽݔ
<160 - 0.4572(ߪ/ߤ௟)(ߩ௟/ߩ௚)଴.ହܴ ௙݁ି଴.ହ160 ≤ ܴ ௙݁ ≤ 1635 ≤ 1/15 3.5905(ߪ/ߤ௟)(ߩ௟/ߩ௚)଴.ହܰఓ଴.଼ܴ ௙݁ିଵ/ଷ160 ≤ ܴ ௙݁ ≤ 1635 > 1/15 0.4115(ߪ/ߤ௟)(ߩ௟/ߩ௚)଴.ହܴ ௙݁ିଵ/ଷ
>1635 ≤ 1/15 0.3048(ߪ/ߤ௟)(ߩ௟/ߩ௚)଴.ହܴ ௙݁଴.଼
>1635 > 1/15 0.03493(ߪ/ߤ௟)(ߩ௟/ߩ௚)଴.ହ
௧ܸଶ,௠ ௔௫ is the maximum allowed gas velocity through the film surface. The CFD
simulation in chapter 5 also showed that at the near wall area, the gas axial velocity is
about 2-4 times the mean axial velocity. Therefore, the ௧ܸଶ,݉ܽݔ imposed constraint on
the gas capacity can be expressed as
௧ܸଶ,௠ ௔௫ ≤ (ିଵଽ௑ାଵହ.ଷ )଼×௏ೞ೒ష೔೙೗೐೟ାଵ଻.ସ௑ିଽ.ଽ଼ )(଴.ଵହ/஽ಹೄ)^ଶ஽ಹೄ/ଶ (6-62)
X is assumed as 0.2m for a conventional design.
6.4.8 Geometrical Constraints
The gas and liquid outlets are mounted with vortex breakers. These are designed
according to the suggestions by Hernandez et al., (2007) of being twice the size of the
inner diameter of the nozzles. From the installation point of view, the following
relationships should be met
ܦுௌ ≥ 2 × ܦேଶ (6-63)
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ܦ௉ௌ ≥ 2 × ܦேଶ (6-64)
ܮேଶ ≥ ܦுௌ + ܦ௉ௌ (6-65)
6.4.9 Slenderness Ratio
The slenderness ratio is defined as
ܴܵ = ܪ/ܦ (6-66)
In a conventional vertical separator whose sizing is liquid dominated, it is common to
choose slenderness ratio not greater than 3 to keep the height of the liquid collection
section to a reasonable level. Choices in the range of 3 to 4 are most common. In the
present system, the slenderness ratio is not critical; the height of the Pipe-Hi-SEP
system is restricted by the installation space available and other environment factors.
For safety considerations, the ܴܵ is normally less than 15.
6.4.10 Mechanical Design Equations
According to Grodal and Realff (1999), the wall thickness in the cylindrical section is
determined as
ݐ௖௦≥
௉ವ஽೔
ଶఙாିଵ.ଶ௉ವ + ݐ௖ (6-67)
where the design pressure is the operating pressure with either 2 bar added to it or
increased by 10%, whichever is greater:
஽ܲ ≥ max[ܲ+ 200000, 1.1ܲ] (6-68)
The allowable stress is a safety factor towards the material tensile strength. ASME
suggests a safety factor of 4. The tensile strength for the carbon steel commonly used
for separators is 3800 bar, i.e. ߪ = 950ܾܽݎ. The joint efficiency ranges from 0.6 to 1.0
for 100% X-rayed joints. The corrosion allowance typically ranges from 1.5 mm to 3.2
mm.
6.4.11 Vessel Weight
The vessel weight is estimated to be
ܹ = ߨ(ܦுௌܪுௌ + ݐ௖௦,௉ௌܦ௉ௌܪ௉ௌ) (6-69)
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The designs of heads and the weight of the inlet pipe and inter-middle pipe are not
included.
6.5 The Mathematic Program
For the optimised design of Pipe-Hi-SEP, a mathematic program is developed in
MATLAB as shown in Appendix E. The program consists of three sub-programs:
PIPEHIOptimal, PIPEHIconstraint and PIPEHIcost. The PIPEHIOptimal consists of
initial guess and optimization function. The PIPEHIconstraint includes all the equalities
and inequalities, which presents the Pipe-Hi-SEP relationship. The PIPEHIcost consists
of the objective function.
A total of 21 design variables are selected. Even though the number of variables can be
reduced by grouping some of the variables, the program is trying to keep the design
straightforward. The design variables are listed in Table 6-2 below.
Table 6-2 Design variables
Pipeline Pipe-SEP Hi-SEP
ܦேଵ ܦ௉ௌ ܦுௌ
ܦேଶ ܪ஼ଵ ܪ஼ଶ
ܦேଷ ܪிଵ ܪிଶ
ܪ௅ூேଵ ܪ௅ூேଶ
ܪௌଵ ܪௌଶ
ܪுଵ ܪுଶ
ܪ௅௅௅ଵ ܪ௅௅௅ଶ
ܪ௅௅௅௅ଵ ܪ௅௅௅௅ଶ
ݐ௖௦,௉ௌ ݐ௖௦,ுௌ
The inputs to the program consist of two groups of parameters: the design parameter
and constraints, and initial guesses of design variable. The design parameter and
constants are listed in Table 6-3. The initial guesses of the design variable can use any
reasonable guess.
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Table 6-3 The design parameters and constants
Design parameters and constants
ܳ௟ ߩ௟ ௅ܶ௅௅ଶ
ܳ௚ ߩ௚ ுܶଶ
ܲ ߪ௟,௚ ௌܶଶ
ܶ ߤ௟ ܦ௠ ଵ
LCO ߤ௟ ܦ௠ ଶ
6.6 Case Study
The typical design case reported in the literature has been selected as the reference case
for the optimisation. The selected reference case is associated to an operating pressure
of 68.94 bar (1000 psia) and operating temperature 15.55°C (60°F). The gas flow is
11800 Sm3/hr (10MMscfd) at 0.6 specific gravity. The liquid flow is 13.24 m3/hr
(2000bpd) at 40 °API. Furthermore, a retention time of 3 minutes is assumed. There was
no specific slug or surge volume requirement; however 24” were designed between the
normal liquid level and the inlet to provide the slug volume. The separator shall be
designed to separate 140mµ liquid droplets. The reference case has been calculated
using the conventional design method, a 0.9144m (36in) ×3.04m (10ft) vertical
separator were selected. According to the Eq. (6-67) and Eq. (6-68), the wall thickness
of the separator is estimated as 51.4mm, which yields a total weight of 3524Kg.
In the present Pipe-Hi-SEP design, a total hold up and surge time of 1 min are defined
in order to corresponding the same slug volume in the reference case. The design
parameters are summarized in Table 6-4. The constants and known variables are listed
in Table 6-5.
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Table 6-4 Design parameters to Pipe-Hi-SEP case study
Operating pressure 68.94 bar
Operating temperature 15.55°C
Gas flow rate 11800 Sm3/hr
Gas density 59.42 kg/ m3
Gas viscosity 1.03e-05 pa.s
Liquid flow rate 13.24 m3/hr
Liquid density 824.9 kg/ m3
Liquid viscosity 3.0e-03 pa.s
Liquid surface tension 0.07 N/m
Table 6-5 Constants and known variables for Pipe-Hi-SEP case study
Retention time 3 minutes
Holdup time 30 s
Surge time 30 s
Pipe-SEP separation requirement 500 mµ (or LCO<0.05)
Hi-SEP separation requirement 50 mµ
The initial guess is listed in Table 6-6. The program ran 5 SQP-iterations to find the
optimal solution. The outcome of the optimal solution is summarized in Table 6-7. The
weight of the Pipe-Hi-SEP is 3263 Kg, which is 261 Kg less compared to the reference
design.
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Table 6-6 Initial value of Pipe-Hi-SEP case study
ܦுௌ 0.5 ܦ௉ௌ 0.2
ܪிଶ 0.6 ܪிଵ 0.1
ܪ஼ଶ 1.0 ܪ஼ଵ 0.1
ܪ௅௅௅௅ଶ 0.2 ܪ௅௅௅௅ଵ 0.1
ܪ௅௅௅ଶ 1.7 ܪ௅௅௅ଵ 0.1
ܪுଶ 0.3 ܪுଵ 0.3
ܪௌଶ 0.3 ܪௌଵ 0.3
ܪ௅ூேଶ 0.4 ܪ௅ூேଵ 0.2
ݐ௖௦,ுௌ 32 ݐ௖௦,௉ௌ 20
ܦேଵ 0.11 ܦேଶ 0.09
ܦேଷ 0.02
Table 6-7 The optimised solution of Pipe-Hi-SEP design study
ܦுௌ 0.727 ܦ௉ௌ 0.256
ܪிଶ 0.86 ܪிଵ 0.57
ܪ஼ଶ 0.55 ܪ஼ଵ 0.48
ܪ௅௅௅௅ଶ 0.15 ܪ௅௅௅௅ଵ 0.17
ܪ௅௅௅ଶ 1.61 ܪ௅௅௅ଵ 0.15
ܪுଶ 0.26 ܪுଵ 0.26
ܪௌଶ 0.26 ܪௌଵ 0.26
ܪ௅ூேଶ 0.55 ܪ௅ூேଵ 0.35
ݐ௖௦,ுௌ 41.58 ݐ௖௦,௉ௌ 16.74
ܦேଵ 0.102 ܦேଶ 0.087
ܦேଷ 0.042 Weight 3263.50
For this specific design case, a Multi-Pipe-Hi-SEP made of parallel Pipe-Hi-SEP units
has also been investigated. The inlet flow rate is assumed to be distributed evenly into
each unit. The outcome of the optimal solution is also summarised in Table 6-8. It is
clear that as the flow rate is reduced, the separator diameter will be reduced, and as a
consequence, the wall thickness and the weight of the Pipe-Hi-SEP units will be
reduced. As for the height of swirl film, it decreases with decreasing flow rate.
Therefore, a slight decrease of the height of the upper part of the separator can be seen
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as expected. Since the lower part is mainly determined by the retention time and slug
time, the height of the lower part is the same for all cases.
Figure 6-2 shows the plot of total weight vs. number of units. The gradient of the total
weight is seen to reduce greatly when the unit increases from 1 to 3 while it reduces
slightly when the number of units is more than 4. It can be concluded that the 4 parallel
Pipe-Hi-SEP units with Pipe-SEP D×H = 0.128×1.73 and Hi-SEP D×H = 0.363×3.21 is
the desired design.
Figure 6-2 Plot of the relationship of the Pipe-Hi-SEP unit number and the total weight
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Table 6-8 The result of Multi-Pipe-Hi-SEP case study
Number of Pipe-Hi-SEP unit 1 2 3 4 5
Gas flow, m3/h 11800 5900 3933 2950 2360
Liquid flow, m3/h 13.24 6.62 4.41 3.31 2.65
Operating pressure, bar 68.94 68.94 68.94 68.94 68.94
Operating temperature, °C 15.55 15.55 15.55 15.55 15.55
Inlet GVF, % 92.80 92.80 92.80 92.80 92.80
Mixture inlet nozzle diameter, m 0.102 0.072 0.059 0.051 0.046
Hi-SEP G force 8.85 12.51 15.32 17.70 19.79
Gas inter-middle nozzle diameter, m 0.087 0.061 0.050 0.043 0.039
Liquid inter-middle nozzle diameter, m 0.042 0.030 0.025 0.021 0.02
Hi-SEP diameter, m 0.727 0.514 0.420 0.363 0.325
Hi-SEP terminal velocity, m/s 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11
Hi-SEP gas part length, m/s 1.41 0.88 0.69 0.59 0.53
HF2 0.86 0.43 0.29 0.21 0.17
HC2 0.55 0.45 0.40 0.38 0.36
HT2 0.17 0.12 0.10 0.08 0.08
Hi-SEP liquid part length, m 2.64 2.63 2.62 2.62 2.62
HLLLL2 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15
HB2 0.17 0.12 0.10 0.09 0.08
HLLL2 1.61 1.61 1.61 1.61 1.61
HH2 0.26 0.26 0.26 0.26 0.26
HS2 0.26 0.26 0.26 0.26 0.26
HLIN2 0.54 0.53 0.52 0.52 0.52
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Hi-SEP Height, m 4.25 3.70 3.51 3.41 3.34
Hi-SEP L/D ratio 5.57 6.82 7.89 8.83 9.67
Pipe-SEP diameter, m 0.256 0.181 0.148 0.128 0.114
Pipe-SEP G force 15.49 21.91 26.8 30.98 34.64
Pipe-SEP terminal velocity, m/s 1.04 1.04 1.04 1.04 1.04
Pipe-SEP gas part length, m/s 1.05 0.82 0.71 0.64 0.59
HF1 0.57 0.48 0.43 0.40 0.38
HC1 0.48 0.39 0.28 0.24 0.21
HT1 0.17 0.12 0.10 0.09 0.08
Pipe-SEP liquid part length, m 1.20 1.14 1.11 1.09 1.08
HLLLL1 0.17 0.12 0.10 0.08 0.07
HLLL1 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15
HH1 0.26 0.26 0.26 0.26 0.26
HS1 0.26 0.26 0.26 0.26 0.26
HLIN1 0.35 0.33 0.33 0.32 0.32
Pipe-SEP Height, m 2.26 1.96 1.82 1.73 1.67
Pipe-SEP L/D ratio 8.81 10.80 12.29 13.53 14.60
Hi-SEP wall thickness, mm 41.58 30.34 25.36 22.39 20.36
Pipe-SEP wall thickness, mm 16.74 12.77 11.01 9.97 9.25
Pipe-Hi-SEP unit weight, Kg 3263.50 1462.21 943.64 699.72 558.15
Total weight, Kg 3263.50 2924.42 2830.93 2798.90 2790.77
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6.7 Summary
A systematic optimisation procedure for the design of PIPE-HI separator has been
developed. The model is a combination of conventional design procedures and the
unique cyclonic hydrodynamic relationship developed from the experimental results and
the CFD simulation. A case study was performed and successfully illustrated the
efficiency and effectiveness of the proposed systematic optimised design method.
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7 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
7.1 Main Conclusions
Pipe-SEP experiment
1. Based on the observation of the flow behaviour in the scaled-down Pipe-SEP, three
distinct flow regimes were identified, namely swirled, agitated, and gas blow-by.
The transition of the flow regimes are affected by flow characteristics, mixture
properties, geometry of the separator, and downstream conditions. Under normal
operating conditions, the Equilibrium Liquid Level (ELL) is below the inlet. The
flow regime is generally swirled flow and the liquid carry over increases with gas
flow rate; however, when the liquid flow rate is increased to a certain level, the ELL
exceeds the inlet level, and the flow starts to transition to agitated flow. The most
interesting result obtained for agitated flow is that the liquid carry over decreases as
the gas flow rate increases. As the ELL falls below the liquid discharge outlet, gas
blow-by occurs and results in significant amount of gas carry under.
2. A predictive algorithm which is capable of predicting the transition of flow regimes
was developed. Moreover, semi-empirical correlations were used to estimate the
separation efficiency to account for the existence of varied flow regimes. The flow
regimes were well predicted by the model. The comparison of the ELL and
separation efficiency agrees well with the experiment data. The model can serve as a
design tool to support decision-making in early design stages.
Numerical simulation
1. Fluid Computational Dynamic (CFD) simulation of the Pipe-SEP flow field shows
that the swirl velocity profile is characterised by a forced vortex, where a uniform
angular velocity is present at all radii, like a rotating solid body. The maximum
tangential velocity exists near the separator wall and the gradient along axial
direction is negligible. The tangential velocity profile exhibits better symmetry as
the axial distance increases. The presence of the ‘L’ gas outlet section has a slightly
positive effect on the velocity profile, but also an increase of the Pipe-SEP pressure
drop.
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2. The axial velocity in the Pipe-SEP I is characterised by a slightly reverse flow
pattern, where near the wall the flow is directed upward, while in the centre region
the flow is directed downward. The maximum axial velocity equals nearly 3-4 times
the mean axial velocity and the amplitude of the maximum axial velocity is reduced
along the axial direction. The high axial velocity near the wall is the main force to
drag the wall film up, and consequently, liquid creep and re-entrainment could occur.
3. The axial velocity in the Pipe-SEP II is identical to the Pipe-SEP I in the outer
region, while in the centre region the axial velocity is suppressed due to the presence
of the gas outlet section.
4. The effect of the gas inlet velocity and separator diameter on the flow profile was
studied for the Pipe-SEP II. The swirl velocity profile is confirmed to be forced
vortex at all conditions. Both the maximum tangential velocity and the maximum
axial velocity near the separator wall increase with the increasing of the gas inlet
velocity. The boundary of the inner and outer region is seen to be the same at all
inlet velocities. The velocity profile relies less on the changing of the separator
diameter, but a wider inner downward flow region is clearly observable as the
separator diameter increases. Universal expressions are developed to describe the
velocity distribution.
5. The “L” shape gas outlet section has a strong influence on the distribution of the
velocity near the separator wall. The axial and tangential velocity reduces sharply
when the flow impacts the horizontal part of the gas outlet section, resulting in a less
intensive vortex in the separator. Therefore, a minimum 0.2 m gap between the
inlets with the horizontal part of the gas out section is recommended.
6. By means of DPM modelling the cut size and the grade efficiency curve can be
obtained by tracking particles with different diameters. The cut size of the Pipe-SEP
II is slightly smaller than the Pipe-SEP I’s due to the extra surface provided by the
gas out section. The overall separation efficiency is estimated by integration of the
grade efficiency curve and the R-R particle size distribution. The smaller cut size in
Pipe-SEP II results in a slightly higher separation efficiency.
7. Based on a comparison of different inlet gas velocity effects on the grade efficiency,
it can be concluded that the gas velocity will not affect the grade efficiency, when
the droplet is smaller than the cut size diameter. But normally the higher the inlet
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gas velocity the more intense the swirl, and consequently, an increase of the
separator efficiency will occur.
8. The effect of the separator diameter on the grade efficiency was studied by
simulating a Hi-SEP, which is geometrically similar to the Pipe-SEP, but with a
bigger diameter. When the droplets size is bigger than the cut size, the Hi-SEP
performed as well as the Pipe-SEP, but due to less intensity in the swirl, the overall
efficiency of Hi-SEP was likely below the one of the Pipe-SEP.
9. The cut sizes calculated by CFD simulation are compared with those predicted by
the Barth model and the Rosin model. The Barth model over-predicted the
maximum bangtail velocity, and consequently, under-predicted the cut size.
Moreover, a significant deviation from the grade efficiency curve confirmed that the
assumption of Barth model is not suitable for Pipe-SEP. The Rosin model predicted
a reasonable close cut size and yielded a better agreement with the CFD predicted
grade efficiency curve. However, the Rosin model doesn’t account for the effect of
separator diameter, which may under-predict the cut size as the separator diameter
increases.
10. A Stokesian scaling rule is capable of estimating the performance of ‘commercial
Pipe-SEP’ from the laboratory scale prototype. The effect of the inlet velocity and
separator diameter in the separator performance can be captured. The agreement
between the Scaling rule and CFD simulation on the cut size of Hi-SEP was
reasonable.
Optimising design
1. The Pipe-Hi-SEP system was formulated into a mathematical program, which
combined the existing conventional separator design procedure and the unique fluid
dynamic and mechanical constrains of a cyclonic separator. By means of a non-
linear optimisation procedure, an optimal Pipe-Hi-SEP system can be obtained that
had the lowest weight at the required flow rate and separation efficiency.
2. The application of this optimisation procedure for practical engineering design is
illustrated by a case study. It is seen that the efficiency and effectiveness of the Pipe-
Hi-SEP design procedure are improved significantly. Using the formulated
mathematical program, the optimum design is obtained through a simultaneous
search over all the design variables. Moreover, the solution provides the designer
with insight into what constrains the design.
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7.2 Suggestions for Further Work
1. Although the classic cyclone model and droplet distribution model is capable of
predicting the LCO at low liquid loading incoming flow, the model could still be
improved, especially with respect to the mass loading effect. It was shown that the
liquid film on the separator wall affects the separation efficiency significantly. In the
present study, the prediction of the liquid film is based on the annular flow, whereas
the characteristic may different with the swirl flow.
2. For the laboratory-scale Pipe-SEP, the LCO is less than 1% and the GCU is less
than 5% under the normal operation conditions. The accuracy of the measurement
could be improved by implementing LDA.
3. Although the RSM model is capable of capturing the main flow features of the Pipe-
SEP, more accurate prediction could be gained by using the Large Eddy Simulations
and more insight could be gained by simulating the wall film. The DPM modelling
of Pipe-SEP also benefits from the two-way coupling of droplet and gas flow,
whereas omitting this coupling lead to reasonable predictions at relative low
computational cost.
4. More research is needed to investigate the influence that the tangential inlet and the
“L” shape gas outlet section may bring to the Pipe-SEP, such as erosive wear and
vibration of separator body.
5. The optimal design model described in this thesis has illustrated that the method
could well be applied to practical Pipe-Hi-SEP engineering. The geometrical
parameter of Pipe-Hi-SEP can be characterised by several sections, and the
optimisation procedure is straightforward. The model accuracy, however, could be
improved by more accurate relationships.
6. The optimal design model is declarative and thus its components can be modified
with little effort. For example, the objective could be to minimize cost, length or
footprint area and this would require minimal change to the model.
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APPENDIXES
Appendix A: Gas-Liquid Separators Design Procedures
The most comprehensive approach of designing gas-liquid separator was presented by
Svrcek and Monnery (1993). The following section provides the procedure. The unit is
field unit.
Inlet Nozzel
ே݀ is calculated as
ே݀ ≥ (
ସொ೘
ഏలబ
ඥഐ೘
)భమ ft (A-1)
ܳ௠ = ܳ௚ + ܳ௟ (A-2)
ߩ௠ = ߩ௟ߣ+ ߩ௚(1 − ߣ) (A-3)
ߣ= ொ೗
ொ೒ାொ೗
(A-4)
Separator Diameter
The terminal velocity is calculated as following
ݒ௧ = ටସ୥ଷ ቀఘ೗ି ఘ೒ఘ೗ ቁௗ೛஼ವ (A-5)
Typically the maximum allowable vertical velocity is set as
ݒ௩ = 0.75ݒ௧ (A-6)
Or the maximum allowable velocity at operating conditions is calculated as following
௧ܸ = ܭටఘ೗ି ఘ೒ఘ೒ (A-7)
The ܭ value can be obtained from the Gas Processor’s Supplier Association (GPSA)
“Engineering Data Book” or from the correlations provided by York Mist Eliminator
supplier.
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Table A-1 Separator K values
Separator K values
Mist Eliminator Supplier
1≤ P ≤15 K=0.1821+0.0029P+0.0460ln(P)
P, psia15 ≤ P ≤ 40 K=0.35 
40 ≤ P ≤ 5500 K=0.43-0.023ln(P) 
GPSA
0 ≤ P ≤ 1500 K=0.35-0.01((P-100)/100) P, psia 
NOTE: K has the dimension ft/sec
The separator diameter can be calculated as
ܦ௏஽ = ටସொ೒గ௩ೡ (A-8)
Separator Height
The total height equals to the sum of each sections, as shown in Figure A-1.
ܪ் = ܪ௅௅௅ + ܪு + ܪ௦+ ܪ௅ூே + ܪ஽ (A-9)
Figure A-1 Vertical two-phase separator (Svrcek and Monnery, 1993)
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The holdup time ுܶ and surge time ௌܶ can obtain from the Table A-2.
Table A-2 Liquid holdup and surge times
Services Holdup Times Surge Times
Feed to column 5 3
Feed to other drum or tank
With pump or through
exchanger
5 2
Without pump 2 1
Feed to fired heater 10 3
The holdup liquid level ܪ௦ and surge liquid level are calculated as
ܪு = ்ಹொ೗(ഏ
ర
)஽ೇమ (A-10)
ܪ௦ = ்ೄொ೗(ഏ
ర
)஽ೇమ (A-11)
The low liquid level height,ܪ௅௅௅ is determined from Table A-3 below
Table A-3 Low liquid level height
Vessel diameter LLL
<300psia >300psia
≤4ft 15in. 6in. 
6ft 15in. 6in.
8ft 15in. 6in.
10ft 6in. 6in.
12ft 6in. 6in.
16ft 6in. 6in.
The height from high liquid level to the centerline of the inlet nozzle is expressed as
ܪ௅ூே = 12 + ே݀ , in. (with inlet diverter) (A-12)
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ܪ௅ூே = 12 + ଵଶ ே݀ , in. (without inlet diverter) (A-13)
The disengagement height, from the centerline of the inlet nozzle to 1) The vessel top
tangent line if there is no mist eliminator or 2) The bottom of the demister pad
ܪ஽ = 0.5ܦ௣ or a minimum of (A-14 )
ܪ஽ = 36 + 1/2 ே݀ (without mist eliminator) (A-15)
ܪ஽ = 24 + 1/2 ே݀ (with mist eliminator) (A-16)
If there is a mist eliminator, take 6 in, for the mist eliminator and take 1 ft from the top
of the mist eliminator to the top tangent line of the vessel.
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Appendix B: Pipe-Hi-SEP Dynamical Model
The model is developed from fundamental principles, and provided valuable insight in
the relationships between parameters in the physical system and the transient behaviour
of the system.
Assumption
- The liquid density is constant.
- The gas is ideal gas.
- The cross-section area of the separators does not change with height.
- No heat is transferred from the flow or the pipe.
Liquid level rate of change
For the Pipe-Hi-SEP system, shown in Figure B-1, the rate of change in liquid mass
flow is the difference between the inlet mass flow and mass outlet flow. The balance for
the height of the liquid in Pipe-SEP and Hi-SEP follows the mass balance, shown by
Eq.(B-1) and Eq.(B-2) for constant liquid density.
Pipe-SEP ߩ௟
ௗ௏ಽభ
ௗ௧
= ߩ௟ܣ௉ூ௉ாିௌா௉ ௗ௛భௗ௧ = ߩ௟(ܳ௅௜௡ − ܳ௅௢௨௧ଵ) (B-1)
Hi-SEP ߩ௟
ௗ௏ಽమ
ௗ௧
= ߩ௟ܣுூି ௌா௉ ௗ௛మௗ௧ = ߩ௟(ܳ௅௢௨௧ଵ− ܳ௅௢௨௧ଶ) (B-2)
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Figure B-1 Pipe-Hi-SEP system
Therefore, the liquid level balances on both separators are:
Pipe-SEP ௗ௛భ
ௗ௧
= ଵ
஺ು಺ುಶషೄಶು
(ܳ௅௜௡ − ܳ௅௢௨௧ଵ) (B-3)
Hi-SEP ௗ௛మ
ௗ௧
= ଵ
஺ಹ಺షೄಶು
(ܳ௅௢௨௧ଵ− ܳ௅௢௨௧ଶ) (B-4)
For the purpose of the analysing the Pipe-Hi-SEP system in Cranfield University PSE
lab, the following Pipe-Hi-SEP system geometrical parameters and nomenclature are
used as shown in Figure B-2.
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Figure B-2 Pipe-Hi-SEP system geometrical parameters and nomenclature
Liquid discharge flow rates
For the Pipe-SEP liquid outlet flow ܳ௅௢௨௧ଵ , it can be written as follow:
ܳ௅௢௨௧ଵ = ܣ௣௜௣௘ × ܷ௅ଵ (B-5)
ܣ௣௜௣௘ is the area of the interconnection liquid pipe, and ܷ௅ଵ is the liquid velocity in the
interconnection liquid pipe.
It can further assumed that the liquid velocity in Pipe-SEP and Hi-SEP ܷ௅ଵିଵ̶ ≈
ܷ௅ଶିଶ̶ . According to Bernoulli,
Pipe-SEP ൞
݃ ଵܼ = ݃ ଶܼ + ௉మି௉భఘಽ + ∑௛௙௅భఘಽ
ଵܼ = ℎଵ + ܮ௘
ଶܼ = ℎଶ
(B-6)
Lt
Lg
1
h1
Lb
Li
n
D
no
z
DPS
P1
Lr
h2
Lv
Lf
DHS
P2
Lg
1
Lg2
Ll2
Ll
1
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3
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∑ℎ ݂ܮଵis the pressure drop across the interconnection liquid pipe. The relationship
between pressure drop ∑ℎ ݂ܮଵ and liquid velocity ܷ௅ଵ can be written as:
∑ℎ ݂ܮଵ = ܭଵݑ௅ଵଶ (B-7)
ܭଵ is a coefficient which was determined experimentally. It depends on the flow
situation and pipe geometry. In the present experiment, ܭଵ is validated as 0.0426.
For ℎଶ ≥ ௥݈, the Pipe-SEP liquid outlet flow is:
ܳ ௅௢௨௧ଵ = 3600ܣ௣௜௣௘(ఘಽ௚(௛భା௅೐ି௛మ)ି௉మା௉భ௄భ )ଵ/ଶ (B-8)
For ℎଶ < ௥݈, the Pipe-SEP liquid outlet flow is:
ܳ௅௢௨௧ଵ = 3600ܣ௣௜௣௘(ఘಽ௚(௛భା௅೐ି௟ೝ)ି௉మା௉భ௄భ )ଵ/ଶ (B-9)
For the Hi-SEP liquid discharge line, it consists of a control valve and a segment of line.
The pressure loss across the valve and line is included by use of the loss coefficients.
The relationship between the liquid flow rate ܳ௅௢௨௧ଶ and pressure loss across the liquid
control valve and pipe is written as:
ܳ ௅௢௨௧ଶ = ܣ௣௜௣௘ × ܷ௅ଶ (B-10)
∑ℎ ݂ܮଶ = ܭଷݑ௅ଶଶ (B-11)
Resulting in:
ܳ௅௢௨௧ଶ = ܣ௣௜௣௘(∑௛௙௅మ௄య )ଵ/ଶ (B-12)
ܭଷ is the coefficient which depending on the LCV opening and downstream pipe
geometry. In the present experiment, ܭଷ is validated as:
ܭଷ = 0.0031 × ଵ௅஼௏ర− 0.0083 × ଵ௅஼௏మ + 0.226 (B-13)
According to Bernoulli, the pressure loss ∑ℎ ݂ܮଶ is written as:
∑ℎ ݂ܮଶ = ଶܲ + ߩ௅݃(ℎଶ + ܮ௟ଷ) − ଷܲ (B-14)
After substitution the Hi-SEP liquid outlet flow is:
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ܳ௅௢௨௧ଶ = 3600 × ܣ௣௜௣௘(௉మାఘಽ௚(௛మା௅೗య)ି௉య௄య )ଵ/ଶ (B-15)
Pressure rate of change
The equation of state for the gas in the Pipe-SEP is
ଵܸܲீ ଵ = ܼ ீ݊ଵܴܶ (B-16)
Differentiating Eq. (B-16) with respect to time yields
ܸீ ଵ
ௗ௉భ
ௗ௧
= ܼܴܶௗ௡ಸభ
ௗ௧
− ଵܲ
ௗ௏ಸభ
ௗ௧
(B-17)
As the volume of the Pipe-SEP is constant
ௗ௏ಸభ
ௗ௧
= −
ௗ௏ಽభ
ௗ௧
= −(ܳ௅௜௡ − ܳ௅௢௨௧ଵ) (B-18)
The mass balance in the Pipe-SEP is
ௗ௡ಸభ
ௗ௧
= (ܳீ௜௡ − ܳீ௢௨௧ଵ) ఘಸభெ ಸ (B-19)
Substituting Eq. (B-18) and Eq. (B-19) in Eq. (B-17) yields
ܸீ ଵ
ௗ௉భ
ௗ௧
= ܼܴܶఘಸభ
ெ ಸ
(ܳீ௜௡ − ܳீ௢௨௧ଵ) + ଵܲ(ܳ௅௜௡ − ܳ௅௢௨௧ଵ) (B-20)
ቐ
ܸீ ଵ = (ℎ௉ூ௉ாିௌா௉ − ℎଵ)ܣ௉ூ௉ாିௌா௉
ீߩ ଵ = ௉భெ ಸோ்
ܼ = 1 (B-21)
ௗ௉భ
ௗ௧
= ଵ(ுು಺ುಶషೄಶುି௛భ)஺భ [ ଵܲ(ܳீ௜௡ − ܳீ௢௨௧ଵ) + ଵܲܣଵ ௗ௛భௗ௧ ] (B-22)
The equation of state for the gas in the Hi-SEP is
ଶܸܲீ ଶ = ܼ ீ݊ଶܴܶ (B-23)
Differentiating Eq. (B-23) with respect to time yields
ܸீ ଶ
ௗ௉మ
ௗ௧
= ܼܴܶௗ௡ಸమ
ௗ௧
− ଶܲ
ௗ௏ಸమ
ௗ௧
(B-24)
As the volume of the Hi-SEP is constant
ௗ௏ಸమ
ௗ௧
= −
ௗ௏ಽమ
ௗ௧
= −(ܳ௅௢௨௧ଵ− ܳ௅௢௨௧ଶ) (B-25)
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The mass balance in the Hi-SEP is
ௗ௡ಸమ
ௗ௧
= (ܳீ௢௨௧ଵ− ܳீ௢௨௧ଶ) ఘಸమெ ಸ (B-26)
Substituting Eq. (B-25) and Eq. (B-26) in Eq. (B-24) yields
ܸீ ଶ
ௗ௉మ
ௗ௧
= ܼܴܶఘಸమ
ெ ಸ
(ܳீ௢௨௧ଵ− ܳீ௢௨௧ଶ) + ଶܲ(ܳ௅௢௨௧ଵ− ܳ௅௢௨௧ଶ) (B-27)
ቐ
ܸீ ଶ = (ℎுூି ௌா௉ − ℎ)ܣுூି ௌா௉
ீߩ ଶ = ௉మெ ಸோ்
ܼ = 1 (B-28)
ௗ௉మ
ௗ௧
= ଵ(ுಹ಺షೄಶುି௛మ)஺మ [ ଶܲ(ܳீ௢௨௧ଵ− ܳீ௢௨௧ଶ) + ଶܲܣଶ ௗ௛మௗ௧ ] (B-29)
Gas discharge flow rates
The gas discharge flow rate from Pipe-SEP is:
ܳ ீ௢௨௧ଵ = ܷ௚ × ଶܲ × ܣ௣௜௣௘ (B-30)
ܳீ௢௨௧ଵ is in standard condition with Sm
3/h unit.
According to Bernoulli,
∑ℎ ݂ܩଵ = ܭଶܷ௚ଶ = ௉భି௉మఘಸభ (B-31)
Substituting Eq. (B-30) in Eq. (B-31) yields
ܲଵ = ଶܲ + ீߩ ଵܭଶ( ொಸ೚ೠ೟భଷ଺଴଴௉మ஺೛೔೛೐)ଶ (B-32)
ܭଶ is the gas coefficient which was determined experimentally. It depends on the flow
situation and pipe geometry. In the present experiment, ܭଶ is validated as ܭଶ = 5.6 ×10ିହ.
For the Hi-SEP gas discharge line, the relationship between the gas flow rate and
pressure loss across the gas control valve is given as:
ܳீ௢௨௧ଶ = 3600ܣ௣௜௣௘(∆௉మ௄ర )ଵ/ଶ (B-33)
∆ ଶܲ = ଶܲ− ସܲ (B-34)
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ସܲ is the gas discharge pressure. ܭସ is the coefficient which depending on the GCV
opening and downstream pipe geometry. In the present experiment, ܭସ is validated as
ܭସ = 0.00001 ଵீ஼௏ర− 0.00003 ଵீ஼௏మ + 0.00043 (B-35)
Substituting Eq. (B-35) in Eq. (B-33) yields
ܳீ௢௨௧ଶ = 3600ܣ௣௜௣௘( ௉మି௉ర
଴.଴଴଴଴ଵ భ
ಸ಴ೇర
ି଴.଴଴଴଴ଷ భ
ಸ಴ೇమ
ା଴.଴଴଴ସଷ)ଵ/ଶ (B-36)
Simulation Model Development
The simulation model is developed in MATLAB & SIMULINK. The system
geometrical parameters are used in the model is summarised in Table B-4.
Table B-4 Pipe-SEP and Hi-SEP system geometrical parameters
Items Unit Parameter
The physical properties of fluids:
Liquid density, rho_L Kg/m3 1000
Liquid viscosity , mu_L pa.s 1.23e-03
Liquid surface tension, sur_ten N/m 0.0728
Gas viscosity pa.s 1.73e-05
Constant:
Gravitational acceleration, g m/s2 9.8
Gas molecular weight, M_G / 29
Gas compression factor, Z / 1
Gas constant, R L-atm/K-
mol
0.082
The geometry of the Pipe:
PIPE diameter, D_PIPE m 0.05
Full cross-sectional area of the PIPE, A_PIPE m2 0.0020
The geometry of the Pipe-SEP :
Pipe-SEP diameter, D_PIPE_SEP m 0.15
Cross-sectional area of the Pipe-SEP , A_PIPE_SEP m2 0.0177
Pipe-SEP total height, H_PIPE_SEP m 1.6
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Pipe-SEP inlet position, L_in m 0.7
Items Unit Parameter
Pipe-SEP interconnection liquid pipe length I, L_l1 m 0.49
Pipe-SEP interconnection liquid pipe length II, L_l2 m 2.3
Pipe-SEP interconnection equivalent liquid pipe length, L_le m 3.5
Pipe-SEP upper part length, L_g m 0.9
Pipe-SEP interconnection gas pipe length 1, L_g1 m 0.55
Pipe-SEP interconnection gas pipe length 2, L_g2 m 2.6
Pipe-SEP interconnection equivalent gas pipe length, L_ge m 18
Pipe-SEP / distance between interconnection liquid pipe inlet
to Pipe-SEP bottom, L_b
m 0.05
Pipe-SEP installation elevation respect to Hi-SEP , L_e m 0.31
The geometry of the Hi-SEP :
Hi-SEP diameter, D_HI_SEP m 0.204
Cross-sectional area of the Hi-SEP , A_HI_SEP m2 0.0327
Hi-SEP total height, H_HI_SEP m 2.4
Hi-SEP inlet section length, L_f m 0.4
Hi-SEP upper part length, L_v m 1.15
Hi-SEP lower part length, L_r m 0.85
Hi-SEP liquid outlet line elevation, L_l3 m 0.126
Inlet flow condition:
Inlet pipe pressure, P_inlet bara Varied
Inlet pipe temperature, T_inlet K 288.15
Outlet flow condition:
Liquid outlet pressure, P3 bara 1.05
Gas outlet pressure, P4 bara 1.05
interconnection pipe loss coefficient:
interconnection liquid pipe, K1 bar.s2/m2 0.0426
interconnection gas pipe, K2 bar.s2/m2 5.6e-5
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Figure B-3 Pipe-Hi-SEP dynamic simulation model
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Interconnection liquid pipe pressure loss coefficient calibration (K1)
No.
Inlet liquid flow
rate ܳ௅௜௡
(m3/h)
Interconnection liquid pipe
Error%Liquid
superficial
velocity
(m/s)
Liquid
superficial
velocity^2
(m2/s2)
Measured Pressure
loss (bar)
Calculated Pressure loss
(bar)
1# 2.68 0.378 0.143 0.00475 0.00611 -28.5%
2# 3.59 0.507 0.257 0.01208 0.01096 9.2%
3# 4.44 0.627 0.394 0.01804 0.01678 7.0%
4# 5.49 0.776 0.603 0.02476 0.02568 3.7%
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Interconnection gas pipe pressure loss coefficient calibration (K2)
No.
Inlet gas flow
rate ܳீ௜௡
(Sm3/h)
Interconnection gas pipe
Error%Gas superficial
velocity
(m/s)
Gas superficial
velocity^2
(m2/s2)
Measured Pressure
loss (bar)
Calculated Pressure loss
(bar)
1# 73.10 9.34 87.18 0.00481 0.00488 -1.5%
2# 84.49 10.67 113.91 0.00618 0.00638 -3.3%
3# 92.06 11.54 133.13 0.00712 0.00746 -4.7%
4# 103.51 12.81 164.09 0.00874 0.00919 -5.2%
5# 112.89 13.81 190.80 0.01017 0.01069 -5.1%
6# 130.09 15.57 242.46 0.01299 0.01358 -4.5%
7# 142.91 16.80 282.31 0.01549 0.01581 -2.0%
8# 162.32 18.53 343.23 0.01939 0.01922 0.9%
9# 179.21 19.91 396.26 0.02323 0.02219 4.5%
10# 198.67 21.34 455.32 0.02808 0.02550 9.2%
11# 258.85 25.03 626.55 0.04421 0.03509 20.6%
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ܭଵ = 0.0426 ܭଶ = 0.000056
∆ ଵܲ = 0.0426ܷ௟ଵଶ ∆ ଶܲ = 0.000056 × ܷ௚ଵଶ
Figure B-4 Pressure loss along interconnection liquid pipe Figure B-5 Pressure loss along interconnection gas pipe
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Liquid discharge line coefficient (K3)
No.
Inlet liquid flow
rate ܳ௅௜௡
(m3/h)
LCV opening
Liquid discharge pipe line
Error%Liquid superficial
velocity (m/s)
Liquid superficial
velocity^2 (m2/s2)
Measured
Pressure loss
(bar)
Calculated
Pressure loss
(bar)
1# 1.50 0.9 0.213 0.045 0.0104 0.00999 0.04%
2# 2.75 0.9 0.389 0.151 0.0321 0.0333 0.11%
3# 3.63 0.9 0.514 0.264 0.0566 0.0581 0.15%
4# 4.48 0.9 0.634 0.402 0.0870 0.0886 0.16%
5# 5.37 0.9 0.760 0.577 0.1251 0.1273 0.22%
6# 3.58 0.9 0.507 0.258 0.0554 0.0569 -2.69%
7# 3.47 0.8 0.492 0.242 0.0540 0.0533 1.05%
8# 3.62 0.7 0.512 0.262 0.0526 0.0583 10.72%
9# 3.59 0.6 0.508 0.258 0.0586 0.0586 0.10%
10# 3.58 0.5 0.507 0.257 0.0610 0.0624 2.34%
11# 3.50 0.4 0.495 0.245 0.0737 0.0723 1.77%
12# 3.50 0.3 0.495 0.245 0.1271 0.1266 0.36%
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ܭଷ
" = 0.0031 1
ܮܥܸସ
− 0.0083
1
ܮܥܸଶ
+ 0.0097
ܭଷ = ܭଷ" + 0.226
∆ ଷܲ = ൬0.0031 1ܮܥܸସ− 0.0083 1ܮܥܸଶ + 0.226൰× ܷ௟ଶଶ
Figure B-6 Pressure loss along liquid discharge pipe Figure B-7 LCV loss coefficient
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Gas discharge line coefficient (k4)
No.
Inlet Gas flow
rate ܳீ௜௡
(m3/h)
GCV opening
Gas discharge pipe line
Error%
Gas superficial
velocity (m/s)
Gas superficial
velocity^2 (m2/s2)
Measured
Pressure loss
(bar)
Calculated
Pressure loss
(bar)
1# 112.8 0.9 13.76 189.35 0.0994 0.0887 14.6%
2# 130.1 0.9 15.52 240.85 0.1194 0.1079 9.6%
3# 142.9 0.9 16.76 280.86 0.1357 0.1258 7.2%
4# 162.3 0.9 18.50 342.25 0.1634 0.1533 6.1%
5# 179.2 0.9 19.89 395.85 0.1896 0.1774 6.4%
6# 198.6 0.9 21.35 455.82 0.2226 0.2043 8.2%
7# 214.9 0.9 22.48 505.49 0.2498 0.2265 9.3%
8# 258.8 0.9 25.13 631.57 0.3320 0.2830 14.7%
9# 166.16 0.9 19.24 370.43 0.1485 0.166032 11.8%
10# 170.15 0.8 19.57 383.23 0.1537 0.171512 11.5%
11# 168.59 0.7 19.43 377.79 0.1507 0.170167 12.9%
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12# 163.32 0.6 18.94 359.03 0.1447 0.166531 15.0%
13# 171.60 0.5 19.43 377.69 0.1718 0.192623 12.0%
14# 165.28 0.4 18.34 336.38 0.2004 0.226429 12.9%
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ܭସ
" = 0.00001 1
ܩܥܸସ
− 0.00003
1
ܩܥܸଶ
− 0.00007
ܭସ = ܭସ" + 0.00043
∆ ସܲ = ൬0.00001 1ܩܥܸସ− 0.00003 1ܩܥܸଶ + 0.00043൰× ܷ௚ଶଶ
Figure B-8 Pressure loss along gas discharge pipe Figure B-9 GCV loss coefficient
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Appendix C: Experiment Data
Table C-1 Observation of inlet flow pattern
Vsg (m/s) Vsl(m/s) FlowPattern Vsg (m/s) Vsl(m/s)
Flow
Pattern
4.98 0.25 Slug 6.57 0.27 Slug
4.15 0.37 Slug 6.91 0.37 Slug
4.10 0.51 Slug 6.66 0.50 Slug
3.87 0.62 Slug 6.30 0.65 Slug
3.97 0.77 Slug 5.75 0.79 Slug
3.72 0.90 Slug 5.54 0.91 Slug
3.53 1.05 Slug 5.31 1.04 Slug
3.35 1.13 Slug 5.10 1.18 Slug
3.24 1.28 Slug 4.82 1.30 Slug
9.14 0.25 Annular 11.18 0.25 Annular
8.24 0.36 Slug 10.42 0.37 Annular
7.80 0.48 Slug 9.65 0.50 Slug
7.48 0.64 Slug 8.97 0.63 Slug
7.10 0.74 Slug 8.47 0.79 Slug
6.86 0.88 Slug 8.04 0.90 Slug
6.44 1.02 Slug 7.83 1.01 Slug
6.10 1.14 Slug 7.51 1.14 Slug
5.80 1.28 Slug 6.91 1.25 Slug
12.52 0.24 Annular 13.94 0.26 Annular
11.34 0.38 Annular 13.66 0.36 Annular
10.80 0.50 Annular 12.74 0.50 Annular
9.98 0.64 Slug 11.68 0.63 Slug
9.36 0.77 Slug 10.44 0.80 Slug
8.98 0.87 Slug 9.94 0.90 Slug
8.21 1.05 Slug 9.64 1.01 Slug
7.91 1.15 Slug 8.78 1.15 Slug
7.43 1.29 Slug 8.37 1.27 Slug
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Figure C-1 shows the inlet conditions together with the flow pattern boundaries
suggested by Taitel and Dukler (1976). They are basically, intermittent flow and annular
flow. Visual observation of the inlet flows agreed with the predicted flow patterns.
Figure C-1 Flow patterns map as suggested by Taitel and Dukler (1976)
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Table B-2 Observation of Pipe-SEP upper flow pattern and equilibrium liquid level
No. Vsg-PS(m/s)
Vsl-PS
(m/s)
Flow
Pattern
Equilibrium
Liquid Level ܮ௟ଵ
(mm)
Swirled Film
Height (mm)
1# 1.324 0.034 S* 65.2 750
2# 1.330 0.052 S 35.1 900
3# 1.334 0.070 S 50.8 1050
4# 1.361 0.087 S 97.4 1300
5# 1.381 0.105 S 74.6 1300
6# 1.356 0.118 S 188.1 1350
7# 1.360 0.137 S 488.3 1450
8# 1.341 0.152 C* 749.9 1500
9# 1.336 0.171 C 802.8 1500
10# 1.669 0.034 S -43.5 850
11# 1.684 0.052 S -32.4 870
12# 1.706 0.068 S -38.2 1050
13# 1.727 0.084 S -47.8 1300
14# 1.702 0.106 S 39.0 1350
15# 1.756 0.116 S 66.4 1350
16# 1.744 0.137 S 190.5 1500
17# 1.674 0.154 S-C* 545.6 1500
18# 1.698 0.168 S-C 679.0 1500
19# 1.730 0.036 S -53.7 850
20# 1.803 0.051 S -58.8 900
21# 1.852 0.071 S 49.7 1150
22# 1.872 0.086 S 28.1 1300
23# 1.893 0.103 S 13.9 1300
24# 1.859 0.120 S 50.9 1450
25# 1.873 0.139 S 149.5 1500
26# 1.873 0.153 S 288.8 1500
27# 1.840 0.171 S-C 609.4 1500
Notes: S ------ Swirled Flow S-C ------- Swirled to Churned Flow C ------ Churned
Flow
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Table C-3 Pipe-SEP swirled film height
No. Mix Velocity(m/s)
Gas-to-Liquid
Volumetric
Ratio
Swirled Film Height (mm) Error
(%)Observation Calculated
1# 10.64 45.21 750 746 0.47
2# 10.92 30.01 900 855 5.03
3# 11.01 21.97 1050 937 10.80
4# 11.30 18.15 1300 1012 22.14
5# 11.57 15.04 1300 1089 16.22
6# 11.50 13.20 1350 1119 17.10
7# 11.67 11.45 1450 1179 18.67
8# 11.76 10.27 1500 1223 18.49
9# 12.03 9.18 1500 1287 14.17
10# 13.56 50.76 850 926 -8.93
11# 13.61 33.57 870 1038 -19.28
12# 13.80 25.43 1050 1134 -7.98
13# 14.07 20.85 1300 1220 6.15
14# 14.05 16.30 1350 1300 3.72
15# 14.59 15.47 1350 1370 -1.51
16# 14.63 12.98 1500 1438 4.15
17# 14.32 11.13 1500 1464 2.42
18# 14.64 10.30 1500 1527 -1.81
19# 14.22 51.18 850 970 -14.16
20# 14.72 36.98 900 1097 -21.85
21# 15.08 26.92 1150 1224 -6.43
22# 15.24 22.09 1300 1305 -0.36
23# 15.58 18.78 1300 1394 -7.21
24# 15.44 15.88 1450 1443 0.48
25# 15.67 13.71 1500 1522 -1.47
26# 15.78 12.46 1500 1572 -4.77
27# 15.75 10.92 1500 1623 -8.21
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The swirled film came out from the data fitting shown in Figure C-2. The experiment
data were collected with three different gas flow rate with nine different liquid flow
rates, operating with 1.2bara pressure. Although the liquid film is always fluctuation,
the max value is taken as listed in Table C-2.
Figure C-2 Scatter plot of the dimensionless film height
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Appendix D: Pipe-SEP Performance Model
% PIPE-SEP Performance Predicting Model
% developed by Yinghui--------Jan 2012
%%==============================================
clear all;
clc;
close;
% The physical properties of fluids:
rho_L = 1000;
mu_L = 1.23e-03;
sur_tension = 0.0728;
mu_G = 1.73e-05;
% Liquid density, (Kg/m^3);
% Liquid viscosity, (pa.s);
% Liquid surface tension, (N/m);
% Gas viscosity, (pa.s);
% The geometry of the PIPE:
D_PIPE = 0.05;
A_PIPE = ( pi * D_PIPE ^ 2 ) / 4;
% PIPE diameter, (m);
% Full cross-sectional area of the PIPE, (m^2);
% The geometry of the PIPE-SEP:
D_PIPE_SEP = 0.15;
A_PIPE_SEP = ( pi * D_PIPE_SEP ^ 2 ) / 4;
OD_G_PIPE = 0.06;
A_G_PIPE = ( pi * OD_G_PIPE ^ 2 ) / 4;
A_PIPE_SEP_R = A_PIPE_SEP - A_G_PIPE;
D_PIPE_SEP_e = (4*A_PIPE_SEP_R/pi)^0.5;
L_inlet = 0.7;
L_g1 = 0.9;
L_t = 0.1;
L_g2 = 0.55;
% PIPE-SEP diameter, (m);
% Cross-sectional area of the PIPE-SEP, (m^2);
% Out diameter of the PIPE-SEP gas out line, (m);
% Cross-sectional area of the PIPE-SEP gas outline, (m^2);
% Restricted cross-sectional area of the PIPE-SEP, (m^2);
% PIPE-SEP equivalent diameter, (m);
% Position of the PIPE-SEP inlet nozzle, (m);
% Length of the PIPE-SEP upper part, (m);
% Length of gas outlet part I, (m);
% Distance between PIPE-SEP top and gas outlet, (m);
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L_g3 = 0.2;
L_g4 = 0.95;
L_g5 = 0.4;
L_g6 = 1.05;
L_b = 0.06;
L_l2 = 0.49;
L_l3 = 0.5;
L_l4 = 0.7;
L_l5 = 0.4;
L_l6 = 0.7;
L_e = 0.40;
L_a = 0.44;
Z_1 = 1.9;
% Length of gas outlet part II, (m);
% Length of gas outlet part III, (m);
% Length of gas outlet part IIII, (m);
% Length of flexible gas outlet part, (m);
% Distance between PIPE-SEP bottom and liquid outlet,(m);
% Length of liquid outlet part I, (m);
% Length of liquid outlet part II, (m);
% Length of liquid outlet part III, (m);
% Length of liquid outlet part IIII, (m);
% Length of flexible liquid outlet part, (m);
% Distance between PIPE-SEP bottom and HI-SEP bottom,(m);
% Distance between HI-SEP top and PIPE-SEP top, (m);
% Elevation of PIPE-SEP, (m);
% The geometry of the HI-SEP:
D_HI_SEP = 0.204;
A_HI_SEP = ( pi * D_HI_SEP ^ 2 ) / 4;
L_v = 1.15;
L_f = 0.4;
L_r = 0.85;
L_m = 0.75;
Z_2 = 1.25;
% HI-SEP diameter, (m);
% Cross-sectional area of the HI-SEP, (m^2);
% Length of HI-SEP upper part, (m);
% Length of HI-SEP inlet section, (m);
% length of HI-SEP lower part, (m);
% HI-SEP liquid level, (m);
% Elevation of HI-SEP, (m);
% The geometry of the UF KOV:
Z_3 = 0.75;
L_p = 0.8;
% Elevation of UF KOV, (m);
% Distance between UF KOV bottom and UF KOV inlet, (m);
% Constant:
g = 9.8; % The gravitational acceleration constant, (m/s^2);
%%==============================================
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%Inlet and operation condition:
P_inlet = 2.0315;
T_inlet = 15.6628;
P_HI_SEP = 1.2;
P_UF_KOV = 1.08;
Q_L = 0.75;
Q_G_S = 160;
% Inlet pipe pressure, (bara);
% Inlet pipe temperature, (degree);
% HI-SEP operation pressure, (bara);
% UF KOV operation pressure, (bara);
% Inlet liquid flow rate, (l/s);
% Standard Inlet gas flow rate, (Sm^3/hr);
% Calculate inlet flow properties:
Vsl = Q_L*1e-3 / A_PIPE;
Q_G_A = Q_G_S/P_inlet;
Vsg = ( Q_G_A/3600 )/A_PIPE;
Vmix = Vsl + Vsg;
GVF_inlet = Q_G_A /(Q_G_A + Q_L*1e-3*3600); f_inlet = Q_G_A /
(Q_L*1e-3*3600);
% Superficial inlet liquid velocity, (m/s);
% Actual inlet gas flow rate, (Am^3/hr);
% Superficial inlet gas velocity, (m/s);
% Mixture inlet velocity, (m/s);
% Inlet gas void fraction, GVF;
% Inlet gas to liquid volumetric ratio ;
% Calculate Inlet mixture properties:
rho_G_inlet = ( P_inlet *101330*28.96 )/ (8314 * (273 + T_inlet ));
rho_mix = rho_L*(1-GVF_inlet)+ rho_G_inlet * GVF_inlet;
mu_mix = mu_L*(1-GVF_inlet)+ mu_G * GVF_inlet;
Reno_inlet = rho_mix * D_PIPE * Vmix /mu_mix;
% Gas density at inlet pipe, (kg/m^3);
% Mixture density, (Kg/m^3);
% Mixture viscosity, (pa.s);
% Reynolds number at inlet;
%%==============================================
% Flow pattern in inlet pipe:
Vsg_crit_PIPE = 3.1 *(sur_tension*g*(rho_L-
rho_G_inlet)/rho_G_inlet^2)^(1/4);
if Vsg >= Vsg_crit_PIPE
disp ('Inlet Flow Pattern: Annular flow');
% Annular flow transition criterion in horizontal pipe, (m/s);
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else
disp('Inlet Flow Pattern: Non Annular flow');
end
% Estimate Equilibrium Liquid Level
% Calculate Gas Density at HI-SEP and UF KOV :
rho_G_HI_SEP = (P_HI_SEP*101330*28.96 )/ (8314 * (273 +
T_inlet ));
rho_G_UF_KOV = (P_UF_KOV*101330*28.96 )/ (8314 * (273 +
T_inlet ));
% Set the PIPE-SEP LCO and GCU :
LCO_PIPE_SEP = 0.0;
GCU_PIPE_SEP = 0.0;
% Gas density in HI-SEP, (kg/m^3);
% Gas density in UF KOV, (kg/m^3);
% Calculate Equilibrum Liquid Level:
GVF_LCO = Q_G_S*(1-GCU_PIPE_SEP)/P_HI_SEP /(Q_G_S*(1-
GCU_PIPE_SEP)/P_HI_SEP +Q_L*LCO_PIPE_SEP *1e-3*3600);
Vsg_est = ( Q_G_S*(1-GCU_PIPE_SEP)/P_HI_SEP/3600 ) / A_PIPE;
rho_mix_1 = rho_L*(1-GVF_LCO)+ rho_G_HI_SEP * GVF_LCO;
mu_mix_1 = mu_L*(1-GVF_LCO)+ mu_G *GVF_LCO;
Reno_PIPE_SEP_O = rho_mix_1 * D_PIPE * Vsg_est /mu_mix_1;
f_G = 0.0056+0.5*Reno_PIPE_SEP_O^(-0.32);
L_Gas = L_g2+L_g3+L_g4+L_g5+L_g6;
L_fitting_G = 12.35;
DP_G = (((f_G*(L_Gas+L_fitting_G)/0.05+1.5)*Vsg_est^2/2-
g*0.65)*rho_mix_1/100000);
% Estimating GVF in PIPE-SEP gas out line, GVF
% Estimating gas velocity in PIPE-SEP gas leg, (m/s);
% Estimating Mixture density of PIPE-SEP gas out line, (Kg/m^3);
% Estimating Mixture viscosity of PIPE-SEP gas out line, (Pa.s);
% Estimating Reynolds number of PIPE-SEP gas out line;
% Gas friction factor in PIPE-SEP gas out line;
% Total length of gas out line, (m);
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P_PIPE_SEP = P_HI_SEP+DP_G;
% Calculated Gas Density at PIPE-SEP :
rho_G_PIPE_SEP = (P_PIPE_SEP*101330*28.96 )/ (8314 * (273 +
T_inlet ));
% Calculate superficial velocity in PIPE-SEP:
Q_G_A_PIPE_SEP = Q_G_S/P_PIPE_SEP;
Vsg_PIPE_SEP = ( Q_G_A_PIPE_SEP/3600 ) /A_PIPE_SEP_R ;
Vsg_PIPE_SEP_O = ( Q_G_A_PIPE_SEP/3600 )/A_PIPE;
Vsl_PIPE_SEP = Q_L*1e-3 /A_PIPE_SEP_R;
Vsl_PIPE_SEP_O = Q_L*1e-3 /A_PIPE;
% Calculate superficial velocity in HI-SEP:
Q_G_A_HI_SEP = Q_G_S/P_HI_SEP;
Vsg_HI_SEP = ( Q_G_A_HI_SEP/3600 ) /A_HI_SEP ;
Vsl_HI_SEP = Q_L*1e-3 /A_HI_SEP;
% Gas out line fittings equivalent length, (m);
% Gas density in PIPE-SEP, (kg/m^3);
% Actual gas flow rate in PIPE-SEP, (Am^3/hr);
% Superficial gas velocity in PIPE-SEP, (m/s);
% Superficial gas velocity in PIPE-SEP gas out line, (m/s);
% Superficial liquid velocity in PIPE-SEP, (m/s);
% Superficial liquid velocity in PIPE-SEP liquid out line, (m/s);
% Actual gas flow rate in HI-SEP, (Am^3/hr);
% Superficial gas velocity in HI-SEP, (m/s);
% Superficial liquid velocity in HI-SEP, (m/s);
% Calculate PIPE-SEP liquid leg pressure loss:
L_liquid = L_l2 + L_l3 + L_l4 + L_l5 + L_l6;
L_fitting_L = 45.71;
% Total liquid out line length, (m);
% Liquid out line fittings equivalent length, (m);
(2 valves, 4 bends, and 1 tee)
% Calculate the mixture properties in PIPE-SEP liquid out line
GVF_GCU =GCU_PIPE_SEP*Q_G_S/P_PIPE_SEP
/(GCU_PIPE_SEP*Q_G_S/P_PIPE_SEP +Q_L*(1-
LCO_PIPE_SEP)*1e-3*3600);
% Estimating GVF in PIPE-SEP liquid out line, GVF
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rho_mix_2 = rho_L*(1-GVF_GCU)+ rho_G_PIPE_SEP * GVF_GCU;
mu_mix_2 = mu_L*(1-GVF_GCU)+ mu_G *GVF_GCU;
Vsl_mix_2 = (Q_L*(1-LCO_PIPE_SEP)*1e-3)/A_PIPE*(1-
GVF_GCU)+( GCU_PIPE_SEP*Q_G_S/3600 )/A_PIPE*GVF_GCU;
Vsl_mix_3 = (Q_L*(1-LCO_PIPE_SEP)*1e-3)/A_PIPE_SEP_R*(1-
GVF_GCU)+( GCU_PIPE_SEP*Q_G_S/3600 )/A_PIPE_SEP_R*GVF
_GCU;
Reno_L = rho_mix_2 * D_PIPE_SEP * Vsl_mix_3 / mu_mix_2;
Reno_L_L = rho_mix_2 * D_PIPE * Vsl_mix_2 / mu_mix_2;
% Calculate liquid friction factor at PIPE-SEP by Drew method
f_L = 0.0056+0.5* Reno_L^(-0.32);
f_L_L = 0.0056+0.5* Reno_L_L^(-0.32);
% Calculate pressure loss along PIPE-SEP liquid out line
DP_L = (f_L_L *(L_fitting_L+L_liquid)/D_PIPE+1.5)*(rho_mix_2*
Vsl_mix_2^2/2)/100000;
L_l1 = ((P_UF_KOV-P_HI_SEP)*100000+DP_L*100000 -
DP_G*100000- rho_mix_2*g*(Z_1-Z_3-L_p)- rho_mix_1 *g *(Z_1-
Z_2-L_r))/(g*(rho_L+rho_G_PIPE_SEP)-
f_L*rho_mix_2*Vsl_PIPE_SEP^2/2/D_PIPE_SEP);
% Calculate mixture density of PIPE-SEP liquid out line, (Kg/m^3);
% Calculate mixture viscosity of PIPE-SEP liquid out line, (Pa.s);
% Mixture velocity in PIPE-SEP liquid out line, (m/s);
% Mixture velocity in PIPE-SEP, (m/s);
% Liquid Reynolds number in PIPE-SEP;
% Liquid Reynolds number in PIPE-SEP liquid out line;
% Liquid friction factor in PIPE-SEP;
% Liquid friction factor in PIPE-SEP liquid out line;
% Pressure loss in PIPE-SEP liquid out line, (Pa);
% PIPE-SEP Equilibrium Liquid Level
%===============================================
% Agitated flow model
CM=L_inlet+(345.7-123.9*Vsg_PIPE_SEP)/1000;
disp( num2str(CM) );
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if L_l1>=CM & CM >=0.7
Q_GCU = 2.06;
GCU_PIPE_SEP=Q_GCU/Q_G_S;
% Calculate agitated flow entrained fraction
E_C=0.47*Vsg_PIPE_SEP^0.16*(Vsl_PIPE_SEP)^2;
LCO_PIPE_SEP=Q_LCO/Q_L;
% Gas carry under (Sm^3/h)
% liquid carry over (l/s)
K = 1;
while 1
GVF_LCO = Q_G_S*(1-GCU_PIPE_SEP)/P_HI_SEP /(Q_G_S*(1-
GCU_PIPE_SEP)/P_HI_SEP +Q_L*LCO_PIPE_SEP *1e-3*3600);
Vsg_est = (( Q_G_S*(1-
GCU_PIPE_SEP)+Q_L*LCO_PIPE_SEP)/P_HI_SEP/3600 ) / A_PIPE;
Vsg_est_PIPE_SEP= (( Q_G_S*(1-
GCU_PIPE_SEP)+Q_L*LCO_PIPE_SEP)/P_HI_SEP/3600 ) /
A_PIPE_SEP;
rho_mix_1 = rho_L*(1-GVF_LCO)+ rho_G_PIPE_SEP * GVF_LCO;
mu_mix_1 = mu_L*(1-GVF_LCO)+ mu_G *GVF_LCO;
Reno_PIPE_SEP_O = rho_mix_1 * D_PIPE * Vsg_est /mu_mix_1;
Reno_PIPE_SEP = rho_mix_1 * D_PIPE_SEP * Vsg_est_PIPE_SEP
/mu_mix_1;
f_G = 0.0056+0.5*Reno_PIPE_SEP_O^(-0.32);
f_G_G=0.0056+0.5*Reno_PIPE_SEP^(-0.32); L_Gas
=L_g2+L_g3+L_g4+L_g5+L_g6;
L_fitting_G = 12.35;
DP_G =( ((f_G*(L_Gas+L_fitting_G)/0.05+1.5)*Vsg_est^2/2-
g*0.65)*rho_mix_1/100000);
P_PIPE_SEP = P_HI_SEP+DP_G;
% Estimating GVF in PIPE-SEP gas out line, GVF
% Estimating gas velocity in PIPE-SEP gas leg, (m/s);
% Estimating gas velocity in PIPE-SEP, (m/s);
% Estimating Mixture density of PIPE-SEP gas out line, (Kg/m^3);
% Estimating Mixture viscosity of PIPE-SEP gas out line, (Pa.s);
% Estimating Reynolds number of PIPE-SEP gas out line;
% Estimating Reynolds number of PIPE-SEP ;
% Gas friction factor in PIPE-SEP gas out line;
% Gas friction factor in PIPE-SEP ;
% Total length of gas out line, (m);
% Gas out line fittings equivalent length, (m);
% Estimating pressure loss along PIPE-SEP gas out line, (bar)
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% Calculated Gas Density at PIPE-SEP :
rho_G_PIPE_SEP = (P_PIPE_SEP*101330*28.96 )/ (8314 * (273 +
T_inlet ));
% Calculate superficial velocity in PIPE-SEP:
Q_G_A_PIPE_SEP = Q_G_S/P_PIPE_SEP;
Vsg_PIPE_SEP = ( Q_G_A_PIPE_SEP/3600 ) /A_PIPE_SEP_R ;
Vsg_PIPE_SEP_O = ( Q_G_A_PIPE_SEP/3600 )/A_PIPE;
Vsl_PIPE_SEP = Q_L*1e-3 /A_PIPE_SEP_R;
Vsl_PIPE_SEP_O = Q_L*1e-3 /A_PIPE;
% Calculate superficial velocity in HI-SEP:
Q_G_A_HI_SEP = Q_G_S/P_HI_SEP;
Vsg_HI_SEP = ( Q_G_A_HI_SEP/3600 ) /A_HI_SEP ;
Vsl_HI_SEP = Q_L*1e-3 /A_HI_SEP;
% Calculate PIPE-SEP liquid leg pressure loss:
L_liquid = L_l2 + L_l3 + L_l4 + L_l5 + L_l6;
L_fitting_L = 45.71;
% Calculate the mixture in PIPE-SEP liquid out line
GVF_GCU =GCU_PIPE_SEP*Q_G_S/P_PIPE_SEP
/(GCU_PIPE_SEP*Q_G_S/P_PIPE_SEP +Q_L*(1-
LCO_PIPE_SEP)*1e-3*3600);
rho_mix_2 = rho_L*(1-GVF_GCU)+ rho_G_PIPE_SEP * GVF_GCU;
mu_mix_2 = mu_L*(1-GVF_GCU)+ mu_G *GVF_GCU;
% Gas density in PIPE-SEP, (kg/m^3);
% Actual gas flow rate in PIPE-SEP, (Am^3/hr);
% Superficial gas velocity in PIPE-SEP, (m/s);
% Superficial gas velocity in PIPE-SEP gas out line, (m/s);
% Superficial liquid velocity in PIPE-SEP, (m/s);
% Superficial liquid velocity in PIPE-SEP liquid out line, (m/s);
% Actual gas flow rate in HI-SEP, (Am^3/hr);
% Superficial gas velocity in HI-SEP, (m/s);
% Superficial liquid velocity in HI-SEP, (m/s);
% Total liquid out line length, (m);
% Liquid out line fittings equivalent length, (m); (2 valves, 4 bends, and 1 tee)
% Estimating GVF in PIPE-SEP liquid out line, GVF
% Calculate mixture density of PIPE-SEP liquid out line, (Kg/m^3);
% Calculate mixture viscosity of PIPE-SEP liquid out line, (Pa.s);
% Mixture velocity in PIPE-SEP liquid out line, (m/s);
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Vsl_mix_2 = (Q_L*(1-LCO_PIPE_SEP)*1e-
3)/A_PIPE+( GCU_PIPE_SEP*Q_G_S/3600 )/A_PIPE;
Vsl_mix_3 = (Q_L*(1-LCO_PIPE_SEP)*1e-
3)/A_PIPE_SEP+( GCU_PIPE_SEP*Q_G_S/3600 )/A_PIPE_SEP;
Reno_L = rho_mix_2 * D_PIPE_SEP * Vsl_mix_3 / mu_mix_2;
Reno_L_L = rho_mix_2 * D_PIPE * Vsl_mix_2 / mu_mix_2;
% Calculate liquid friction factor at PIPE-SEP by Drew method
f_L = 0.0056+0.5* Reno_L^(-0.32);
f_L_L = 0.0056+0.5* Reno_L_L^(-0.32);
% Calculate pressure loss along PIPE-SEP liquid out line
DP_L = (f_L_L *(L_fitting_L+L_liquid)/D_PIPE+1.5)*(rho_mix_2*
Vsl_mix_2^2/2)/100000;
% PIPE-SEP Equilibrium Liquid Level
L_l1_new= ((P_UF_KOV-P_HI_SEP)*100000+DP_L*100000 -
DP_G*100000- rho_mix_2*g*(Z_1-Z_3-L_p)- rho_mix_1 *g *(Z_1-
Z_2-L_r)-
f_G_G*(L_g1+L_inlet)*rho_mix_1*Vsg_est_PIPE_SEP^2/D_PIPE_SE
P/2)/(g*(rho_L+rho_G_PIPE_SEP)-
f_L*rho_mix_2*Vsl_PIPE_SEP^2/2/D_PIPE_SEP-
f_G_G*rho_mix_1*Vsg_est_PIPE_SEP^2/D_PIPE_SEP/2);
delta= (L_l1_new-L_l1);
% Mixture velocity in PIPE-SEP, (m/s);
% Liquid Reynolds number in PIPE-SEP;
% Liquid Reynolds number in PIPE-SEP liquid out line;
% Liquid friction factor in PIPE-SEP;
% Liquid friction factor in PIPE-SEP liquid out line;
% Pressure loss in PIPE-SEP liquid out line, (bar);
if delta>0.1
LCO_PIPE_SEP=LCO_PIPE_SEP+0.0001;
K=K+1;
end
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if delta<-0.1
LCO_PIPE_SEP=LCO_PIPE_SEP-0.0001;
K=K+1;
end
if delta<=0.1 & delta>=-0.1
break;
end
end
if L_l1_new>=CM
disp(' Agitated Flow')
end
if L_l1_new<=CM
L_l1=L_l1_new;
end
end
%%==============================================
% Swirled flow model
if L_l1 >=0.085 & L_l1 <= CM
Q_GCU = 2.7;
GCU_PIPE_SEP=Q_GCU/Q_G_S;
% Calculate film thickness:
Reno_G_C=
(Vsg_PIPE_SEP*rho_G_PIPE_SEP*D_PIPE_SEP_e)/mu_G;
N_L = (g*D_PIPE_SEP_e^3*rho_L*(rho_L-
rho_G_PIPE_SEP)/mu_L^2)^0.5;
% Gas carry under, (Sm^3/h);
% Reno number of gas phase in PIPE-SEP;
% Two phase Grashoff number;
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Theta_B = 140*N_L^0.433*Reno_G_C^(-1.35)*D_PIPE_SEP;
% Calculate film height
Frn = Vmix^2/(g* D_PIPE_SEP);
C = 2.35;
n = 0.022;
H_film = C *(Frn) ^0.5*(Reno_inlet)^n *(1+f_inlet)^(-0.25) *
A_PIPE^0.5;
% Liquid split ratio
S_R = pi*D_PIPE_SEP*H_film*Theta_B*1000/Q_L
Vsl_film = S_R *Q_L/1000/(pi/4*(D_PIPE_SEP^2-(D_PIPE_SEP-
Theta_B)^2));
% Entrainment fraction
N_uf = mu_L/(rho_L*sur_tension*(sur_tension/g/(rho_L-
rho_G_PIPE_SEP))^0.5);
Reno_film = rho_L*Vsl_film*Theta_B/mu_L;
Reno_f_film = 250*log(Reno_film)-1265;
a = 2.31e-04 * Reno_film^(-0.35);
E_max = 1-Reno_f_film/Reno_film;
V=0.1;
% Liquid carry over
LCO_PIPE_SEP =S_R*E_max*V;
% Swirled film thickness, (m);
% The Froude number;
% Constant C and the power n
% Swirled film height, (m);
% Swirled film velocity, (m/s);
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K = 1;
while 1
GVF_LCO = Q_G_S*(1-GCU_PIPE_SEP)/P_HI_SEP /(Q_G_S*(1-
GCU_PIPE_SEP)/P_HI_SEP +Q_L*LCO_PIPE_SEP *1e-3*3600);
Vsg_est = (( Q_G_S*(1-
GCU_PIPE_SEP)+Q_L*LCO_PIPE_SEP)/P_HI_SEP/3600 ) / A_PIPE;
Vsg_est_PIPE_SEP= (( Q_G_S*(1-
GCU_PIPE_SEP)+Q_L*LCO_PIPE_SEP)/P_HI_SEP/3600 ) /
A_PIPE_SEP;
rho_mix_1 = rho_L*(1-GVF_LCO)+ rho_G_PIPE_SEP * GVF_LCO;
mu_mix_1 = mu_L*(1-GVF_LCO)+ mu_G *GVF_LCO;
Reno_PIPE_SEP_O = rho_mix_1 * D_PIPE * Vsg_est /mu_mix_1;
Reno_PIPE_SEP = rho_mix_1 * D_PIPE_SEP * Vsg_est_PIPE_SEP
/mu_mix_1;
f_G = 0.0056+0.5*Reno_PIPE_SEP_O^(-0.32);
f_G_G=0.0056+0.5*Reno_PIPE_SEP^(-0.32);
L_Gas =L_g2+L_g3+L_g4+L_g5+L_g6;
L_fitting_G = 12.35;
DP_G =( ((f_G*(L_Gas+L_fitting_G)/0.05+1.5)*Vsg_est^2/2-
g*0.65)*rho_mix_1/100000);
P_PIPE_SEP = P_HI_SEP+DP_G;
% Calculated Gas Density at PIPE-SEP :
rho_G_PIPE_SEP = (P_PIPE_SEP*101330*28.96 )/ (8314 * (273 +
T_inlet ));
% Calculate superficial velocity in PIPE-SEP:
Q_G_A_PIPE_SEP = Q_G_S/P_PIPE_SEP;
Vsg_PIPE_SEP = ( Q_G_A_PIPE_SEP/3600 ) /A_PIPE_SEP_R ;
% Estimating GVF in PIPE-SEP gas out line, GVF
% Estimating gas velocity in PIPE-SEP gas leg, (m/s);
% Estimating gas velocity in PIPE-SEP, (m/s);
% Estimating Mixture density of PIPE-SEP gas out line, (Kg/m^3);
% Estimating Mixture viscosity of PIPE-SEP gas out line, (Pa.s);
% Estimating Reynolds number of PIPE-SEP gas out line;
% Estimating Reynolds number of PIPE-SEP ;
% Gas friction factor in PIPE-SEP gas out line;
% Gas friction factor in PIPE-SEP ;
% Total length of gas out line, (m);
% Gas out line fittings equivalent length, (m);
% Estimating pressure loss along PIPE-SEP gas out line, (bar)
% Gas density in PIPE-SEP, (kg/m^3);
% Actual gas flow rate in PIPE-SEP, (Am^3/hr);
% Superficial gas velocity in PIPE-SEP, (m/s);
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Vsg_PIPE_SEP_O = ( Q_G_A_PIPE_SEP/3600 )/A_PIPE;
Vsl_PIPE_SEP = Q_L*1e-3 /A_PIPE_SEP_R;
Vsl_PIPE_SEP_O = Q_L*1e-3 /A_PIPE;
% Calculate superficial velocity in HI-SEP:
Q_G_A_HI_SEP = Q_G_S/P_HI_SEP;
Vsg_HI_SEP = ( Q_G_A_HI_SEP/3600 ) /A_HI_SEP ;
Vsl_HI_SEP = Q_L*1e-3 /A_HI_SEP;
% Calculate PIPE-SEP liquid leg pressure loss:
L_liquid = L_l2 + L_l3 + L_l4 + L_l5 + L_l6;
L_fitting_L = 45.71;
% Calculate the mixture in PIPE-SEP liquid out line
GVF_GCU =GCU_PIPE_SEP*Q_G_S/P_PIPE_SEP
/(GCU_PIPE_SEP*Q_G_S/P_PIPE_SEP +Q_L*(1-
LCO_PIPE_SEP)*1e-3*3600);
rho_mix_2 = rho_L*(1-GVF_GCU)+ rho_G_PIPE_SEP * GVF_GCU;
mu_mix_2 = mu_L*(1-GVF_GCU)+ mu_G *GVF_GCU;
Vsl_mix_2 = (Q_L*(1-LCO_PIPE_SEP)*1e-
3)/A_PIPE+( GCU_PIPE_SEP*Q_G_S/3600 )/A_PIPE;
Vsl_mix_3 = (Q_L*(1-LCO_PIPE_SEP)*1e-
3)/A_PIPE_SEP+( GCU_PIPE_SEP*Q_G_S/3600 )/A_PIPE_SEP;
Reno_L = rho_mix_2 * D_PIPE_SEP * Vsl_mix_3 / mu_mix_2;
Reno_L_L = rho_mix_2 * D_PIPE * Vsl_mix_2 / mu_mix_2;
% Calculate liquid friction factor at PIPE-SEP by Drew method
% Superficial gas velocity in PIPE-SEP gas out line, (m/s);
% Superficial liquid velocity in PIPE-SEP, (m/s);
% Superficial liquid velocity in PIPE-SEP liquid out line, (m/s);
% Actual gas flow rate in HI-SEP, (Am^3/hr);
% Superficial gas velocity in HI-SEP, (m/s);
% Superficial liquid velocity in HI-SEP, (m/s);
% Total liquid out line length, (m);
% Liquid out line fittings equivalent length, (m); (2 valves, 4 bends, and 1 tee)
% Estimating GVF in PIPE-SEP liquid out line, GVF
% Calculate mixture density of PIPE-SEP liquid out line, (Kg/m^3);
% Calculate mixture viscosity of PIPE-SEP liquid out line, (Pa.s);
% Mixture velocity in PIPE-SEP liquid out line, (m/s);
% Mixture velocity in PIPE-SEP, (m/s);
% Liquid Reynolds number in PIPE-SEP;
% Liquid Reynolds number in PIPE-SEP liquid out line;
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f_L = 0.0056+0.5* Reno_L^(-0.32);
f_L_L = 0.0056+0.5* Reno_L_L^(-0.32);
% Calculate pressure loss along PIPE-SEP liquid out line
DP_L = (f_L_L *(L_fitting_L+L_liquid)/D_PIPE+1.5)*(rho_mix_2*
Vsl_mix_2^2/2)/100000;
% PIPE-SEP Equilibrium Liquid Level
L_l1_new= ((P_UF_KOV-P_HI_SEP)*100000+DP_L*100000 -
DP_G*100000- rho_mix_2*g*(Z_1-Z_3-L_p)- rho_mix_1 *g *(Z_1-
Z_2-L_r)-
f_G_G*(L_g1+L_inlet)*rho_mix_1*Vsg_est_PIPE_SEP^2/D_PIPE_SE
P/2)/(g*(rho_L+rho_G_PIPE_SEP)-
f_L*rho_mix_2*Vsl_PIPE_SEP^2/2/D_PIPE_SEP-
f_G_G*rho_mix_1*Vsg_est_PIPE_SEP^2/D_PIPE_SEP/2);
delta= (L_l1_new-L_l1);
% Liquid friction factor in PIPE-SEP;
% Liquid friction factor in PIPE-SEP liquid out line;
% Pressure loss in PIPE-SEP liquid out line, (bar);
if delta>0.1
LCO_PIPE_SEP=LCO_PIPE_SEP+0.0001;
K=K+1;
end
if delta<-0.1
LCO_PIPE_SEP=LCO_PIPE_SEP-0.0001;
K=K+1;
end
if delta<=0.1 & delta>=-0.1
break;
end
end
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if L_l1_new>0.7 & L_l1_new<=CM
disp('Swirled Flow to Agitated Flow')
end
if L_l1_new>0.085 & L_l1_new<=0.7
disp('Swirled Flow')
end
end
%%==============================================
% Gas blow by model
if L_l1 <=0.085
% Liquid carry over
LCO_PIPE_SEP =0.001;
Q_GCU=-500*P_PIPE_SEP^2+1445*P_PIPE_SEP-976;
GCU_PIPE_SEP=Q_GCU/Q_G_S;
K = 1;
while 1
GVF_LCO = Q_G_S*(1-GCU_PIPE_SEP)/P_HI_SEP /(Q_G_S*(1-
GCU_PIPE_SEP)/P_HI_SEP +Q_L*LCO_PIPE_SEP *1e-3*3600);
Vsg_est = (( Q_G_S*(1-
GCU_PIPE_SEP)+Q_L*LCO_PIPE_SEP)/P_HI_SEP/3600 ) / A_PIPE;
Vsg_est_PIPE_SEP= (( Q_G_S*(1-
GCU_PIPE_SEP)+Q_L*LCO_PIPE_SEP)/P_HI_SEP/3600 ) /
A_PIPE_SEP;
rho_mix_1 = rho_L*(1-GVF_LCO)+ rho_G_PIPE_SEP * GVF_LCO;
mu_mix_1 = mu_L*(1-GVF_LCO)+ mu_G *GVF_LCO;
Reno_PIPE_SEP_O = rho_mix_1 * D_PIPE * Vsg_est /mu_mix_1;
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Reno_PIPE_SEP = rho_mix_1 * D_PIPE_SEP * Vsg_est_PIPE_SEP
/mu_mix_1;
f_G = 0.0056+0.5*Reno_PIPE_SEP_O^(-0.32);
f_G_G=0.0056+0.5*Reno_PIPE_SEP^(-0.32);
L_Gas =L_g2+L_g3+L_g4+L_g5+L_g6;
L_fitting_G = 12.35;
DP_G =( ((f_G*(L_Gas+L_fitting_G)/0.05+1.5)*Vsg_est^2/2-
g*0.65)*rho_mix_1/100000);
P_PIPE_SEP = P_HI_SEP+DP_G;
% Calculated Gas Density at PIPE-SEP :
rho_G_PIPE_SEP = (P_PIPE_SEP*101330*28.96 )/ (8314 * (273 +
T_inlet ));
% Calculate superficial velocity in PIPE-SEP:
Q_G_A_PIPE_SEP = Q_G_S/P_PIPE_SEP;
Vsg_PIPE_SEP = ( Q_G_A_PIPE_SEP/3600 ) /A_PIPE_SEP_R ;
Vsg_PIPE_SEP_O = ( Q_G_A_PIPE_SEP/3600 )/A_PIPE;
Vsl_PIPE_SEP = Q_L*1e-3 /A_PIPE_SEP_R;
Vsl_PIPE_SEP_O = Q_L*1e-3 /A_PIPE;
% Calculate superficial velocity in HI-SEP:
Q_G_A_HI_SEP = Q_G_S/P_HI_SEP;
Vsg_HI_SEP = ( Q_G_A_HI_SEP/3600 ) /A_HI_SEP ;
Vsl_HI_SEP = Q_L*1e-3 /A_HI_SEP;
% Calculate PIPE-SEP liquid leg pressure loss:
L_liquid = L_l2 + L_l3 + L_l4 + L_l5 + L_l6;
L_fitting_L = 45.71;
% Actual gas flow rate in PIPE-SEP, (Am^3/hr);
% Superficial gas velocity in PIPE-SEP, (m/s);
% Superficial gas velocity in PIPE-SEP gas out line, (m/s);
% Superficial liquid velocity in PIPE-SEP, (m/s);
% Superficial liquid velocity in PIPE-SEP liquid out line, (m/s);
% Actual gas flow rate in HI-SEP, (Am^3/hr);
% Superficial gas velocity in HI-SEP, (m/s);
% Superficial liquid velocity in HI-SEP, (m/s);
% Total liquid out line length, (m);
% Liquid out line fittings equivalent length, (m); (2 valves, 4 bends, and 1 tee)
% Estimating GVF in PIPE-SEP liquid out line, GVF
% Calculate mixture density of PIPE-SEP liquid out line, (Kg/m^3);
% Calculate mixture viscosity of PIPE-SEP liquid out line, (Pa.s);
% Mixture velocity in PIPE-SEP liquid out line, (m/s);
% Mixture velocity in PIPE-SEP, (m/s);
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% Calculate the mixture in PIPE-SEP liquid out line
GVF_GCU =GCU_PIPE_SEP*Q_G_S/P_PIPE_SEP
/(GCU_PIPE_SEP*Q_G_S/P_PIPE_SEP +Q_L*(1-
LCO_PIPE_SEP)*1e-3*3600);
rho_mix_2 = rho_L*(1-GVF_GCU)+ rho_G_PIPE_SEP * GVF_GCU;
mu_mix_2 = mu_L*(1-GVF_GCU)+ mu_G *GVF_GCU;
Vsl_mix_2 = (Q_L*(1-LCO_PIPE_SEP)*1e-
3)/A_PIPE+( GCU_PIPE_SEP*Q_G_S/3600 )/A_PIPE;
Vsl_mix_3 = (Q_L*(1-LCO_PIPE_SEP)*1e-
3)/A_PIPE_SEP+( GCU_PIPE_SEP*Q_G_S/3600 )/A_PIPE_SEP;
Reno_L = rho_mix_2 * D_PIPE_SEP * Vsl_mix_3 / mu_mix_2;
Reno_L_L = rho_mix_2 * D_PIPE * Vsl_mix_2 / mu_mix_2;
% Calculate liquid friction factor at PIPE-SEP by Drew method
f_L = 0.0056+0.5* Reno_L^(-0.32);
f_L_L = 0.0056+0.5* Reno_L_L^(-0.32);
% Calculate pressure loss along PIPE-SEP liquid out line
DP_L = (f_L_L *(L_fitting_L+L_liquid)/D_PIPE+1.5)*(rho_mix_2*
Vsl_mix_2^2/2)/100000;
% PIPE-SEP Equilibrium Liquid Level
L_l1_new= ((P_UF_KOV-P_HI_SEP)*100000+DP_L*100000 -
DP_G*100000- rho_mix_2*g*(Z_1-Z_3-L_p)- rho_mix_1 *g *(Z_1-
Z_2-L_r)-
f_G_G*(L_g1+L_inlet)*rho_mix_1*Vsg_est_PIPE_SEP^2/D_PIPE_SE
P/2)/(g*(rho_L+rho_G_PIPE_SEP)-
% Liquid Reynolds number in PIPE-SEP;
% Liquid Reynolds number in PIPE-SEP liquid out line;
% Liquid friction factor in PIPE-SEP;
% Liquid friction factor in PIPE-SEP liquid out line;
% Pressure loss in PIPE-SEP liquid out line, (bar);
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f_L*rho_mix_2*Vsl_PIPE_SEP^2/2/D_PIPE_SEP-
f_G_G*rho_mix_1*Vsg_est_PIPE_SEP^2/D_PIPE_SEP/2);
delta= (L_l1_new-L_l1);
if L_l1_new <= 0.085
disp('GB')
end
if L_l1_new > 0.085
L_l1=L_l1_new;
Q_GCU = 5;
GCU_PIPE_SEP=Q_GCU/Q_G_S;
% Gas carry under (Sm^3/h)
% Swirled flow to gas blow by model
% Calculate film thickness:
Reno_G_C=
(Vsg_PIPE_SEP*rho_G_PIPE_SEP*D_PIPE_SEP_e)/mu_G;
N_L = (g*D_PIPE_SEP_e^3*rho_L*(rho_L-
rho_G_PIPE_SEP)/mu_L^2)^0.5;
Theta_B = 140*N_L^0.433*Reno_G_C^(-1.35)*D_PIPE_SEP;
% Calculate film height
Frn = Vmix^2/(g* D_PIPE_SEP);
C = 2.35;
n = 0.022;
H_film = C *(Frn) ^0.5*(Reno_inlet)^n *(1+f_inlet)^(-0.25) *
A_PIPE^0.5;
% Two phase Grashoff number;
% Swirled film thickness, (m);
% The Froude number;
% Constant C and the power n
% Swirled film height, (m);
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% Liquid split ratio
S_R = pi*D_PIPE_SEP*H_film*Theta_B*1000/Q_L
Vsl_film = S_R *Q_L/1000/(pi/4*(D_PIPE_SEP^2-(D_PIPE_SEP-
Theta_B)^2));
% Entrainment fraction
N_uf = mu_L/(rho_L*sur_tension*(sur_tension/g/(rho_L-
rho_G_PIPE_SEP))^0.5);
Reno_film = rho_L*Vsl_film*Theta_B/mu_L;
Reno_f_film = 250*log(Reno_film)-1265;
a = 2.31e-04 * Reno_film^(-0.35);
E_max = 1-Reno_f_film/Reno_film;
V=0.1;
% Liquid carry over
LCO_PIPE_SEP =S_R*E_max*V;
%%==============================================
% Swirled film velocity, (m/s);
Q_LCO = LCO_PIPE_SEP *Q_L;
Q_GCU = GCU_PIPE_SEP *Q_G_S;
eta_Liquid = (1-LCO_PIPE_SEP)*100;
eta_Gas = (1-GCU_PIPE_SEP)*100;
% Liquid carry over flowrate, (l/s);
% Gas carry under flowrate, (Sm^3/h);
% Liquid separation efficiency, (%)
% Gas separation efficiency, (%)
disp ( ['Inlet Temperature (degree) ', num2str(T_inlet)] );
disp ( ['Inlet Pressure (bara) ', num2str( P_inlet)] );
disp ( ['PIPE-SEP Inside Pressure (bara) ', num2str( P_PIPE_SEP)] );
disp ( ['HI-SEP Inside Pressure (bara) ', num2str( P_HI_SEP)] );
disp ( ['UF KOV Pressure (bara) ', num2str( P_UF_KOV)] );
disp ( ['Liquid Flowrate (l/s) ', num2str( Q_L)] );
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disp ( ['Standard Gas Flowrate (Sm^3/h) ', num2str(Q_G_S )] );
disp ( ['Superficial Gas Velocity (m/s) ', num2str(Vsg)] );
disp ( ['Superficial Liquid Velocity (m/s) ', num2str(Vsl)] );
disp ( ['Mix Velocity (m/s) ', num2str(Vmix)] );
disp ( ['Inlet GVF (%) ', num2str(GVF_inlet )] );
disp ( ['Gas Velocity in PIPE-SEP (m/s) ', num2str(Vsg_PIPE_SEP)] );
disp ( ['Gas Velocity in HI-SEP (m/s) ', num2str(Vsg_HI_SEP)] );
disp ( ['Liquid Velocity in PIPE-SEP (m/s) ', num2str(Vsl_PIPE_SEP)] );
disp ( ['Liquid Velocity in HI-SEP (m/s) ', num2str(Vsl_HI_SEP)] );
disp ( ['Liquid level in PIPE-SEP (mm) ', num2str(L_l1_new)] );
disp ( ['Pressure loss along gas leg(bar) ', num2str( DP_G)] );
disp ( ['Pressure loss along liquid leg(bar) ', num2str(DP_L)] );
disp ( ['Liquid carry over ', num2str(LCO_PIPE_SEP)] );
disp ( ['Gas carry under ', num2str(GCU_PIPE_SEP)] );
disp ( [' Liquid carry over(l/s) ', num2str(Q_LCO)] );
disp ( ['Gas carry under(Sm^3/hr) ', num2str(Q_GCU)] );
disp ( ['Liquid separation efficiency(%) ', num2str(eta_Liquid )] );
disp ( ['Gas separation efficiency(%) ', num2str(eta_Gas )] );
disp ( ['Churned flow boundary ', num2str(CM )] );
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Appendix E: Pipe-Hi-SEP Optimal Design Model
% PIPE-HI-SEP optimal design model (SI Units)
% Developed by Yinghui Zhou--------March 2012
%%==============================================
PIPEHIcost
function f=PIPEHIcost(x,d)
D_HI_SEP = x(1);H_C2 = x(2);H_F2 = x(3);H_LIN2 = x(4);H_S2 = x(5);H_H2 = x(6);H_LLL2 = x(7);H_LLLL2 = x(8);
D_NOZ1 = x(9); D_NOZ2 = x(10); D_NOZ3 = x(11); tcs_HI_SEP = x(12);D_PIPE_SEP = x(13);H_C1= x(14);H_F1= x(15);H_LIN1 = x(16);H_S1 =
x(17);H_H1= x(18);H_LLL1 = x(19);H_LLLL1 = x(20);tcs_PIPE_SEP = x(21);
%%==============================================
f =
(tcs_HI_SEP/1000*pi*D_HI_SEP*(H_C2+H_F2+H_LIN2+H_S2+H_H2+H_LLL2+H_LLLL2)+tcs_PIPE_SEP/1000*pi*D_PIPE_SEP*(H_C1+H_F1+H_LIN1
+H_S1+H_H1+H_LLL1+H_LLLL1))*7850;
PIPEHIconstrain
function [c,ceq]=PIPEHIconstrain(x,d)
% Variables
D_HI_SEP = x(1);H_C2 = x(2);H_F2 = x(3);H_LIN2 = x(4);H_S2 = x(5);H_H2 = x(6);H_LLL2 = x(7);H_LLLL2 = x(8);
D_NOZ1 = x(9); D_NOZ2 = x(10); D_NOZ3 = x(11); tcs_HI_SEP = x(12);D_PIPE_SEP = x(13);H_C1= x(14);H_F1= x(15);H_LIN1 = x(16);H_S1 =
x(17);H_H1= x(18);H_LLL1 = x(19);H_LLLL1 = x(20);tcs_PIPE_SEP = x(21);
% Given parameters
Q_L = d(1);Q_G_S = d(2); P_inlet = d(3); T_inlet = d(4); T_LLL2 = d(5);T_H2 = d(6);T_S2 = d(7); LCO=d(8); D_m2=d(9); D_m1=d(10);
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d=[13.24, 11800, 68.94, 15.55, 180, 30, 30, 0.01, 3.41e-05, 300];
% Constants
rho_L = 824.9; mu_L = 3e-03; sur_tension = 0.07; mu_G = 1.03e-05; g = 9.8;
% Calculat PIPE-SEP inlet flow properties:
Q_G_A = Q_G_S/P_inlet;
Q_M = Q_L+Q_G_A;
GVF_inlet = Q_G_A /Q_M;
LVF_inlet = Q_L/Q_M;
% Actual inlet gas flow rate, (Am^3/hr);
% Inlet mixture flow rate, m^3/hr
% Inlet gas void fraction, GVF;
% Inlet liquid void fraction, LVF;
% Calculated Gas Density at PIPE-SEP inlet:
%rho_G = ( P_inlet *101330*28.96 )/ (8314 * (273 + T_inlet ));
rho_G = 59.42;
% Calculate Inlet mixture properties:
rho_mix = rho_L*(1-GVF_inlet)+ rho_G * GVF_inlet;
mu_mix = mu_L*(1-GVF_inlet)+ mu_G * GVF_inlet;
% Gas density at inlet pipe, (kg/m^3);
% Mixture density, (Kg/m^3);
% Mixture viscosity, (pa.s);
% Inlet pipe constrains:
c(1) = -
D_NOZ1+(4*(Q_M/101.94)/(pi*60/(rho_mix/16.018)^0.5))^0.5*0.3048
;
A_NOZl = pi/4*D_NOZ1^2;
%PIPE-SEP inlet velocity
Vsl_inlet = Q_L/3600 / A_NOZl;
Vsg_inlet = Q_G_A/3600 /A_NOZl;
% Superficial inlet liquid velocity,(m/s);
% Superficial inlet gas velocity, (m/s);
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V_mix=Q_M/3600/A_NOZl;
Reno_inlet = rho_mix * D_NOZ1 * V_mix /mu_mix;
f_inlet = Q_G_A / Q_L;
% Mixture inlet velocity, (m/s);
% Reynolds number at inlet;
% Inlet gas to liquid volumetric ratio ;
% Calculat the intermiddle gas inlet flow properties:
Q_gas_inlet_M = Q_L*LCO+Q_G_A;
GVF_gas_inlet = Q_G_A /Q_gas_inlet_M;
LVF_gas_inlet = Q_L*LCO/Q_gas_inlet_M;
% Gas inlet mixture flow rate, m^3/hr
% Gas inlet gas void fraction, GVF;
% Gas inlet liquid void fraction, LVF;
% Calculate the intermiddle gas inlet mixture properties:
rho_mix_gas_inlet = rho_L*(1-GVF_gas_inlet)+ rho_G *
GVF_gas_inlet;
mu_mix_gas_inlet = mu_L*(1-GVF_gas_inlet)+ mu_G *
GVF_gas_inlet;
% Mixture density, (Kg/m^3);
% Mixture viscosity, (pa.s);
% Inter-middle pipe constrains
c(2) = -
D_NOZ2+(4*(Q_gas_inlet_M/101.94)/(pi*60/(rho_mix_gas_inlet/16.01
8)^0.5))^0.5*0.3048;
c(3) = -D_NOZ3+(4*(Q_L*(1-
LCO)/101.94)/(pi*60/(rho_L/16.018)^0.5))^0.5*0.3048;
D_NOZ = max(D_NOZ2,D_NOZ3);
A_NOZ = pi/4*D_NOZ^2;
%%==============================================
% HI-SEP gas inlet flow properties
Vsl_gas_inlet = Q_L*LCO/3600 / A_NOZ;
Vsg_gas_inlet = Q_G_A/3600 /A_NOZ;
V_mix_gas_inlet = Vsl_gas_inlet + Vsg_gas_inlet;
Reno_gas_inlet = rho_mix_gas_inlet * D_NOZ * V_mix_gas_inlet
% Superficial inlet liquid velocity,(m/s);
% Superficial inlet gas velocity, (m/s);
% Mixture inlet velocity, (m/s);
% Reynolds number at inlet;
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/mu_mix_gas_inlet; f_gas_inlet = Q_G_A / (Q_L*LCO);
% Inlet gas to liquid volumetric ratio ;
% HI-SEP g force constrain
c(4) =10-(Q_gas_inlet_M/3600/A_NOZ)^2/D_HI_SEP/g;
c(5)=-200+(Q_gas_inlet_M/3600/A_NOZ)^2/D_HI_SEP/g;
% Calculate HI-SEP terminal velocity:
V_t_HI_SEP_1 = 0.75*2.38*( sur_tension /rho_L)^0.25*((rho_L-
rho_G)/rho_G)^0.5*0.3048;
% Terminal velocity, m/sec
% HI-SEP liquid film re-entrainment constrains:
Re_film=Q_L*LCO/3600*rho_L/(pi*D_HI_SEP*mu_L);
Vtang=((-3.1*0.2+4.72)*Vsg_gas_inlet-
1.38)*(0.15/D_HI_SEP)^0.3/(D_HI_SEP/2)^(-1);
Vaixal=((-19*0.2+15.38)*Vsg_gas_inlet+17.4*0.2-
9.98)*(0.15/D_HI_SEP)^2/(D_HI_SEP/2)^(-1);
%a=(Q_gas_inlet_M/3600/A_NOZ*0.4)^2/D_HI_SEP;
a=Vtang/2;
Nu_film=mu_L/(rho_L*sur_tension*(sur_tension/(a*(rho_L-
rho_G)))^0.5)^0.5;
if Re_film<160
V_t_HI_SEP_2=0.4572*(sur_tension/mu_L)*(rho_L/rho_G)^0.5*Nu_fi
lm^(-0.5);
end
if Re_film<=1635 & Re_film>=160 & Nu_film <=1/15
V_t_HI_SEP_2=3.5905*(sur_tension/mu_L)*(rho_L/rho_G)^0.5*Nu_fi
lm^0.8* Re_film^(-1/3);
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end
if Re_film<=1635 & Re_film>=160 & Nu_film >1/15
V_t_HI_SEP_2=0.4115*(sur_tension/mu_L)*(rho_L/rho_G)^0.5*
Re_film^(-1/3);
end
if Re_film>1635 & Nu_film <=1/15
V_t_HI_SEP_2=0.3048*(sur_tension/mu_L)*(rho_L/rho_G)^0.5*
Re_film^0.8;
end
if Re_film>1635 & Nu_film >1/15
V_t_HI_SEP_2=0.03493*(sur_tension/mu_L)*(rho_L/rho_G)^0.5;
end
c(6)=Vaixal-V_t_HI_SEP_2;
V_t_HI_SEP=V_t_HI_SEP_1;
% HI-SEP Gas capacity
c(6) = (Q_G_A/3600/((pi/4)*(D_HI_SEP^2-D_NOZ^2))) -
0.75*V_t_HI_SEP;
D_HI_SEP_INCH = D_HI_SEP*39.37 ;
c(7) =-D_HI_SEP+2*D_NOZ;
% Vessel diameter, inch,1 meter = 39.370 078 74 inch
% H_C2
H_E=0.2;
H_T2=2*D_NOZ;
c(8)=-H_C2+(H_T2+2*D_NOZ+H_E);
% H_F2
FN_gas_inlet = V_mix_gas_inlet^2/g/D_HI_SEP;
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H_F2_1=
( A_NOZ^0.5*2.35*Reno_gas_inlet^0.022*FN_gas_inlet^0.5*(1+f_gas
_inlet)^(-0.25));
% HI-SEP separation performance constrain
d32 =
0.79*(sur_tension/rho_G)^0.6*(1/Vsg_gas_inlet)^1.2*D_NOZ^0.4;
H_F2_2 =
(9*D_NOZ*mu_G*D_HI_SEP/(D_m2^2*V_mix_gas_inlet*(rho_L-
rho_G)));
H_F2= max(H_F2_1, H_F2_2);
% H_LIN2
c(9)=-H_LIN2+ max(0.3+1/2*D_NOZ,0.2+H_LIN1);
% H_H2
V_H2 = T_H2*Q_L/3600;
ceq(2)=-H_H2+(V_H2/(pi/4*(D_HI_SEP^2)));
% H_S2
V_S2 = T_S2*Q_L/3600;
ceq(3)=-H_S2+( V_S2/(pi/4*(D_HI_SEP^2)));
% H_LLL2
ceq(4)=-H_LLL2+( T_LLL2*Q_L/3600/(pi/4*(D_HI_SEP^2-
D_NOZ^2)));
% H_LLLL2
%Swirled film height , m
% The holdup volume, m^3;
% The surge volume, m^3;
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if P_inlet<20
ceq(5)=H_LLLL2-15*0.0254;
else
ceq(5)=H_LLLL2-6*0.0254;
end
% Ratio_HI_SEP
H_HI_SEP_G = H_F2+H_C2;
H_HI_SEP_L = H_LLLL2+H_LLL2+H_H2+H_S2+H_LIN2;
H_HI_SEP = H_HI_SEP_G + H_HI_SEP_L;
Ratio_HI_SEP = H_HI_SEP/D_HI_SEP;
c(10)=Ratio_HI_SEP-15;
c(11)=-Ratio_HI_SEP+2;
% HI-SEP gas section length, m;
% HI-SEP liquid section length, m;
% HI-SEP total length, m;
%%==============================================
% Calculate superficial velocity in PIPE-SEP:
A_PIPE_SEP = ( pi * D_PIPE_SEP ^ 2 ) / 4;
A_G_PIPE = ( pi * D_NOZ ^ 2 ) / 4;
A_PIPE_SEP_R = A_PIPE_SEP - A_G_PIPE;
D_PIPE_SEP_e = (4*A_PIPE_SEP_R/pi)^0.5;
Vsg_PIPE_SEP = ( Q_G_A/3600 ) /A_PIPE_SEP_R ;
Vsl_PIPE_SEP = Q_L/3600 /A_PIPE_SEP_R;
% Cross-sectional area of the PIPE-SEP, (m^2);
% Cross-sectional area of the PIPE-SEP gas outline, (m^2);
% Restricted cross-sectional area of the PIPE-SEP, (m^2);
% PIPE-SEP equivalent diameter, (m);
% Superficial gas velocity in PIPE-SEP, (m/s);
% Superficial liquid velocity in PIPE-SEP, (m/s);
% PIPE-SEP g force
c(12)=5-(Q_M/3600/(pi*D_NOZ1^2/4))^2/D_PIPE_SEP/g;
c(13)=(Q_M/3600/(pi*D_NOZ1^2/4))^2/D_PIPE_SEP/g-200;
% Stoke's law
if D_m1<100
V_t_PIPE_SEP_1=(1488*g*(D_m1*0.000001*3.28)^2*((rho_L-
rho_G)*16.018)/(18*mu_G*1000))*0.3048;
End
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% Intermediate law
if D_m1>=100 & D_m1<1000
V_t_PIPE_SEP_1=(3.49*g^0.71*(D_m1*0.000001*3.28)^1.14*((rho_L
-
rho_G)*16.018)^0.71/((mu_G*1000)^0.43*(rho_G*16.018)^0.29))*0.3
048;
end
% Calculate film thickness
Reno_G_C= (Vsg_PIPE_SEP*rho_G*D_PIPE_SEP_e)/mu_G;
N_L = (g*D_PIPE_SEP_e^3*rho_L*(rho_L-rho_G)/mu_L^2)^0.5;
Theta_B = 140*N_L^0.433*Reno_G_C^(-1.35)*D_PIPE_SEP ;
% Reno number of gas phase in PIPE-SEP;
% Two phase Grashoff number;
% Swirled film thickness, (m);
% H_F1
FN = V_mix^2/g/D_PIPE_SEP;
H_F1 = ( A_NOZl^0.5*2.35*Reno_inlet^0.022*FN^0.5*(1+f_inlet)^(-
0.25));
V_t_PIPE_SEP=V_t_PIPE_SEP_1;
% Swirled film height , m;
% PIPE-SEP gas capacity
c(14)=(Q_G_A/3600/((pi/4)*(D_PIPE_SEP^2-D_NOZ^2))) -
0.75*V_t_PIPE_SEP;
D_PIPE_SEP_INCH = D_PIPE_SEP*39.37 ;
c(15) = -D_PIPE_SEP+2*D_NOZ;
% Vessel diameter, inch,1 meter = 39.370 078 74 inch
% H_C1
H_T1=2*D_NOZ;
c(16) =-H_C1+(H_T1+D_PIPE_SEP/2+2*D_NOZ) ;
% H_LIN1
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c(17) = -H_LIN1+(0.3+1/2*D_NOZ1);
% Geometrical constrains1 H_H1,H_S1,H_LIN1
ceq(6)=H_H1-H_H2;
ceq(7)=H_S1-H_S2;
% H_LLL1
if P_inlet<20
ceq(8)=H_LLL1-15*0.0254;
else
ceq(8)=H_LLL1-6*0.0254;
end
% H_LLL1
c(18)=-H_LLLL1+2*D_NOZ;
H_PIPE_SEP_G = H_F1+H_C1;
H_PIPE_SEP_L = H_LLLL1+H_LLL1+H_H1+H_S1+H_LIN1;
H_PIPE_SEP = H_PIPE_SEP_G + H_PIPE_SEP_L;
Ratio_PIPE_SEP = H_PIPE_SEP/D_PIPE_SEP;
c(19)=Ratio_PIPE_SEP-15;
c(20)=2-Ratio_PIPE_SEP;
% Geometrical constrains2
c(21)= D_PIPE_SEP-D_HI_SEP;
c(22)=H_PIPE_SEP-H_HI_SEP;
c(23)=-D_HI_SEP;
c(24)=-H_C2;
c(25)=-H_F2+1;
c(26)=-H_LIN2;
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c(27)=-H_S2;
c(28)=-H_H2;
c(29)=-H_LLL2;
c(30)=-H_LLLL2;
c(31)=-D_NOZ1;
c(32)=-D_NOZ2;
c(33)=-D_NOZ3;
c(34)=-D_PIPE_SEP;
c(35)=-H_C1;
c(36)=-H_F1;
c(37)=-H_LIN1;
c(38)=-H_LLL1;
c(39)=-H_LLLL1;
%Wall thickness
c(40)=-tcs_HI_SEP+( (1.1* P_inlet*D_HI_SEP)/(2*950*0.8-
1.2*1.1*P_inlet)*1000+3.2);
c(41)=-tcs_PIPE_SEP+( (1.1* P_inlet*D_PIPE_SEP)/(2*950*0.8-
1.2*1.1*P_inlet)*1000+3.2);
PIPEHIOptimial
d=[13.24, 11800, 68.94, 15.55, 180, 30, 30, 0.01, 3.41e-05,
300];
f=@(x)PIPEHIcost(x,d);
g=@(x)PIPEHIconstrain(x,d);
x0=[0.5, 0.6, 1, 0.4, 0.3, 0.3, 1.7, 0.2, 0.11, 0.09, 0.02,
32,0.2,0.1,0.1,0.5,0.3,0.2,0.2,0.1,20];
xL=zeros(1,21);
xU=inf(1,21);
options = optimset('Algorithm','active-set', 'display', 'iter');
[x,area]=fmincon(f,x0,[],[],[],[],xL,xU,g,options);
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